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A good general gathers intelligence about the enemy prior to forming a strategy. A good investor gathers 
information about his friend, the market, before he forms his investment strategies. Fortunately for 
investors, gigabytes of useful market data are readily available for analysis.  

The original process of gathering this data was a Herculean task. The laborers have never been properly 
recognized. We are all deeply in debt to researchers like Ibbotson and Sinqfield, organizations like the 
Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRISP), and hundreds of other individuals who worked in 
obscurity. The data they assembled is enormously valuable to us. With it we can begin to see clearly 
what is going on. With a "clean" database and a modern computer, researchers can sift and sort, analyze, 
and test their hypotheses. The forest, previously hidden by all those pesky leaves and trees, becomes 
visible.  

Today we take this information for granted, but our grandfathers didn't have anything like it. It wasn't 
until the mid-'60s that a researcher was able to show that stocks outperformed bonds! And of course, we 
take our computers for granted. But they weren't always there, either. The first primitive PCs were 
introduced less than 15 years ago. The average secretary's 386 computer has more capacity than the US 
had during the entire Korean War. And 25 years ago, NASA put a man on the moon with far less 
computing capacity than my "old" 486 has.  

Finally, all this information is instantly available worldwide. Investors no longer need to be at financial 
capitals. You or I can see trades at the same time that a trader in Hong Kong or New York does. And we 
have access to the same databases and research that Wall Street's barons have. Our grandfathers couldn't 
have even dreamed about these powerful tools. Often the results are surprising, and contradict the 
conventional wisdom. It's up to us to adapt this new information and the insights we glean from it as we 
construct our Investment Strategies for the 21st Century.  

Rates of Return 

Investing is a multidimensional process. Of course, the first dimension is rate of return. The basic 
economic dilemma is this: Should we consume now or later? Given that our wants and needs are almost 
infinite, we have a strong preference for immediate consumption. Instant gratification isn't a concept 
developed by the Yuppies.  
If we are going to delay gratification, then most of us demand a reasonable prospect of payback and 
profit. Otherwise, we might as well enjoy it now.  
A person seeking profit has a number of markets from which to choose. Cash, stocks and bonds are the 
traditional liquid markets which most of us first consider. But there are options, currencies, futures, 
commodities and other more exotic derivatives which are freely traded and totally liquid. Or an investor 
might want to consider real estate, fine artwork, baseball cards, stamps, coins or other valuable 
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tangibles.  
Each market, as we shall see, can be further broken down into smaller and smaller sub-markets. The list 
could become almost endless. And each little sub-market, or segment, would have distinct properties 
which an informed investor would want to understand before placing any funds. I am going to restrict 
myself to the traditional cash, stocks and bonds, and how we can form them into portfolios that will 
meet our needs.  
The different markets have produced greatly different average rates of return over a long period of time. 
In the short term, on a fairly regular basis, markets will vary around the averages. These short-term 
variations are aberrations when viewed from the long-term perspective. Short periods of over- or under-
performance are sooner or later reversed as the markets "regress to the mean." Looking at the long-term 
data will give us a fair platform for evaluating markets. It gives us a powerful tool to estimate the 
"ranges of reasonableness" when we build or evaluate our portfolios.  
Investors ignore this data at their peril.  
We all know that if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Long-term data gives us the yardstick to 
measure whether something is too good to be true. You will buy a lot less pie in the sky if you keep this 
in mind.  
Later we will see that individual investors are often their own worst enemies. Investor behavior can be 
extraordinarily shortsighted. Foolish investors insist on making their long-term decisions based on very 
recent experience. Lemming-like, they run from gloom and doom to euphoria. In the process, basic 
discipline flies out the window, and bad things happen to their investment results. Remembering long-
term results can keep them from shooting themselves in the foot. A long-term outlook will stiffen 
resolve to stick with a well-thought-out investment plan.  

Definitions 

A few basic definitions are in order here:  
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a commonly used measure of inflation. Inflation is the erosion of 
buying power over time, if dollars are used as a store of value. Investment returns must be adjusted by 
the inflation index in order for us to evaluate "real" returns. In other words, our returns must jump this 
hurdle in order to provide meaningful increases in value.  
Treasury Bills (T-Bills) are short-term obligations issued by the United States government. Because they 
are guaranteed by the government, and the government can always print more dollars, they carry no 
credit risk. Treasury Bills are considered "zero-risk" in many academic discussions. We shall see that 
that is not always the case. T-Bills are a good proxy for many savings plans. They track CD rates 
reasonably closely.  
Treasury Bonds are longer-term obligations of the government. They also carry no credit risk, but there 
is a substantial capital risk as interest rates change prior to redemption. An existing bond's value changes 
inversely as interest rates change in the economy. We will talk lots more about bonds later. Commercial 
bonds are long-term debts issued by corporations. They carry both a default or credit risk, and a capital 
risk as interest rates change.  
Commercial Bonds represent long-term debts of corporations. They are usually issued with a fixed 
interest rate (coupon) payable every 6 months. Bonds are generally issued with a maturity date, at which 
time they are redeemed for the face amount. While a commercial bond may default and become 
worthless, it can never be worth more than the face amount at maturity. The corporation has no other 
obligation other than to pay the interest and principal upon maturity. Bondholders generally have no say 
in the operation of the corporation unless the interest payment is in default. Bonds may be issued with 
specific assets of the corporation to back up the corporate debt, or as a general obligation of the firm.  
Treasury Bills, Treasury Bonds, Commercial Bonds, Cash, Savings Accounts and CDs are all debt 
instruments.  
Stocks represent ownership or equity in a corporation. Stocks may or may not pay a dividend. If a stock 
pays a dividend, it may change in amount from time to time and it is not guaranteed to continue. Like 
bonds, stocks may become worthless if a company fails. But unlike bonds, if the company prospers, 
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there is no theoretical limit to the increase in value, and no redemption date. As owners of the 
corporation, stockholders are entitled to vote on the board of directors and may influence the operation 
of the company.  
The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of the largest 500 stocks on the New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE). This index contains only mega-firms and is considered a good proxy for performance of the 
"blue chip" stocks.  
Small cap stocks (as I'll be referring to them) are the smallest 20% of the New York Stock Exchange-
traded firms. ("Small" is a relative term. If a firm is traded on the NYSE, it has already reached a 
respectable size.)  
The foregoing definitions are generalizations. My aim here is to keep this simple, and not get bogged 
down. Of course, there are hybrid instruments such as convertible bonds and preferred stocks. These 
securities have some of the properties of both stocks and bonds. If you want to know more, there are 
plenty of good finance books available, and I commend you for your interest. Check out my bookshelf 
in the archives. For now, let us move on.  

A Look at the Long-Term Data 

The following charts show performance data from 1926 to 1993. The data is extracted from Roger 
Ibbotson and Rex Sinqfield's widely quoted annual book, Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation. 
Compilation of this data has contributed greatly to the understanding we now have of how markets 
work.  
First, let's look at compound rates of return since 1926 in the broad domestic markets we just defined.  
 

 
Next, let's see how a dollar grew between 1926 and 1993. Due to the magic of compounding, what 
seems like a relatively small difference in rate of return will compound to giant differences in total 
accumulation. Look at the difference that 1.33% makes over time when we move from the S&P 500 to 
Small Company Stocks.  
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Next, to show real rates of return, we have subtracted out the average inflation rates. If we don't account 
for inflation, we are just fooling ourselves. We want to be wealthier, not just have more inflated dollars!  
 

 
In the real world, most of us pay taxes. Below, I show rates of return after inflation and reducing returns 
for an assumed 30% average tax rate. While we didn't have an income tax the entire time, this 
comparison may still be far too kind to debt. For one thing, average marginal tax rates were often much 
higher during the period covered. For another, stocks offer the prospect of both deferral of tax and 
capital gains treatment, which I did not build into this simplistic model.  
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The Bottom Line 

So, what can we learn from all this? Plenty!  

The Range of Reasonableness 

Long-term data gives us some very useful yardsticks.  
The '80s and early '90s have been especially good to both stocks and bonds.  
However, bad things happened to America in the '70s. The Vietnam War divided the country, as an 
entire generation watched senseless violent death on national TV over dinner. Protesters took to the 
streets and grew violent themselves. Groups like the SLA and the Weathermen bombed, kidnapped, 
robbed and killed. The government became increasingly paranoid. The Nixon administration and 
Hoover's FBI systematically violated our constitutional rights. The National Guard shot peaceful 
protesters on their college campus. A vice-president and president both resigned in disgrace, and 
narrowly missed jail. Nixon's henchmen marched off one by one to prison. Democracy teetered on the 
brink.  
On the economic front, things were just as bad. We charged the Vietnam War and Johnson's Great 
Society. When the bill came due, OPEC cut off the oil. The government deficit mushroomed. Inflation 
soared, and interest rates climbed to unheard-of heights. American industry became bloated and could 
not compete effectively on the international markets. The stock market accurately reflected the turmoil. 
Returns in the '70s could only be called dismal. During 1973-74 the S&P 500 dropped 50%. Bond 
investors were brutalized by rising interest rates.  
The '80s saw recovery. Over 20 years of concerted government policy steadily brought down inflation 
and interest rates. Industry painfully modernized and became competitive. Bond holders were finally 
rewarded by falling interest rates, and reaped rewards far in excess of coupon rates. Stock market returns 
rebounded after the lost decade. Even after two short "crashes" in 1986 and 1989, investors realized 
fantasy gains.  
As a result, investors have come to expect rates of return which are greatly higher than the historical 
averages. I view these recent returns as an aberration. There is no data to indicate that either rates of 
return or risk premium (to be discussed in Chapter 2) have changed in any fundamental way. We are not 
all entitled to returns in the high teens or low 20s as a birthright. In any event, it seems foolish to project 
these rates on into the indefinite future.  
Investors who view the '80s returns as a yardstick may do themselves serious injury.  

1. These investors can set themselves up to endlessly chase rainbows. As they fail to attain 
unrealistic goals, they often move from advisor to advisor or scheme to scheme, to their 
detriment. In the process, they inadvertently churn their own accounts. Wall Street is only too 
eager to help. The brokerage community is ever ready to promise far more than they can ever 
deliver to "get the business." Investors who achieve, or advisors who deliver, "only" solid 
realistic results are at a distinct disadvantage in an atmosphere of hype and perfect 20/20 
hindsight.  

2. By placing faith in an accumulation plan based on a higher-than-realistic rate of return 
projection, these investors may be setting aside far too little to meet their long-term goals.  

3. They also may be living off their nest eggs. Many establish withdrawal plans based on rates of 
return they cannot achieve in order to finance lifestyles they can no longer afford. They run the 
very real risk of causing their capital to implode, and they will become destitute in their old age.  

Savings vs. Investment 

Many academics might quibble, but I find it useful to distinguish between savings and investment. 
Savings might include all the debt instruments, cash, T-Bills, bonds, CDs, and annuities. Investments 
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(equity) offer a long-term return sufficient to overcome inflation, and because they are traded each day, 
will fluctuate in value. If you don't have both, you have a savings plan. (Fluctuation is a nice, non-
threatening way to say that sometimes prices will go down! We really shouldn't sugar-coat this little 
fact. It's built right into the system. We will deal with fluctuation later.)  
You will notice that the little boxes on the left of all the charts in this chapter represent debt or savings, 
while the tall, handsome boxes on the right represent equity. A saver who put a dollar into T-Bills in 
1926, and who faithfully reinvested the proceeds for 68 years, actually saw his savings shrink to 70 
cents on an after-tax, after-inflation basis! In other words, the dollar you put away in 1926, together with 
all the earnings on it, won't buy as many Cokes or ice cream cones today.  
As the data shows, savers must abandon hope of achieving an after-tax, after-inflation rate of return. 
Think of CD as standing for Constantly Diminishing. The stability of CDs does not translate into long-
term security. Viewed from this perspective, the government-guaranteed savings plans are not wise, 
conservative or responsible. They are actually almost guaranteed to shrink in value! Even when interest 
rates are high, savings is a bankrupt investment policy. For instance, many savers fondly look back over 
the last 20 years of high interest rates. But even if all interest was re-invested, the after-tax, after-
inflation rate of return on CDs from 1975 to 1994 was -1.85%! Interest rates are high during periods of 
inflation. A progressive tax eats away more at the higher nominal rates of return. Later we will examine 
how inflation ravages a fixed return over time. If a saver attempts to live off the interest on his nest egg, 
the results are catastrophic over time. He better hope not to live very long.  
"Zero-risk" rates of return are very closely tied to inflation rates. So if you just want to keep up with 
inflation, you can accomplish that limited objective with debt instruments, but not much more. Most of 
us want an inflation hedge, growth and the ability to make withdrawals. Debt instruments haven't been 
able to support that. Savings are a unique and treacherous form of capital punishment. Every day, 
millions of well-meaning savers unnecessarily punish their capital and prevent it from growing and 
thriving.  
Another way to look at the data is to say that equity has returned about inflation plus 6-8%. Many 
advisors set the real rate of return as a long-term target. But anyone who builds his financial empire on a 
required rate of return of higher than 8% is skating on very thin ice indeed.  
Long-term data gives us all a necessary "reality check." Prudence and realism would dictate use of the 
more conservative data for planning. If we get more, we will all be pleasantly surprised.  
No matter how you look at the data, equity returns swamp anything available in debt. Only equity offers 
investors the prospect of real rates of return.  
So why isn't everybody investing in equity? There must be more to it than this! The next chapter will 
deal with the investor's four-letter word: risk.  
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"Risk" is the investor's four-letter word. Everybody is risk-averse. We all would prefer a certain, or 
riskless, result. It's rational and normal to be concerned about investment risk. But at some point, normal 
concern becomes irrational fear. And that exaggerated fear keeps too many people from making 
appropriate investment choices.  

Investment risk can be an extraordinary stress for many. I have seen investors throw up when the value of 
their portfolio dropped by 5%. Others worry themselves sick slowly, over a long period of time. In a 
society that judges happiness, security, power and prestige by the number of zeros in a bank account, 
perhaps that shouldn't surprise us. Money takes on a sacred aura, and a threat to wealth, even temporary, 
seems life-threatening.  

Risk aversion is not a matter of personal courage or "manliness." I know hundreds of combat-tested 
fighter pilots, infantry officers, and tank commanders who cannot make themselves leave their 
comfortable, "safe" CDs. I believe in many cases, risk aversion is a fear of the unknown, a feeling of 
being out of control, or of not knowing how bad things might get. Without solid information on the 
"threat," risk becomes a Bogey Man 12 feet tall!  

The conventional wisdom - that the stock market is somehow treacherous and dangerous - certainly 
contributes to the problem. As we have seen, the conventional wisdom is often wrong. In fact, stocks 
have been a highly reliable engine of wealth for long-term investors. In this chapter, we will demonstrate 
that market risk is almost exclusively a short-term phenomenon which falls over time, and that not being 
part of the market may be one of the biggest risks of all.  

Even investors who are comfortable with risk will benefit from a better understanding of what it is, where 
it comes from, how it is measured, and how it can be managed. Later we will use this information to 
construct "efficient" portfolios to meet your individual needs. "Efficient" means that either we will obtain 
the maximum amount of return for any level of risk we choose to bear, or meet our rate of return 
objective with the least amount of risk.  

A World Without Risk 

Just for a second let's try to imagine an investment world where there was only one dimension: rate of 
return. Investment choices might look like this:  

 
   
All returns are certain. Investors would, of course, decide that more is better. Everyone would want 
investment A. No one would consider investment B. Investment B would cease to exist as a choice for 
lack of takers. Everyone would get the same investment result, and no one could aspire to a higher rate of 
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return.  

Risk Offers the Chance for Higher Returns 

Now let's imagine a second dimension. Investment choices might look like this.  

 
Investment B offers a known outcome. Investment A introduces an amount of uncertainty. The results are 
variable.  

The Investor's Dilemma 

True choice now exists. Investors face a dilemma. They prefer a certain result. However, they also want 
the higher returns offered by investment A. They are trapped between wanting a certain result, and 
wanting more. Some investors will opt for the known result, and some will decide to go for the higher 
rate of return.  
Risk is, of course, the primary concern of investors. Acceptance of risk is what separates our "savings" 
from "investments." The successful investor must come to terms with the implications of accepting risk. 
He knows he cannot have it both ways. He cannot hope for higher returns without accepting the 
fluctuation. And he must realize that all fluctuations are not positive. Not every day will be uniformly 
wonderful. He must be honest with himself about his tolerance for risk, and resist the temptation to 
second-guess himself when the inevitable bad day arrives. Bad days are built right into the investment 
strategy. As we shall see, there should be many more good days than bad, and we will make more during 
the good days than we will lose during the bad. But it makes no sense to pretend that the bad days aren't 
going to come.  
Investors who pretend that they are somehow exempt from risk set themselves up for disaster. One of the 
very worst things an investor can do is accept a risk with the expectation that his investments will only go 
straight up. Markets do not work that way. And an investor who doesn't understand that will fall prey to 
the buy-high, sell-low, vicious downward spiral syndrome.  
The time to fully understand your risk tolerance and the risks in your investment portfolio is before you 
make your investments!  
In economic theory, at least, we all have many different combinations of risk and reward that we would 
find equally attractive. If we were to plot all those combinations, the resulting line would be called our 
indifference curve. We will have to examine the concept of indifference curves once more in relation to 
Modern Portfolio Theory. Since I have never found a real, live investor who has plotted his indifference 
curve, we won't spend too much time on it. I must confess that I have no idea what mine would look like.  
The amount of additional return which must be offered to an investor in order to pry him away from his 
known result is called the "risk premium." The speculation that investors often change their risk 
premiums as a result of recent events goes a long way toward explaining market excesses and the 
lemming-like behavior of investors.  
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The Professional's View 

Stock market returns can be described as random distributions with a strong upward bias. Over a long 
period of time, returns in a market or a particular part of a market remain fairly constant. Periods of over- 
and under-trend performance are often followed by a regression to the mean.  
Distributions around the average line fall in a rather predictable bell-shaped curve. Investment managers 
describe investment risk as deviation around the expected rate of return. They measure it with standard 
deviations. One standard deviation will contain about 68% of the expected future returns. A small 
standard deviation will indicate a closer grouping around the average, and less risk.  

 
   
Since most of us don't think about standard deviations very much, this may be a more visual and intuitive 
way to look at it. The S&P 500 has an average rate of return of about 10%.  

 
   
The standard deviation of the S & P 500 is about 20%. So about 68% of the time, results should fall 
between -10% and +30%. We might call a return falling inside this range an average result.  
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But about 32% of the time, returns will fall outside of the range.  

 
   
A result may fall outside of one standard deviation, but within two standard deviations (-30 to +50%). We 
might say that these are unusual returns. Returns will stay within two standard deviations about 95% of 
the time, or 19 out of 20 years.  
Returns may even get outside of the two-standard-deviation range. The three-standard-deviation range is 
from -50 to +70%. Results will fall within three standard deviations 99.5% of the time, or 199 out of 200 
years. In layman's terms, we might describe a result over two standard deviations as very weird.  
The smaller the variation around the expected result, the smaller the standard deviation, and the smaller 
the risk. It's important to understand that risk doesn't necessarily mean loss. All investments vary a little 
from year to year, even savings accounts, so they have a measurable risk. But in the case of savings 
accounts, we would never expect to have a loss.  
Other markets will have different rates of return and different standard deviations.  

Sources of Risk 

Risk comes from several sources. Most finance books break it down like this:  

• Business Risk - A company may fail, leaving the stock or bond you hold worthless.  
• Market Risk  - Even if you have a strong company, a declining market may carry your stock 

down with it.  
• Interest Rate Risk - The value of bonds varies inversely with interest rates. Stocks and other 

property are also affected by general interest rates.  
• Inflation Risk  - Your investment may not keep pace with inflation, resulting in a decrease in 

wealth or buying power.  
• Currency Risk - Foreign holdings may change in value as the value of currency changes.  
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• Political Risk - The government may do something to harm the economic climate. This can vary 
from raising taxes, revolution, war, or confiscation of property, to imposing a minimum wage.  

After 22 years of counseling investors, I am convinced that the classic textbooks have overlooked one of 
the biggest risks of all: Investor Behavior. While there are exceptions, economists are constantly amazed 
at the ability of individual investors to obtain such poor results. In an efficient market, individuals should 
not be able to do as poorly as they do. An entire branch of economics has devoted itself to trying to 
explain investor behavior, and how it affects their results and the markets. We will have lots more to say 
about that later.  
Another risk that we don't find in the traditional finance books is the very real risk that an investment 
management decision in either market timing or individual security selection may be wrong. Active 
investment management always adds additional cost, may not produce an additional return sufficient to 
cover the cost, and may introduce additional risk into the portfolio. The debate over active vs. passive 
investment style is one of the hottest in finance. See A Random Walk Down Wall Street on my bookshelf 
for an entertaining and enlightened discussion.  

Risk is Part of the Investment Process 

Risk is never going away. It is part of life, and part of the investment process. Any investor that thinks he 
has banished risk is just fooling himself. He has traded one risk he understands for another he doesn't. Or 
sometimes investors simply choose to ignore some risks. In particular, investors often underestimate or 
ignore the devastation that inflation can cause on a fixed income. Inflation is like a slow-growing cancer. 
At first you may not notice it, but eventually it will kill you.  
Each risk can be mitigated and managed using well-defined techniques. The trick is to manage your 
portfolio to achieve the maximum level of return at any level of risk you are willing to accept, achieve 
your goals with the least risk possible, and develop a strategy that has the highest possible probability of 
success.  
Most investors are risk-averse. If they want an adrenaline rush, they will take up skydiving! You can take 
lots more risk than what we advocate here. But our discussion is intended for the vast majority of 
Americans looking for a sensible college fund, retirement plan, or general wealth accumulation strategy. 
We will confine ourselves to the traditional liquid markets, and avoid more risky speculations.  

Factors that Multiply Risk 

• Concentration of Investments - An investor who held only Pan American, Eastern Airlines, or 
IBM has suffered for violation of the fundamental investment principle of diversification.  

• Leverage or Margin - We have seen how leverage magnifies risk.  
• Options, Futures, or Commodities - Speculation in all these markets utilize extraordinary 

amounts of leverage and carry the appropriate amount of risk. Most speculators are rather quickly 
wiped out. Ironically, these markets exist to allow business or investors to hedge risk and insure 
themselves against an adverse market move. Used in this manner, hedgers can usually accomplish 
their goal at a nominal cost.  

An Investor's View of Risk 

Fluctuation is Not Loss of Principal 

In the real world, investors define risk in a variety of ways. Mention risk, and many will begin to imagine 
total, irrevocable, gone-forever loss of their principal.  
Fluctuation is not loss of principal. It is just fluctuation. Here's an example that should make the 
difference clear. Let's say you believe that your backyard must contain oil. After a million dollars of 
drilling expense, it turns out that there is no oil. No matter what you do, no matter how long you look at 
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the well, no matter what happens to the price of oil, your money is gone. You have had an irrevocable 
loss of capital.  
Let's say that you took the same million and bought a diversified stock market portfolio. You then have 
an unusually bad result the first year, and lose 20%. Well, you have had an interesting fluctuation, but 
have not had a capital loss if you can refrain from doing the very worst possible thing and selling while 
the market is down. And markets have always recovered in the past. Past history would indicate that all 
you must do to recover and go on to acceptable profits is to hang tight. While an individual stock can 
certainly go to zero value, entire markets don't. Except for war or revolution, I am unaware of any market 
that has gone down without recovering. As long as we expect the value of the world's economy to 
continue to grow, the value of the securities markets will reflect that growth. Equity investors will profit 
and be rewarded handsomely for enduring the aggravation that risk entails.  

Visualizing Risk 

Standard deviations may be a very precise and technically correct way to describe risk, but I don't find it 
very intuitive. If we look at the pattern of returns in individual markets, we can perhaps get a much more 
visual and intuitive feeling for risk and reward.  
Treasury Bills have low returns and little risk. As you already know, T-Bills have never had a loss, but 
don't earn enough to provide meaningful real returns.  

 
   
Long-term Treasury Bonds have displayed a surprising amount of volatility as interest rates change. 
Many investors with "safe" government bonds or high-grade corporate have been shocked to see how 
much their capital account varies as interest rate changes.  

 
   
Commercial bonds show some increased risk, but still have disappointing returns.  
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Turning to stocks, the S&P 500 shows an increased amount of risk, but has generated meaningful real 
returns.  
   
Small company stocks have even higher returns, but also the highest amount of variation. Not everybody 
wants to endure this much fluctuation in their accounts. As you can see, it can be a wild ride.  

 
   
By looking at the previous series of graphs, the relationship between annual (short-term) rates of return 
and risk becomes pretty clear.  

Market Risk is Short-Term Risk 

But short-term results aren't the whole story. If that's all you focus on, you will miss the boat. Successful 
investors know market risk is a short-term risk that dramatically decreases over time. The longer we hold 
a risky asset, the more risk decreases. Let's look at the S&P 500, for instance. The longer we hold the 
asset, the lower chance of loss. There has never been a loss during any single 15-year period since 1926.  

Risk Falls over Time 

Look how the pattern of returns changes as we go from 1- to 5-, 10-, 15- and 20-year holding periods. 
You can see that there is much less variation during longer holding periods. While the chance of loss is 
reasonably high (30%) in any one year, it falls rapidly. Even during the Depression and in the 1970s, 
there has never been a loss while holding the S&P 500 for 15 years or longer.  
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So market risk decreases with time.  

How Often Can You Expect Losses? 

Here is another way to look at risk. In any one-year period, there is a 30% chance that you may not make 
money. An optimist like me would say that there is a 70% chance of gain. Now, I will deny till my dying 
breath that stock market investing in any way resembles gambling. But if it were gambling, the odds 
would be stacked heavily in your favor. A race track couldn't last an afternoon with odds like that! And 
look how quickly the odds improve as time passes.  
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How Bad/Good Can It Get? 

Investors may be concerned with a worst-case analysis. They often think: "What's the worst thing that can 
happen to me?" As we have seen, in a one-year period or shorter, results can vary dramatically. Over 
time, a different pattern emerges. Here is a best-case, worst-case, and average-result analysis for the 
markets we have looked at for all 20-year periods in the last 60 years. Notice that the worst-case result for 
equities almost equals the best-case results for T-Bills (a good proxy for most savings instruments), and 
the average result for equities exceeds the best case for any debt instrument.  

 

How Often Will You Beat Inflation? 

Some investors may view risk as the chance of not beating inflation, the failure to obtain real rates of 
return, or losing buying power. Here again, stocks perform very well for long-term investors. The chance 
of beating inflation starts out better with stocks and rises to certainty at 20 years. No one who held the 
S&P 500 for any 20-year period since 1926 has ever failed to beat inflation. The chance of beating 
inflation with bonds is lower than with stocks in early years, and falls sharply over time.  
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The Risk-Reward Line 

So each of the asset classes we have examined has both a rate of return and a risk associated with it.  

 
   
And if we plot the risk against the reward, we come up with the risk-reward line we all know intuitively 
exists.  

 
   
The markets are far too efficient to allow higher rates of return without increased levels of risk. As they 
are so fond of saying at the University of Chicago, "There ain't no such thing as a free lunch" (a.k.a. 
TANSTAAFL). An investment proposal in violation of the "free lunch" rule is an early-warning 
indication of a con job. Investment results far from the risk reward line are just not going to happen. 
There is never a high return without high risk. If investors would keep that rule in mind, most of the 
boiler-room operations would be out of business overnight, and many of the horror stories we have heard 
would never have happened.  

Risky Business 

As we have seen, there are several ways investors may view risk. Investors might want to consider if the 
real risk they face is the failure to meet their goals. If so, they will want to construct portfolios which 
have the highest probability of meeting their goals. The paradox they must deal with is that what appears 
risky in the short term turns out to be very conservative in the long view. The longer your time horizon, 
the more certain you are that stocks will outperform alternatives. Given the higher rates of returns 
associated with stocks and the high probability of attaining those superior returns, what long-term 
investor in his right mind would want to be protected against that?  
An appreciation of risk will make you a better investor. Hopefully we have cast some light on the 
dimension of risk. Risk is real, and it is built right into the investment process. But it may not be as great 
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as many Americans think. It's not a Bogey Man 12 feet tall. And risk shouldn't prevent you from making 
rational investment choices. Still, it's the central problem in investment management.  
Most of you have probably realized by now that with risk in equities so closely related to holding period, 
time must be a very important dimension of the investment problem. We will need to pay close attention 
to time horizon as we design portfolios to meet your specific needs.  
No one can eliminate investment risk, but there are effective techniques to manage and mitigate each type 
of risk. We will deal with the classic risk-management techniques in the next chapter, which will be 
online April 11. Later we will explore Modern Portfolio Theory, a great advancement in reducing risk by 
properly balancing and structuring your holdings.  
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Risk is the central problem in the investment process. Specific techniques allow investors to mitigate the 
effects of each type of risk. In each case, at best, these techniques offer limited relief. In other words, you 
can get a lot of help, but there are no miracle cures.  

As we discuss each of the classic risk classes in turn, remember that while none of us can entirely avoid 
risks, we can pick and choose the risks we wish to bear. Also keep in mind that we should expect to be 
compensated for risk, and that without risk, no one could expect rewards above the zero risk rate of return. 
Having said that, please understand that I am not advocating excessive risks. Investors should carefully 
evaluate which risks they will bear, and chart a strategy with the highest probability of maximizing their 
rewards.  

Don't take this discussion to an illogical extreme. Recently the airways have sprouted infomercials 
advocating everything from penny stocks to speculations in home heating oil or soy bean futures. Each 
carefully explains that there are risks but also opportunities for huge rewards. These are sucker traps, an 
almost sure disaster. Keep a healthy level of skepticism, and remember that there are still lots of con artists 
out there. There is a basic difference between investments in which you should expect to make a profit 
over time; zero-sum games in which you should expect eventually to get wiped out (gambling, options and 
futures); and fraud, where you never have a chance (penny stocks). Always remember: "If it sounds too 
good to be true, it probably is."  

Business Risk 

Business risk is the risk most investors first consider. Many fearful investors see their investments being 
wiped out by a business failure. A business need not fail to cause your holdings to be unprofitable. It can 
come on hard times, which will severely affect the value of its securities.  
Even large, established institutions can disappear suddenly and without a trace. Over a two-year period, 
Miami residents lost three major international airlines, their largest bank, and their largest savings and 
loan. Equity investors received nothing.  
Entire industries can decline and fade as their products become obsolete. There are few remaining buggy 
whip manufacturers, and we can assume that equity investors in that once-thriving industry are dissatisfied 
today.  
Other industries find themselves unable to compete in a shifting global economy. America no longer 
manufactures a single color TV set. Our shoe industry has almost vanished. Again investors in individual 
firms have suffered.  
Disasters can strike at any time from strange and unexpected directions. Utility investors suddenly found 
themselves evaluating their atomic exposure after Three Mile Island. Orange County bondholders endured 
a different type of business risk when they found that an obscure bureaucrat had put one of the richest 
counties in the country into bankruptcy. Texaco, one of the world's largest oil companies, found itself in 
bankruptcy after it interfered in an acquisition by a relatively tiny competitor.  
We live in an age where that which should never happen - does!  
Of course, investors have every right to find this distressing. Fortunately, this risk can be reduced to the 
point of insignificance. Diversification is the basic investor protection strategy. Diversification offers the 
only free lunch in the investment business. If an investor owns a single stock, and that company goes 
broke, the investor has lost his entire portfolio. If the company that went broke is only one-tenth of one 
percent of the investor's portfolio, the investor will hardly notice. Single companies often go broke. Entire 
markets do not!  
As the number of positions held increases, business risk falls very rapidly. Statisticians often claim that as 
few as 10 to 15 stocks will offer adequate diversification, and that after that, further risk reduction reaches 
a point of diminishing returns. As a practical matter, investors of very modest means can own diversified 
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portfolios of thousands of stocks by using no-load mutual funds or other pooled investments. Business risk 
is effectively removed as a serious concern.  
It's very important for investors to understand that expected rate of return does not fall as a result of 
diversification. Only the variation around the expected rate of return falls. And, variation is risk!  
Investors are never compensated for a risk that they could have diversified away. Securities are priced 
assuming that investors hold diversified portfolios. Almost any basic finance textbook will explain the 
math, and no one with an IQ over room temperature will dispute the benefits of diversification. You may 
assume that this is a fundamental, undisputed truth.  
Here's another fact of life: For every fundamental, undisputed truth, eventually someone will devise a 
ridiculous distortion. Diversification has been used as a rationale for some pretty dumb investment 
schemes. In the name of diversification, everything from collectable plates and dolls to oil wells, gold, 
diamonds, oil paintings, futures, commodities and even more blatant scams have been palmed off on 
unwitting investors by slick salesmen. While diversification is the best thing an investor can do to reduce 
portfolio risk, a dumb investment is always a dumb investment.  
The rational investor will consider the merits of each investment before she includes it in her portfolio. 
Investments should have attractive risk-reward characteristics as well as add a diversification benefit to the 
portfolio. We will come back to diversification effect when we discuss Modern Portfolio Theory.  

Market Risk 

No matter how many issues we hold in a market, we find that there still remains a risk that won't go away. 
What we are left with is market risk. Market risk is often called "non-diversifiable" risk. No matter how 
well an individual company performs, its price may be affected by broad market trends. Any neophyte on 
Wall Street will quickly tell you that "a rising tide will carry all boats," and "few stocks can swim against 
the tide."  
Earlier we made the argument that market risk was primarily a short-term problem. As a result, equity 
investments are not suitable for short-term obligations. I use this rule of thumb: Any known obligation 
coming due within the next five years should never be covered by variable assets (stocks or long-term 
bonds.) In addition, investors should have all of their insurance needs covered and a healthy cash reserve 
before beginning a long-term investment plan. I never want to be in a position of having to liquidate stocks 
at a loss to cover an expense I should have anticipated.  
Markets do not all move in the same direction at the same time. A properly diversified portfolio will have 
assets in several markets or segments of markets. In most years, this will offer significant relief from 
market risk. However, investors who violate the previous five-year rule do so at their peril. The proper 
allocation to markets to obtain the maximum benefit from this effect will be the subject of a later chapter 
on Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT).  

Interest Rate Risk 

Interest rates affect investments in several ways.  
First, as interest rates rise, the value of existing bonds falls. Consider a bond that was issued at par with a 
7% coupon rate. One month later interest rates increase to 8%, and the company issues new bonds at the 
8% coupon rate. You are an investor with a sum of money considering both bonds. Would you rather have 
7% or 8%? Of course, you would like the higher coupon being currently offered. So, in order to induce 
you to purchase a 7% bond, the holder will have to cut the price of the bond below par. At some price 
below par, the 7% coupon, plus the appreciation between the discounted price and par, will make the 
bonds equally attractive to you. But the original owner of the 7% bond has had to sacrifice principal value 
in order to unload his bond. Of course, if interest rates fall, bondholders will enjoy capital appreciation. 
The rise and fall of capital values introduces a serious risk in what many consider to be a "safe" 
investment.  
The longer the remaining life of the bond, the more the bond will be affected by changes in interest rates. 
A bond with one week until maturity will be virtually unaffected by even large changes in prevailing rates. 
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However, the holder of an identical bond with 30 years until maturity will be whipsawed rather violently 
by even small changes.  
Because of this increased capital risk, longer-term bonds usually must provide a higher return than shorter 
maturities. If we were to graph the yield to maturity of a bond at different maturity lengths, we would 
normally see an upward slope. This is called a positive yield curve. At times during the economic cycle, 
long-term rates may not offer any enhanced yield to maturity over short-term rates. This is called a flat or 
inverted yield curve.  
Bond managers spend a lot of time studying yield curves in order to define the optimum point of yield to 
risk. Conservative investors will prefer to accept a small decrease in yield in order to have a large decrease 
in risk. More aggressive investors will prefer the opportunity of capital gains in longer-term bonds if they 
forecast falling interest rates.  
Bond traders also spend a lot of time trying to forecast future interest rates. Such forecasts are notoriously 
inaccurate, and anyone with a success rate of over 40% is entitled to consider himself an expert.  
Bonds of high credit quality are less volatile than lower-rated issues. Of course, they must normally 
provide a higher yield to maturity to compensate investors for the additional default risk they carry.  
If a bond manager was convinced that interest rates were going to rise, he would shorten the average 
length of his portfolio, and seek higher quality bonds. If he is right, this will preserve his principal.  

Maturity vs. Duration 

Recently a great issue has been made of the difference between maturity and duration. Maturity means just 
what it implies: the date the bond will mature and receive the principal back. Duration is linked to how 
much time a bond requires to pay off the principal at its coupon rate. Because the largest part of the value 
of a bond is the stream of coupon payments, bonds with higher coupons should carry less capital risk. The 
price at which a bond is purchased will also affect its duration. A bond purchased at discount will have a 
shorter duration than the same bond purchased at a premium, because principal will be repaid faster due to 
the lower cost basis. Many mutual funds report both average maturity and duration to help investors 
evaluate the risk of the portfolio.  

Does Capital Fluctuation Matter? 

Investors who plan to hold a bond to maturity may be less concerned with capital fluctuations along the 
way. They reason that they will receive their principal at the agreed date and have already received the 
agreed income. However, the capital account accurately reflects the investor's position. For instance, let's 
examine the case of an investor who invested $100,000 at 7%, and then found herself in an 8% interest 
rate environment. Her capital account is down. Had she previously chosen to keep her $100,000 in cash, 
she could now buy a great deal more income for it. The reverse is also true. Had interest rates fallen in the 
previous example, our investor would have a capital appreciation, and more income than she could now 
purchase with his cash.  

Effects on Retirees 

Interest rate risk also refers to the risk that you may not be able to reinvest your principal at the same rate 
you had when your bond or CD reaches maturity. After I left the Air Force in 1972, I moved to Miami. For 
years, my neighborhood was full of retirees who had sold businesses or taken their pensions and invested 
them at the prevailing high interest rates. Life was sweet with interest rates in excess of 12% and "no risk." 
Big boats, lavish parties, and country clubs were the rule. However, over time, the big boats were replaced 
by smaller boats, and then no boats. My friends stopped showing up at the club. Eventually these retirees 
left the neighborhood and purchased smaller apartments. None of them had lost interest in boats and 
parties, or felt their houses were too big. What happened? The income from their CDs fell apart! Each time 
a CD matured, it was rolled over at a smaller rate. Finally expenses exceeded income, and sometime after 
they realized that their principal was shrinking, they disappeared.  
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If we examine the variation in income from CDs, we find that it is very high. From 1981 to 1994, CD rates 
fell from 17.27% to 3.69%. In other words, income fell by 80%! Of course, on an after-inflation basis, the 
results were even more disastrous.  
The school-book answer for interest rate risk is to arrange a bond portfolio so that maturities are staggered 
over time. That way not all the portfolio is rolled over at any point, and over the economic cycle, rates may 
average out.  
I would propose that it is inappropriate for long-term investors to place all or even most of their resources 
in CDs, T-Bills or bonds. Had retirees in 1972 purchased a diversified portfolio including stocks, foreign 
equities, bonds and CDs, today they would be wealthy. But their perception of risk prevented them from 
making that decision. To them, equities were risky, and CDs were safe!  

Other Interest Rate Effects 

Investors must also be aware that the level of interest rates in the economy will have a major influence on 
all other capital goods. Stocks become less attractive to investors during times of high interest rates. Even 
if risk premiums don't change, the zero risk rate goes up with high interest rates. The resulting higher 
return requirements will cause stock prices to contract. High interest rates are often associated with 
inflation expectations, generally a sign that the economy is not healthy. Interest costs will impact some 
businesses much more than others. Financial institutions and highly leveraged companies will suffer. 
Higher costs to finance real estate will have a major impact on that market.  
Some stocks act very much like bonds during the interest rate cycle. For instance, utilities and REITs are 
often purchased for their dividends by yield-hungry investors. Rising interest rates will tend to depress 
these stocks in particular.  

Currency Risk 

International investors quickly discover currency risk. Of course, wherever we live, most of us consider 
the local currency as the "real money," and everybody else's money is "funny money." So, we have a 
natural reluctance to trust foreign currencies. But even if we choose not to invest in foreign markets, none 
of us can avoid currency risk. If the value of our local currency falls, we become poorer because many 
things we purchase from other countries will cost more.  
After World War II, the U.S. dollar emerged as the premier currency on the planet. While still a major 
world currency, events since then have seen the slow erosion of the once-mighty dollar. As the world 
recovered from the war, often with generous economic help from the United States, it was natural that 
other currencies should rise in value.  
To be fair, America's role as world policeman and superpower have contributed to the problem. Whatever 
else it may have been, the nuclear umbrella wasn't cheap. However, our failure to maintain responsible 
fiscal policies, and a chronic balance-of-payments-and-trade problem, have accelerated the slide. In many 
respects, currency devaluation may be seen as a tax similar to inflation, imposed by the invisible hand on 
an often-unwitting spendthrift society.  
Americans should be concerned about this loss of buying power. As a society, we simply do not possess 
the political will to reverse the long-term decline of the dollar. But American investors can partially hedge 
by holding assets outside of the United States. This is a powerful incentive to invest internationally.  
International equity and bondholders are affected in a different manner. If you hold stock in a foreign 
brewery and the country's currency devalues, the effect on beer sales may not be very great. The value of 
the business may not be horribly impacted, and for long-term investors the net result may not be very 
noticeable. However, if you hold a bond, you may experience more dramatic effects. You have had a real 
loss that may not be made up soon. (The reverse is also true. You will benefit from an upward valuation.) 
Americans holding foreign bonds have had reasonably disappointing returns for the amount of risk they 
have endured, while Americans holding foreign stocks have had very satisfactory returns.  
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Theory of One Price 

There is good economic reason for bonds to be more directly affected. The T-Bill is a zero-risk investment 
for Americans. A short-term investment in German government paper would be a zero-risk investment for 
a German. There is no particular reason why two zero-risk investments should sell at far different rates in 
different markets except for currency risk. If there were no currency risk, normal arbitrage would eliminate 
the difference in returns. So most economists believe that differences in real interest rates are almost 
exclusively a reflection of currency risk expectations.  

To Hedge or Not to Hedge? That is the Question! 

In the short term, currency risk can be rather distressing. Local market gains may be offset by losses in 
currency. Or even worse, local market losses could be compounded by currency losses. So every 
international investor must decide whether he wishes to hedge against the currency fluctuations. Most 
developed markets and some emerging markets can be easily hedged for currency risk. But there is a high 
price in performance. For instance, a perfectly hedged foreign bond portfolio would perform exactly like a 
T-Bill minus the transaction costs of the hedges. (This again demonstrates that without risk, there is no 
prospect for higher returns.)  
Portfolio managers are sharply divided on the subject of hedging. Some take the position that currency risk 
will work itself out in the long run, and the price of hedging isn't worth it. These same managers might 
argue that attempting to forecast currency swings and to structure the portfolio accordingly can add 
another element of risk if they are wrong. After all, forecasting is always difficult, especially if it concerns 
the future. Others believe that they can properly forecast currency swings and add value while reducing 
risk. The weight of the evidence seems to favor the un-hedged approach. In any event, Americans holding 
foreign equities have benefited greatly from their currency exposure for at least 40 years, and no end 
seems in sight for the long-term decline of the dollar.  

Other Currency Effects and Problems 

As with any other trend, there will be winners and losers. Portfolio managers attempt to develop strategies 
based on the relative impact on various areas and industries of currency shifts. As almost every 
schoolchild knows, exports are made more attractive and tourism bolstered by a falling currency. Imports 
become less affordable, foreign vacations less attractive. But beyond these elementary effects, many 
interesting trends develop that cause either problems or opportunities for portfolio managers.  
As has been demonstrated recently in Mexico, currency changes can have serious effects on the local 
economy. Mexico provides almost a worst-case example. After their devaluation in late 1994, we expect 
major economic contractions, very high interest rates, business failures, and inflation. Predictably, the 
market tanked. (Of course, there is a chicken-and-egg problem here. The economic problems probably 
caused the currency changes.)  
Many foreign governments have tied their currencies to the dollar. As our dollar falls, their exports also 
become more affordable, and the trend contributes to their economic development.  
Most commodities still are quoted and traded in dollars. Companies, industries and countries that are 
heavy commodity users will benefit from a falling dollar. For instance, if a German company consumes 
large amounts of oil, and if the dollar is weak against the German mark, their price of oil will decrease 
even if the nominal price of oil remains flat. That company will experience lower costs, and have higher 
profits as well. These profits should increase the share value of the firm.  
American investors holding foreign stocks will profit, or at least offset some of their losses in domestic 
holdings. The long-term dollar weakness has been a distinct advantage to America's international 
investors. As with most market trends, there are occasional periods of reversal. But the average American's 
fear of currency risk would appear unjustified in light of other benefits of foreign investing.  
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Political Risk 

For good or evil, governments at all levels have a tremendous impact on the investment climate. We often 
equate political risk with international or emerging market investing, but our own markets are just as 
sensitive. You don't have to have an insurrection to experience political risk. Political risks include tax, 
trade, regulation, education and social policies. A government's attitude on capital and business sets the 
stage for either success or failure of their economy.  
Political risk is not always negative. If we can find a country where political risk is falling, we might 
expect earnings in the economy to increase as the economy expands. But we also might expect that P/E 
ratios will expand as a result. Investors will demand less risk premium; put another way, the cost of capital 
will fall. One of the highest profile international-investment advisors seeks out countries where political 
risk is very high but improving. (Of course, you still have all the problems of forecasting.) America in the 
'80s, the U.K. under Thatcher, and many emerging markets benefited by enlightened governments' creating 
more optimum conditions for capital and markets to thrive.  

A Bite out of the Old Free Lunch 

As you can see, portfolio managers have a full menu of techniques to reduce risk. Many rely on forecasts, 
and the result will be only as good as the forecast. Some rely on hedging, which will add cost or reduce 
returns. The one free lunch we have discovered so far is diversification. But diversification has one more 
dimension that we must explore: Modern Portfolio Theory. This theory adds a new level of risk control 
which has revolutionized how many large institutions view the investment process. Investors of more 
modest means can also benefit. In the next chapter, I'll show you how!  
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Spend a little time wandering around the University of Chicago and you are likely to spot joggers with 
some unusual T-shirts. The shirts appear to have handwriting and scribbles all over them. If you inquire, 
you will be told that those are the signatures of all the faculty that have won Nobel Prizes! The university 
is a world-class institution in many areas of study, but in finance and economics it totally dominates. No 
other institution is even close.  

You may also spot T-shirts emblazoned with TANSTAAFL ("there ain't no such thing as a free lunch"). 
TANSTAAFL is more than a religion at Chicago. Free lunches are identified and rooted out with the 
passion and conviction of the Inquisition. At Chicago, it is great sport to debate the implications of tax-
deductible lunches, or tax-subsidized school lunches; a true Chicago graduate will deny to his death that 
there ever has been, or ever can be, a free lunch. Investors everywhere would be well advised to adopt 
TANSTAAFL as their personal credo. Beware of the salesman offering free lunches!  

Harry Markowitz is a very bright star in Chicago's galaxy of superstars. His Ph.D. thesis laid the 
groundwork for Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and revolutionized finance. Legend has it that 
Markowitz wrote the paper in a single afternoon in the University of Chicago Library in 1952. The paper 
was later edited, expanded and published as Portfolio Selection, and the contribution earned Markowitz a 
Nobel prize in economics in 1990.  

Ironically, Markowitz's paper almost didn't earn him his Ph.D. The review committee had grave doubts 
about whether it was pure enough economics! That story, and many more about the founders of modern 
finance and their contributions, is told in the book Capital Ideas. See my investment bookshelf for a 
complete citation.  

What follows is a simplified description of Modern Portfolio Theory. My aim is not to turn you into an 
economist, but to demonstrate how investors can use MPT to control risk. If you have an interest in 
finance and want a further explanation of MPT, I recommend you go to the source and read Markowitz's 
Portfolio Selection. The book is very readable, even for those of us who are mathematically challenged. 
Markowitz does us all a great favor by alternating the chapters of text with mathematical calculations.  

Markowitz starts out by assuming that we are all risk-averse. He defines "risk" as a standard deviation of 
expected returns. However, instead of measuring risk at the individual security level, he believed it should 
be measured at the portfolio level: Each individual investment should be examined not on the basis of its 
individual risk, but on the contribution it makes to the entire portfolio.  

Now comes the great leap forward: In addition to the two dimensions of investment, risk and return, 
Markowitz considers the degree to which investments can be expected to move together. The third 
dimension is the correlation of investments to one another (or co-variation).  

While Markowitz considered the impact of individual securities in a portfolio, today many advisors use 
MPT techniques with asset classes in lieu of individual stocks to construct globally diversified portfolios.  

Correlation is a very simple concept. If investments always move together in lock step, they have perfect 
correlation, and that is assigned a value of +1. If they always move in opposite directions, they have 
perfect negative correlation, and that value is -1. If you can tell nothing about the movement of one 
investment by observing another, they have no correlation, and that relationship is assigned a value of 0. 
Of course, two investments can fall anywhere on the spectrum between +1 to -1 in relation to one another.  

For instance, many factors will affect all airlines at once. Interest rates, cost of labor, the confidence of 
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flyers, landing fees, regulation costs, and the cost of fuel are very much the same for American, Delta, and 
United. We would expect that the price of their stocks would tend to move together throughout the market 
cycle. In fact, the price of the stocks often move together. They are strongly correlated.  

Often factors that are good for one industry are bad for another. Let's look at oil companies and airlines. 
Fuel is a large expense for airlines. If the price of fuel goes up, we would expect that oil companies will 
profit, and airlines will suffer. As a result, the price of their stocks should move in opposite directions. 
They often do. They have a low, or negative, correlation.  

So, how can we use this knowledge?  

Imagine that somewhere in the world we can find one high-risk, high-return investment. As it goes 
through the market cycle, it might look like this:  

 

Let's also imagine another high-risk, high-return investment somewhere else. This second investment has 
perfect negative correlation with the first. Every time the first goes up, the second goes down, and vice 
versa.  

 

If we put them together in a portfolio, the combined portfolio will have high return and zero risk! Short-
term gains in one holding are exactly offset by losses in the other, but because the underlying trend in both 
investments is a high return, the combination has a high return.  
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Time for a little reality check. In the real world, we never find two holdings with perfect negative 
correlation. But the good news is that we don't need to. Any correlation less than a perfect positive 
correlation will reduce the risk in the portfolio! Risk has not been removed: There ain't no such thing as a 
free lunch! But perhaps Modern Portfolio Theory offers investors a discounted lunch. Or maybe it's a free 
nibble!  

The implications of this are staggering. For the first time, investors are able to construct portfolios free of 
the old risk-reward line. In mathematical terms, the portfolio has a rate of return equal to the weighted 
average rate of return of the holdings, but the risk may fall below the weighted average of the portfolio!  

We have come to the point where we must conclude that where most diversification is good, some is 
better than others. We get a better diversification benefit by including an airline and an oil company in our 
portfolio than holding two airlines. Classic diversification reduces business risk. But diversification, in the 
sense that MPT uses it, can actually serve to reduce market risk. Ideally, we will want investments that 
combine attractive risk-reward characteristics with low correlation to our other investments.  

I must be clear here. I am not looking for an opportunity that simply offers the chance to lose money while 
everything else is making money. To me that's just another dumb investment. I think that each investment 
in my client portfolios must contribute to expected return.  

There is another (perhaps even rational and reasonable) point of view. Many practitioners will include an 
asset like gold purely for its low correlation with other asset classes. This may be a purer point of view. 
And perhaps this approach leads to a lower portfolio risk. I look at gold's 20-year low rate of return 
combined with its high fluctuation (risk), and decide not to waste a percentage of my portfolio on that 
asset.  

The math is very heavy-duty, because for each investment we must factor in an expected rate of return, a 
risk, and the correlation to every other investment we are considering. The required data grows 
exponentially as we increase the number of possible holdings. Even worse, for just two assets, we must 
consider an infinite number of possible portfolios. We all know that we cannot have more than an infinite 
number of portfolios. So, I will leave it to the mathematicians to decide what happens when the potential 
number of assets in our portfolio grows over two. Those types of puzzles always made my head hurt. The 
answer may be closer to Zen than math. In any event, the math cannot be done without some heavy-duty 
computer power.  

Markowitz laid out the math in his paper in 1952, and most people thought he had it nailed. But 
Markowitz had to wait more than 20 years -- until the mid-1970s -- to get his hands on a mainframe 
computer to prove that he had it right. Markowitz confessed that that was the happiest day of his life, not 
the day he won the Nobel Prize! At the time, a single run of the optimization problem on a mainframe cost 
as much as a brand-new car. Today, the definition of heavy-duty computer power has changed. You can 
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do the same example on an old 8088 PC in a heartbeat.  

In a portfolio of a certain number of holdings, only one possible combination will result in the maximum 
possible return for each amount of risk we might assume. Markowitz called this optimum combination of 
holdings "efficient." Any other combination of holdings will result in a lower return at that same level of 
risk. These inferior combinations are less efficient. If we graph the efficient portfolios against the various 
levels of risk, the resulting line of best possible combinations is called the "efficient frontier." Happily, the 
efficient frontier falls above the old risk-reward line.  

 

Every point on the efficient frontier offers the investor the highest return for a particular level of risk. But 
the investor is still faced with an infinite number of efficient portfolios, and must decide how much risk to 
take. The theoretical answer is this: Select the portfolio on the efficient frontier that is tangent to his 
indifference curve! I personally think that answers like this give economists a bad name. No wonder we 
are considered rather boring and a little weird sometimes! Later, I will outline some ways investors might 
reach a more real-world conclusion to this question. In the meantime, if you should meet an investor who 
knows where his indifference curve touches the efficient frontier, please have him contact me. I would 
like to meet him - I think!  

The MPT optimization process allows the investor to approach the investment decision from two 
perspectives. He can start by deciding how much risk he feels comfortable bearing, and then seek the 
optimum level of return at that point. He might frame the problem like this: I want to be 95% certain (two 
standard deviations) that I endure no more than a 10% decline in value during any one year. An advisor 
can then construct a portfolio that has the highest possible expected return within that risk criteria. Or the 
investor can frame the problem like this: I need to achieve a 12% rate of return, and want a portfolio to do 
that at the least possible risk.  

Is MPT a free lunch? No. But MPT is an incredibly powerful tool to manage risk and construct portfolios 
to meet various constraints. More than any other person, Markowitz has dragged portfolio management 
out of the Dark Ages. As we shall see, MPT has substantial limitations, and isn't a cure for risk. Today, 
financial management is still somewhere between art and science. But we have come a long way from 
alchemy. Investors who wish to achieve anything close to an optimum performance must not ignore MPT. 
The investment problem is multi-dimensional. The days when you could solve the investment problem by 
wandering into your nearest brokerage and letting the friendly salesman select a few good stocks are long 
gone. If your advisor isn't using MPT, get another advisor.  

In the next chapter [online May 9], we will examine just how far the MPT revolution has spread, look at 
some of its practical limitations, and consider two examples that demonstrate concrete benefits for 
investors.  
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When Harry Markowitz defended his dissertation on Modern Portfolio Theory in the early 1950s, it's 
doubtful that anyone present had any inkling of the tremendous impact it would have on modern finance. 
But the revolution didn't exactly spread like wildfire; it took a long time for the impact to be felt. 
Academics labored away in obscurity, steadily building a wealth of knowledge until the world was ready 
for it.  

For the most part, Wall Street ignored the academics. The old ways were good enough, and change would 
have imperiled many of the Street's most sacred myths. During the early eighties, a few academics 
infiltrated the large houses and institutions, but they were considered slightly unusual. More than any 
other event, the crash of 1987 focused Wall Street's attention on the need for better understanding of the 
world's markets. Wall Street was ready to listen, at least at the institutional level. Today, financial 
economics is in vogue, and academics are widely consulted and sought after by large money managers.  

Even the law is rapidly changing to incorporate elements of the new financial theory and practice. 
Fiduciaries run substantial personal risk if they fail to follow MPT basics. The old "legal list" of approved 
investments is long gone, replaced by an "expanded federal prudent man rule" for fiduciaries. Risk is 
required to be measured at the portfolio level, and no single asset is deemed too risky for a prudent 
portfolio. Rather the impact of the asset on the portfolio as a whole is deemed the appropriate test. Pension 
trustees and other fiduciaries are now required to properly diversify, follow a written investment policy, 
consider possibilities for profit as well as risk of loss, and build asset allocation plans with appropriate 
attention to expected rate of return, risk, and correlation of investments.  

What practical benefits does Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) have for investors? How can you apply this 
to your needs? Let's look at a couple of real-world, but simple applications.  

Improving an All Bond Portfolio  

First, let's look at the case of a retiree living on his portfolio income. His primary concern is the safety of 
his principal and income. He presently holds a portfolio comprised exclusively of government bonds. 
Recently he has noticed that his income isn't going as far as it used to, and the gyrations of his principal 
value have been disconcerting. He doesn't want to do anything risky, but he is curious about how he might 
improve his situation.  
Our retiree finds himself stuck on the old risk-reward line. Let's examine his portfolio of 100% long-term 
government bonds (Portfolio A). By itself, it isn't a very efficient portfolio: risk is high compared to the 
meager total return. The expected return is 5% with a standard deviation (risk measurement) of 11.7%*.  

 
Before the advent of MPT, the traditional answer to increasing his yield would have been to creep ever 
further out into the risk spectrum with bonds - first to high-grade corporate bonds, then junk bonds, each 
with a growing risk. But MPT expands the list of options.  
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From his start position on the risk-reward line, any movement either upward (more return) or to the left 
(reduced risk) improves his position. (Every investment manager longs to be in the Northwest Quadrant of 
the risk-reward chart.)  

 
If we add different combinations of cash and stocks, it is possible either to substantially improve returns 
without increasing risk (Portfolio B), or to dramatically reduce risk without sacrificing returns (Portfolio 
C). Paradoxically, addition of a more risky asset can actually reduce the risk in the total portfolio! This 
occurs because cash, bonds and stocks often move in different directions during market cycles (low 
correlation). MPT proves that the risk level of the portfolio as a whole should be considered paramount 
rather than any separate component.  
Portfolio B contains 50% stocks, 35% bonds, and 15% cash. The expected rate of return has increased to 
8.4%, while standard deviation has remained 11.7%.* (Much higher return, no more risk.)  

 
Portfolio C contains 20% stocks, 5% bonds, and 75% cash. This combination achieves the original 5% 
expected return, while lowering the risk to 4.9% standard deviation. (Same return, less than half the risk.)  
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Historical returns from 1926 to 1992, courtesy Ibbottson and Associates. Cash based on 30-day Treasury 
Bills, bonds based on long-term government bonds, and stocks based on the S&P 500 index. Historical 
returns are no guarantee of future performance.  

International Investing and Modern Portfolio Theory 

Here's another example: An investor holding a portfolio of large domestic stocks would like to see if 
international investing would improve his position. He is comfortable with equity risk, but would like to 
improve his returns, or lower his risk.  
Here are various mixes of domestic large stocks, represented by our S&P 500 index, and foreign large 
stocks of developed nations, represented by Morgan Stanley's Europe, Australia, Far East (EAFE) index. 
The foreign stocks have both a higher return and risk than our domestic market. You might expect that as 
we mixed the two together the resulting portfolio combinations would fall on a line connecting them. But 
you can see that as we add foreign stocks to a domestic portfolio, return increases (moves up) and risk 
decreases (moves left) until we reach an optimum position at about 60/40 domestic to foreign. The 
combination of lower risk and higher returns is why we feel so strongly that global diversification is 
essential for all investment portfolios.  

 
International Investments (click on image for full-size chart)  
International investing has two key benefits for American investors: higher returns and a strong 
diversification effect. International markets have a very low correlation with our domestic markets. This 
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diversification effect will lower risk at the portfolio level, which is one of the chief advantages offered by 
Modern Portfolio Theory. (This is a very simple two-asset-class illustration. Our investor should also 
consider the impact of small cap stocks, emerging markets, value investing, real estate, hard assets and 
other asset classes on his program.)  
Modern Portfolio Theory is certainly a great leap forward in our ability to construct rational investment 
plans. But like any good tool, it must be used with judgment. And, like any good idea, there will always 
be someone who will take it to an illogical extreme.  
First, we must understand that MPT is not a risk elimination process; it is a risk management tool. It 
allows us to build more rational investment plans, control risk, and get "the most bang for the buck" of 
risk. It is not a substitute for judgment, and in fact requires great judgment for its proper application. 
There are severe limitations which, if not properly understood, can lead to very strange and 
counterproductive results. When dealing with investment tools we must always remember that none of 
them work every day, every quarter, or every year. So an optimized portfolio is not a substitute for CDs. 
Patience and discipline are still required if the process is to bear fruit.  
MPT is based on an examination of past results. We can say that some things happen more often than not, 
but there is no guarantee that tomorrow will always be just like today. Short-term returns will always 
remain random and variable.  
We can take a great deal of comfort in the fact that none of the three variables appears to be changing in 
any fundamental way. In particular, there doesn't seem to be any fundamental change in the correlations 
between the world's markets. While we may be moving toward a global economy, individual economies 
and markets still respond to local conditions and politics.  
There are a number of "optimization" programs readily available to financial planners and portfolio 
managers that will quickly and easily solve the math problems associated with MPT. However, like any 
computer program, if we put garbage in we will get garbage out. Many of us put far too much value on the 
output of a computer program without considering the input and programming problems. If it's from a 
computer, we believe, it must be right! Beware the black-box approach to solving life's little problems.  
The MPT process and math is particularly vulnerable to data input distortions. For each asset or asset 
class, we must enter the expected rate of return, risk, and correlation to every other asset class. This leads 
to two problems. First, the data changes every day. Next, a tiny change in an input of any of the three 
factors will have a giant impact on the suggested allocation. Even if we assume that all the data going in is 
totally accurate, we still have problems.  
Left to its own devices, the optimizer will identify the one most efficient asset and suggest that you put all 
your resources in that asset. Of course, this leads to a gross violation of the diversification principal. In 
practice, most advisors restrain the program to reasonable asset allocations. Blindly following the black 
box will lead to putting all your assets into one stock or one market.  
I attended a meeting in 1994 where Bill Sharpe spoke on the problem of optimizers. According to Dr. 
Sharpe, optimizers will readily identify input errors and recommend that you put 100% of your assets in 
the wrong asset. Sharpe shared the Nobel Prize for Economics in 1990 with Harry Markowitz for his work 
on MPT. He developed the Capital Asset Pricing Model and other refinements to MPT. I believe he 
speaks with some authority on the problem.  
If the inputs are updated frequently, another strange abnormality creeps into the process. Because assets 
which are under-performing recently will show lower rates of return and higher risk, the program will 
decide that they are no longer efficient. Then the program recommends sale of the asset. Blindly following 
the black box then leads to buying high and selling low. In the real world, tax and transaction costs are 
high. Frequent updates, and the resulting frequent trading, will increase transaction costs far beyond the 
benefits that MPT can offer. Most of us don't need that kind of advice. How often to update the data, and 
what time frames to use, becomes a matter of judgment. The computer can't solve that for you.  
In the case of foreign investing, if we examine monthly or quarterly data, we will get different results than 
if we use annual data in our series. In a like manner, if we look at 10-year time periods, we will get 
different results than if we use three- or five-year time periods. There is always an effect, and it is almost 
always better to have a diversified portfolio, but the optimum ratio of foreign to domestic will change with 
each different set of data observations.  
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Two very clear examples come to mind to illustrate the problem of the black box. During the preparation 
for Desert Storm, foreign markets performed miserably. All the optimization software I saw recommended 
selling foreign stocks. Those investors and advisors who sold locked in their losses, and were not invested 
when the inevitable turn came.  
During 1993, emerging markets exploded upward. Mutual fund companies rushed new emerging market 
funds through registration. Their representatives touted an asset allocation of up to 40% in emerging 
markets and used optimization results to add to the hype. Of course, they downplayed the very short-term 
data that they were using as input to the process. The very short-term data indicated that emerging markets 
had high expected rates of return and almost no risk! Investors who rushed out to load up on emerging 
markets were left with egg on their faces, and have had all of 1994 to wonder what went wrong. Longer-
term data would have showed a very high rate of return, very high risk, very low correlation, and an 
optimum portfolio with a low percentage of assets in emerging markets.  
Most advisors use past data for expected rates of return and risk inputs. However, some may forecast 
based on their research or feelings. In my not very humble opinion, this adds another layer of risk and 
complication to the process.  
A better approach, and one that I have used successfully in my practice for years, is to use long-term data 
to structure a portfolio that makes sense, and then test the results with the optimizer. Rather than sell 
assets that are under performing in the short term, as the optimizer programs might suggest, we use re-
allocation to increase positions in down markets and decrease positions in markets that have had strong 
short-term results. This can be emotionally painful and requires discipline. I can't honestly say that I enjoy 
selling winners to buy losers, and I get to explain it all too often to concerned clients. But while it goes 
against the grain, this discipline will lead to more consistent results, lower risk, and reverses the buy-high, 
sell-low problem.  
The terrible truth is that financial management remains an art much more than a science. Forecasts are 
notoriously difficult and unreliable, and judgment is always required. We must recognize that nothing 
works every day, quarter, or year. Discipline is difficult in the face of intense media speculation and hype, 
but discipline leads to acceptable long-term investment results. As long as the world economy continues to 
grow, patient investors will profit.  
For all its limitations, MPT offers one of the strongest tools available to the rational investor. Used 
properly -- that is, with judgment, patience, and understanding -- it will go a long way toward smoothing 
out the often-bumpy investment process.  
In the next chapter, I will discuss a closely related area: the impact of asset allocation on investment 
results.  
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Like most of my clients, I grew up with preconceived ideas about investing firmly planted in my head. 
These ideas seemed so sensible that they were almost considered universal truths. Everyone I knew 
seemed to believe the same things. There didn't seem much point in checking the facts, and anyone who 
disputed our inspired beliefs was most likely a few bricks short of a full load.  

In general terms, our basic understanding was as follows:  

• Knowing which stocks to buy and when to be in the market is the key to investment success.  
• A good investor can predict which way the market is going and which stocks will profit the most. 

This power is held by just a few wise men. These wise men will readily share their power with you 
for a nominal cost. This minor cost will be repaid many times over by enhanced performance. 
However, one must always avoid the charlatans who give false advice. A wise man is one whose 
stocks go up, and a charlatan is one whose stocks go down.  

• Knowing when the market will fall is a prime concern to the successful investor. One should leave 
the market when it is about to go down in order to preserve his principal.  

• Successful investors trade often, and dart in and out of the market or a particular stock with 
uncanny skill. Their portfolios benefit from a hands-on approach.  

• It is rather easy to spot good companies through an examination of financial data, and to determine 
what the stock in those companies should be worth.  

• An astute investor can apply superior insight to make big killings on mispriced stocks. Using his 
superior insight he will be able to take action long before other investors catch on.  

• Studying past price movements is an aid to predicting future price movements. This skill can be 
applied to both individual stocks and the movement of the market as a whole.  

• Economic predictions are reliable, and form another strong foundation for success.  
• It is reasonably easy to select good advisors and managers, because their past track record is a 

reliable indicator of future success and skill.  

Given all that, we tended to think of the investment process in the following terms:  

• What stocks should I buy?  
• Should I be in or out of the market now?  
• When should I sell my stocks?  
• Which manager should I hire? Or, what mutual fund should I buy?  

Unfortunately, almost all of this conventional wisdom was dead wrong! It doesn't do us any good to think 
of investing in these terms. In fact, it creates problems, and keeps us from enjoying the fruits of a game 
strongly tilted in our favor.  
From personal experience, I can tell you that it is very difficult to unlearn something you have always 
known. We tend to cling to those old familiar ways of thinking in most unreasonable ways. Change is 
difficult and painful. We resist it. We rationalize. We fight for the old ideas every step of the way. We 
practically have to be hit over the head with a better idea before we will consider it. We want to ignore the 
idea and discredit the person who calls it to our attention. Most of us are not as flexible or rational as we 
would like to think we are.  
In this chapter, we will consider the merits of the investor's obsession with individual stock selection and 
market timing. Just how much do these two elements of the investment process contribute to overall 
success or failure? Is there a better way to think about investing?  

A Ground Breaking Study 
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In a landmark study, "Determinants of Portfolio Performance," published in the Financial Analysts 
Journal (July-August 1986), Gary P. Brinson, L. Randolph Hood, and Gilbert Beebower examined the 
investment results of 91 very large pension funds to determine how and why their results differed. The 
pension funds, which ranged in size from $100 million to well over $3 billion, were studied for the 10-
year period ending 1983. Very complete and extensive data was made available on each of the funds from 
the SEI performance database.  
Even the smallest of these pension funds represented a very large investment pool. We can assume that 
they commanded the very best talent available. Each was the valued client of one or more of the largest 
and most prestigious investment managers in the world. As such, they automatically received the best 
research and information. In other words, they certainly had the resources available to "beat the market."  
The team did a very simple but powerful and elegant analysis. They reasoned that only four elements 
could contribute to investment results: investment policy, individual security selection, market timing, and 
costs. By using a rather straightforward regression analysis, they were able to attribute the contribution (or 
lack of it) to each of the four elements.  
Investment policy was defined as the average base commitment to three asset classes: stocks, bonds, and 
cash. For instance, a pension fund might have a mix of 60 percent stocks, 30 percent bonds, and 10 
percent cash. (Most investment advisors use the term asset allocation rather than investment policy.)  
Market timing was then determined by variations around the base commitments. If a pension fund 
changed its commitment to the three asset classes over time, it was assumed to be an attempt to profit 
from market timing.  
The conclusions were remarkable. Using market-index returns for the three asset classes, (S&P 500 for 
stocks, Shearson Lehman Government/Corporate Bond Index for bonds, and the 30-day Treasury Bill for 
cash) the team was able to explain 93.6 percent of a pension fund's performance based solely on knowing 
its investment policy! The biggest single factor explaining performance was simply the investment policy 
(asset allocation) decision that determined how much a fund should hold in stocks, bonds, or cash.  

 
That left less than 6 percent of the difference in results to all other causes! The other factors contributed to 
the differences in total return, but not necessarily in a positive way. Attempts at market timing almost 
always resulted in a reduction of return, and individual stock selection on average resulted in a reduction 
to the funds' returns. There was a wider variation in individual stock selection impact than in market 
timing, and a few managers were able to affect performance during the time period in a positive manner. 
Cost and execution differences for these very large investment plans were not an important factor (but you 
can believe they are a very important factor for you!).  
Continuing the analysis, the study concluded that on average, attempts to actively manage the portfolios 
actually cost the average fund 1.10 percent per year when compared to just buying and holding the 
appropriate indexes. The best and the brightest that Wall Street could offer couldn't reliably deliver.  

Wall Street Cries Foul 

The study touched off a major war within the industry, and between Wall Street and academics. After all, 
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Wall Street's entire business is built on the belief that brokers and analysts can contribute value to the 
investment process with their insight into individual security selection and market timing. Each brokerage 
house or investment manager wants the public to believe that somewhere in the back office is a genius 
who can make you rich. Our research/contacts/methods/insights/forecasts/gurus, they say, are 
better/smarter/more effective than what the other guys can offer!  
As the study was further disseminated, cries of anguish and pain resounded across the land. What if 
investors suddenly got the idea that Wall Street's highly praised research was garbage, that massive active 
trading didn't add value, and that a broker's advice was worth less than zero? What would happen to fees 
and commissions? The idea was simply unthinkable! Huge fortunes and giant egos were on the line.  
When faced with a study you don't like, one of the first lines of defense is to attack the data. If the data is 
published for all to see, and indisputable, all is still not lost. You can always claim that the other side 
"mined the data." (These are serious fighting words in academia!) Mining the data means that the entire 
study is flawed because the data is so limited that the results can not be projected to other areas. In other 
words, the conclusion only applies in this one little, obscure, and unimportant case. Your study is garbage, 
and although interesting and amusing in an academic sense, at the very best you have produced trivia! Left 
unspoken is the implication that you have a tiny mind and perhaps foul motives.  
If you are ever accused of mining the data, your first defense is to go find another set of data and get 
similar results. The more different sets of data that you can find with similar results, the stronger your 
claim. So, the authors redid the study, and generated almost identical results.  
Today, this issue is considered reasonably settled. No one with an IQ higher than room temperature 
disputes the impact of asset allocation on investment results. Large institutions and sophisticated investors 
are increasingly turning to asset-class investing. What's more, similar studies have repeatedly contributed 
to the diversion of assets away from active management and into passive or index funds. In fact, between 
1970 (the year such funds were introduced) and 1990, over $500 billion has moved into these funds. The 
trend is continuing to accelerate as a growing number of investors realize the advantages: more reliable 
performance, lower cost, and lower risk.  

Asset Allocation: The Lessons for Investors 

Is there a lesson here for us? If the vast majority of investment returns can be attributed to an asset 
allocation decision, shouldn't we concentrate our efforts where they will have the most impact?  
It is far more rational to decide first how much risk we are willing to bear, and then decide which markets 
we wish to enter and which we wish to avoid. Next, we must decide what proportion of our assets to put in 
each selected market in order to meet goals within our risk tolerance. In terms of ultimate results, these are 
by far the most important decisions we will have to make. The impact of asset allocation or investment 
policy outpaces all other decisions.  
Having come this far, we are free to consider whether it makes sense to attempt to actively manage a 
portfolio, use index funds, or mix the two techniques. In terms of the impact we can expect, these choices 
may reflect fairly important details or perhaps individual preference.  
Today, the asset-class decision is more complex than just a decision on stocks, bonds, or cash. Literally 
hundreds of separate and distinct asset classes could be identified, and more are constantly being 
proposed. Each has different combinations of risk, reward, and correlation to the others. Putting the asset 
classes together to meet your goals is where the bulk of the heavy work should be done.  
Asset-class investing - that is, investing and making commitments to whole markets rather than individual 
securities - is a fundamental shift in emphasis from what most of us grew up with. Rather than ponder 
over whether to purchase GM or Ford, we should be deciding how much of our assets to commit to U.S. 
large company stocks. Rather than wondering whether to buy now or later, we should be thinking in terms 
of long-term commitments to our chosen asset classes.  
In turn, these new insights open up a whole new can of worms to deal with. What role should investment 
managers play? Can managers add value to the process? Are they worth their cost? Can they beat the 
market?  
In the next chapter, we will cover some of the debate on efficient markets. If you believe markets are 
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efficient, then the traditional stock-picking, market-timing managers who claim they add value have a 
tough case to prove.  
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If you're reading this chapter on the Net, you're already a full-fledged member of the information 
revolution. You know how quickly information can spread worldwide, and you are aware how 
thoroughly our lives are being changed as a result. We can all plug into unimaginable wells of 
information, much of it constantly updated in real time. If we choose, many of us can work effectively 
from home, or on an island in the South Pacific. Our clients and associates may neither know nor care 
where we are located. I'm no longer surprised when I see prominent Miami attorneys negotiating deals 
and settlements on their cellular phones, faxing and receiving contracts and pleadings, setting court 
calendars, and checking their email while simultaneously trolling for giant tuna off Bimini! Anybody, 
anywhere can be plugged into almost anything.  

How quickly and effectively information spreads is at the heart of the debate over just how efficient 
markets are. The question, far from being one of just academic interest, directly impacts every investor. 
Even if investors have never heard the term "efficient market," they form strategies and view their 
alternatives based on opinions about the efficiency of various markets.  

Market Fundamentals 

In order for markets to properly set prices and values, two conditions are necessary: willing buyers and 
sellers (neither being under particular pressure to buy or sell), and those same participants' possessing 
perfect knowledge. Should one side possess more information than the other, then we must expect that 
that side has a tremendous advantage. We must then expect the holder to utilize this additional 
knowledge to extract "undeserved profits" or "economic rents."  
Markets are the very heart and soul of the capitalistic system. The system's invisible hand not only sets 
prices, but determines how goods and services are distributed, and encourages further growth of the 
system with benefits for all. For markets to work at all, there must be a general feeling that they are fair.  
In organized markets, governments and regulators go to a great deal of trouble to ensure that both sides 
operate on a level playing field. Ideally, no one should have an advantage. Consequently, governments 
require mountains of disclosure, set accounting and financial reporting standards, monitor for 
compliance, prohibit certain insider trading, and license brokerages, dealers, representatives, investment 
advisors, salespeople, and even the markets themselves.  

Perfect World 

Let's look at a perfect market: lots of buyers and sellers, homogeneous products, perfect knowledge, and 
instantaneous spread of new information. In this market, prices are determined by the independent 
judgment of thousands of buyers and sellers. New information reaches buyers and sellers instantly, 
prices adjust instantly, and neither side can expect an advantage or anticipate economic rents. The 
market is perfectly efficient.  
In this perfect market, no amount of additional research will improve an investor's position. All 
information about each security and its economic prospects is already known. Prices settle into 
equilibrium at a level that reflects both the market rate of return and the additional risk each security 
carries. All that is necessary for an individual investor to attain an appropriate rate of return is for her to 
buy and hold a diversified portfolio. The individual investor need not exhibit superior skill or cunning in 
order to match the most sophisticated institution. Furthermore, an individual's portfolio cannot possibly 
underperform, no matter how brain-dead the investor is! The market has set the appropriate price for 
each security.  

Pricing Models 
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How the market accomplishes the miracle of setting the proper price for each security is still the subject 
of lively debate. Various models have been proposed that should lead to appropriate pricing. Buyers and 
sellers are attempting to discount all future benefits of owning a security to a present value that is equal 
to the price.  
When arriving at a price that will "clear the market," buyers and sellers must also assess the risk in a 
particular asset, and compare that risk to the market as a whole. The most widely known model, the 
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAP-M), examines the volatility of an individual stock in relation to the 
market as a whole, assigns the additional volatility (a factor called Beta), and assumes that stocks will be 
priced to reflect both market risk and the particular risk of the individual stock. CAP-M and Beta are 
brilliant and elegant concepts that have a certain charm and intuitive appeal, but they suffer from real-
world flaws. There is a lively cottage industry devoted to either bashing or defending the concept. 
Professor William F. Sharpe, who won the Nobel Prize for proposing CAP-M, thinks the concept was a 
pretty good first effort, modestly admits its flaws, enjoys the debate, and is happy that no one can take 
back his prize.  
Asset pricing and expected returns are directly related. Risky assets have lower costs and higher 
expected returns than less-risky assets. In a later chapter, we will discuss some improvements to the 
theory of asset pricing which can assist investors when plotting their own investment strategy.  
No market is perfectly efficient, but our securities markets are pretty close. Today, as we have all 
observed, information spreads worldwide at the speed of light. Millions of people have access to the 
same information simultaneously. Millions of traders constantly monitor data for pricing aberrations 
around the world. Where such pricing discrepancies exist, they are almost instantly closed by normal 
arbitrage. Thousands of computers continuously screen prices against multiple criteria, formulas, and 
models to detect mispricing. Hundreds of analysts may follow a single stock. There are very few secrets.  
With all this activity going on, investors must ask themselves what the chances are that they will be able 
to develop a single investment idea that hundreds or thousands of others haven't considered already. If 
others have already acted on a similar concept, then their knowledge must be factored into the price of 
the stock. Is it ever possible to get an edge, and if so, can we get it reliably enough to make a difference? 
In the real world, transaction and tax costs are high, and we would have to be right a rather dauntingly 
large percentage of the time to overcome our trading costs. The cost of research is also high.  
In a real way, the very skill, quality, access and number of people doing research limits the value of the 
process. If nobody did research, then giant market discrepancies would occur. Simple research should 
lead to giant gains, but with so many players, the point of diminishing returns may be far behind us. The 
hundreds of thousands of often-brilliant researchers and analysts make the market efficient. I'm not 
saying that you can never win, only that it is unlikely that you can consistently win enough times to 
overcome the costs of trying.  

Degrees of Efficiency 

Debate about the efficient market boils down to the consideration of one of three models. At one end of 
the spectrum, the "strong" market theory, no one can ever get information that isn't known to the market. 
Even insiders cannot benefit from their position. Supporters point to studies of price movements before 
significant public announcements to prove that there are inside information leaks. The "weak" market 
theory acknowledges that insiders may occasionally profit from their information. The "semi-strong" 
theory cuts down the middle.  
It would be hard for me to argue that markets are always perfect -- insiders do occasionally score big 
gains. For a fascinating view of the '80s insider trading scandal, see Den of Thieves by James B. Stewart. 
For generations, insider trading, market manipulation, and other unsavory scams were considered clean 
sport for Wall Street's barons. JFK, Reckless Youth, by Nigel Hamilton, offers some interesting insight 
into the role Joseph P. Kennedy played as a master manipulator of stock and bond pricing during Wall 
Street's darker times. In what appeared to be a classic case of appointing the fox to watch the henhouse, 
Kennedy was named first chairman of the SEC by FDR, and served with some distinction in the post. 
Later, he returned to his old seamy tricks as a market manipulator in London while serving as 
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ambassador to England.  
Only the most naive would think that insider trading has been eliminated. But as information spreads 
more quickly and further, it becomes more difficult to profit from insider trading, and harder to conceal 
it from regulators. While occasional violations will continue to occur, the impact on the markets is 
probably minimal. Some economists today argue that the prohibition of insider trading is unnecessary 
and counterproductive. In view of past abuses, it's a little hard for me to believe that lifting the law 
would be a good idea. To continue to inspire confidence, markets must appear to be even more chaste 
than Caesar's wife.  
The more important issue is whether research and active management can add value to a portfolio. As 
we have noted, if markets are efficient, then all the research in the world will not improve an investor's 
results. If research is a factor, then it can be a valuable addition. If we can set up an appropriate 
benchmark for a market or portion of it, we can then measure the impact of management. Fortunately, 
today we have hundreds of indexes that measure the performance of various markets and parts of them. 
If we don't like the available indexes, it's easy enough to generate others that capture a more specific 
portion of the target market. Indexes have no transaction, management, or other real-world costs, and are 
always fully invested. They offer the perfect "investment style" to use as a comparison.  
Management offers not only style, but selection of individual securities, and perhaps market timing. 
Management costs money, both in management fees and transaction costs. In addition, it is difficult for 
managers to stay fully invested even if that is their goal. Not counting taxes, management is generally 
assumed to cost at least 2% per year. If the investor pays taxes, the constant buying and selling will 
create substantial tax liability, which becomes a heavy drag on performance.  
Index funds are mutual funds that mimic an index. In the real world, they will have some transaction 
costs and other expenses. These expenses average between .2% and .5%, depending on the market and 
the sponsor of the fund. Index funds do not constantly buy and sell, so the tax drag will not be nearly so 
heavy. This can be a substantial benefit for taxpayers, and occurs as a fortunate by-product. If markets 
are efficient, index funds do not have to bother with all that pesky research. Is this a free lunch? Not 
really. Other, less-wise investors are paying for all the research that makes the market so efficient!  
In theory, if markets are inefficient, good managers will overcome all the direct and indirect costs they 
generate and add value; they will exploit market inefficiencies to produce superior results. These 
managers rely on research, experience, intuition, or superior skill and cunning to decide what and when 
to buy and sell.  

Types of Research 

Market research is divided into two categories: technical and fundamental.  

Technical Analysis 

Technical analysis starts with the assumption that everything one needs to know about a stock or market 
can be learned from studying its price and past movements. By plotting or charting past movements, 
technicians believe that they can discover repetitive patterns that will suggest valid buy and sell 
"signals." Discovery of the right signals will lead to effective market timing. Some of the "pure" 
technicians insist on studying charts without the name of the firm attached so that they will not be 
"confused" or "distracted" by their knowledge of the firm! Technicians use all sorts of data and 
combinations of data to generate their signals. They will study insider trading, consumer confidence, 
interest rates, yield curves, market volume, short sales, odd lot volume, ratios of new highs to new lows, 
and hundreds of other "indicators" to generate their signals. They tend to speak in terms of resistance 
levels, floors, breakouts, proprietary trading strategies, periods of increased market risk, and other 
mysterious babble. Often they attempt to add a layer of legitimacy to their work by having the data fed 
into computers for number crunching and analysis.  
Technical analysis persists in spite of the total lack of any creditable evidence of its effectiveness. One 
might as well examine the entrails of animals, chart the stars, or worship the Tooth Fairy. Looking back, 
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one can always find the patterns that led to market events. The only little problem you have is that when 
looking forward, those patterns are no help. Many technicians constantly revise their indicators as they 
fail in real life, then "backcast" using the new indicators and publish the theoretical results. To give the 
backcast greater validity, it was once common to have a CPA firm certify that had you used these 
techniques, you would have had the stated result. The fact that real, live investors never obtained those 
results was seldom disclosed. Today there are several landmark cases winding their way through the 
courts concerning backcasting, and the SEC has taken a lively interest in the subject.  
Wall Street loves technicians and continues to pay them lip service. Right or wrong, technicians generate 
huge trading volume. And whether the investor wins or loses, the house always gets their slice. The 
media gives the technicians undue attention in their unending quest for simple answers to complex 
questions and pithy, quotable, seven-second sound bites. Investors often desperately want to believe that 
someone can protect them from market forces that they do not understand. Technicians prey on the risk 
aversion we all feel by offering protection against the market's downside. By offering an illusion of risk 
reduction, market timers and technicians appeal to conservative and fearful investors. They paint 
themselves as "concerned" and "responsible," while giving the impression that a buy-and-hold strategy is 
somehow wild and crazy.  

Fundamental Analysis 

Fundamental analysis is far more rational. It concerns itself with examination of the firm and the 
economy. Fundamental research looks at financial data, sales forecasts, market share, quality of 
management, expansion plans, new products, competitive position, economic forecasts, and other data to 
search out the "real" value of companies and the prospects that they face. From the investor's point of 
view, so much fundamental research is done, and the results so widely and quickly distributed, that you 
must decide if available information will provide a unique edge. One must always assume that a million 
or more people already know what you have just discovered.  
Fundamental research also has a fundamental problem: forecasting. The market and economic 
environment is far to complex to allow for accurate forecasting even if we have perfect data and insight. 
At best we have a very poor understanding of how the economy and the world's markets work. Even 
worse, noneconomic events pop up randomly to confuse us further. One well-placed bullet, typhoon, 
coup, drought, or earthquake can make a shambles out of the best forecast. As a result, earnings and 
interest-rate forecasts are so laughably bad that anyone with a 40% success rate can qualify as an expert.  

Conflicts of Interest 

There is a darker side of the research problem that investors must also consider: The motives of research 
departments may not always be pure. Wall Street has its fingers in many pies. As a result, conflicts of 
interest can easily creep into analyses. In one famous case, an analyst observed publicly that Donald 
Trump was in big trouble with his Atlantic City project. Covering the debt was likely to be a big 
problem, the analyst claimed. Trump complained, and the analyst was fired. Apparently, his employers 
had hopes of assisting Trump with yet another bond offering! So much for honest research. Trump's later 
problems in Atlantic City are well documented, and the story is only unusual in that it became public 
when the analyst sued over his wrongful termination.  
Few things gladden the hearts of Wall Street's barons like a big juicy underwriting or takeover. The fees 
a big takeover can generate are unimaginable for mere mortals like us. Wall Street knows that sell 
recommendations hurt the feelings of the very managers who control underwriting and takeover 
business. Hurt feelings often translate into diminished prospects for further business. So it shouldn't 
surprise us that the ratio of buy to sell recommendations is skewed, and that a sell recommendation often 
comes far too late to be of any use.  
Wall Street continues to hype their research -- partly to generate trading volume, partly to justify their 
full service fees, and for another important self-serving reason: Brokers who rely on research for 
recommendations shed a good deal of their liability if a recommendation doesn't work out. In fact, some 
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brokerages publish both technical and fundamental research, often with directly conflicting 
recommendations! Now, how much help is that?  

An Alternative Point of View 

Detractors of the efficient market theory point to the often-strange behavior of markets. For instance, 
they argue that the market couldn't have been right both before and after the crash of 1987, when we lost 
500 points in one day. They miss the point. Nobody is saying that the market is always right, or even 
rational. The real point is that if markets are efficient, it is very unlikely that you, or anybody else, will 
be able to consistently "beat" the market.  
Another problem with the efficient market theory is that clearly not all markets are operating by the same 
standards. Very small companies have fewer analysts, and some issues are thinly traded. Foreign and 
emerging markets have different disclosure and financial reporting criteria, enforcement may be lax, or 
corruption endemic. Some markets do not even have insider trading restrictions. All of these complaints 
are valid, and all give comfort to managers who argue that they can exploit inefficiencies to obtain 
above-benchmark returns.  
So much for theory. The lines are clearly drawn. If markets are not efficient, then managers should have 
an easy time beating their benchmark. If markets are efficient, then we should consider firing the 
managers and hiring the index. The proof is in the pudding!  
In the next chapter, we will examine the real-world performance of managers. We will also consider 
whether overperformance is the result of skill and cunning or just dumb luck. Finally, we'll examine 
whether performance really does matter and if managers can repeat past performance. Will last year's 
heroes be back, or fall into well-deserved obscurity after their 15 minutes of fame?  
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Tennis, golf, or chess are all activities that require skill. In fact, we can quickly identify the skilled players 
in these endeavors. On the other hand, craps and roulette are pure games of chance. Skill plays no part in 
the outcome. But what about managing a stock portfolio? Can managers "beat the market"? If so, can we 
tell if they are skillful or just lucky? Can we use past performance to predict future performance? Do 
winners repeat?  

In the context of the efficient market debate, if markets are efficient, then management may not be able to 
add value. Measuring performance for management results requires a benchmark. However, it's important 
to use the right benchmark or we will hopelessly confuse ourselves. It's not very useful to compare apples 
and oranges, or foreign and domestic stock performance. As academics and consultants have delved 
deeper into the performance issue, the benchmarks have necessarily become more elegantly defined.  

It's also vitally important to have "clean" data. No one wants to do a study only to find out that the data 
used was corrupt. The ultimate nightmare for academics is to have someone else point out that their data 
is corrupt. Fortunately we have a great deal of clean data available from reliable third-party sources that 
most of us can agree on. For example, SEI, a private consulting firm, maintains the largest database on 
investment performance of institutional managers. Morningstar supplies extensive data on the mutual 
fund industry, and the Center for Research Securities Pricing (CRSP) maintains a database on individual 
security pricing.  

A Quick Test 

Here's a very crude test of management performance: Let's compare the domestic-equity mutual fund 
performance supplied by Morningstar against the S&P 500 index for one-, three-, five-, and ten-year 
periods, looking back from April 30, 1995. The S&P 500 index is a fair comparison for large, domestic 
companies. Our results:  

• Of the 1,097 funds Morningstar covered for the one-year period, 110 beat the S&P 500, while 987 
fell short. Results ranged from 46.84% to -32.26%, while the S&P 500 attained a 17.44% return.  

• During the three-year period, the S&P 500 returned 10.54%, while results in the funds varied from 
29.28% to -15.02% compounded annually. Of the total 609 funds, only 266 beat the S&P 500.  

• Shifting to the five-year period, of 470 funds, 204 beat the S&P 500. Results ranged from 27.35% 
to -8.51%, while the index racked up 12.62%.  

• At ten years, only 56 of 262 funds managed to beat the index, and results varied from 24.77% to -
4.06% compounded annually against 14.78% for the S&P 500.  

If beating the S&P 500 is a valid test of management ability, then a lot of managers are clearly not worth 
their salt. Far fewer of them appear to be winners than we might have expected.  

This Test May Not Be Entirely Precise, But... 

Let me be the very first to say that while this little study makes the point and is valid, it isn't perfect. In all 
cases, the average fund result fell below the index. However, the average result doesn't take into account 
the size of the fund. A few small funds could throw off the average in either direction, so perhaps we 
shouldn't be too concerned about the average.  
Another reason we might be concerned about our little exercise is the issue of survivor bias. Funds that 
fail during the measurement period are not measured in the results. Mutual fund companies often make 
poorly performing funds "disappear" by merging them into more successful funds. Fund performance is 
not merged and the companies succeed in burying their mistakes. The survivors presumably have a better 
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record than the total number that started the measurement period. Voilˆ! A little bit of marketing magic 
allows the fund companies to show performance better than their shareholders actually experienced. A 
better study would account for this distortion.  
A problem that disturbs me in this type of analysis is that a single year may account for extraordinary 
results. If last year was the extraordinary one, then it will show up in all time periods. The results will 
appear to be far more consistent than they actually were. A fund that had nine average years followed by 
a great year will look good for the past one, three, five, and ten years! If the great year had occurred 
during the first year, then the ten-year result would look good, but the one-, three-, and five-year periods 
would look only fair. This presents a far different picture, even though the total results are the same. So 
we haven't adjusted for consistency of results.  
Finally, we haven't adjusted for risk. Both the big winners and losers may have taken large risks to get 
where they are.  

What About the Winners? 

Some managers did beat the averages, and a few of them did by a very wide margin. All of them may be 
expected to claim superior skill and cunning. But what about them? Is it possible to conclude that they are 
wise men and women and that the others are fools? By extension, can the people who invested with these 
winners also claim to be wise? Could we have predicted which players would have become winners?  
Probability theory would account for a number of winners and losers in any random series of events. If a 
million people each attempted to toss heads with a coin for several rounds, after each round we could 
reasonably predict the number of winners. For instance, after ten rounds we would expect 976.563 
survivors. Each of them came up heads ten times in a row. Since it's random, we would not expect exactly 
977 survivors, but we could consult with a statistician and predict a very tight range for the number of 
survivors. In an event that involves no skill at all, we can, with some confidence, predict that after ten 
rounds there will be survivors, and have a fair idea how many there should be. Should one of our 
survivors become convinced that his skill contributed to his success, we might have a difficult time 
shaking him from his delusion.  
One way to determine whether skill contributed to the outcome would be to see if there were significantly 
more winners than probability would have allowed. Suppose that instead of about 977 winners, we ended 
up with 5,000 or 10,000. Then we might have to concede that an element of skill was involved.  
If markets are efficient, we should expect to see a random distribution of results. When we study mutual 
fund performance, we should expect to see some winners. Probability theory demands it. We would be 
very disappointed and concerned if an occasional Magellan Fund (the most famous and successful fund in 
the history of the universe) didn't turn up. But what we find is far fewer than a random distribution would 
predict. However, if we adjust the fund results by about 2% to add back in average costs of management 
and trading, then we get just about the bell-shaped curve that we would expect for performance 
distribution.  
Since we have fewer rather than more winners than we would have expected, it is very difficult to support 
the argument that the winners got there by superior skill and cunning rather than through pure dumb luck. 
This is a powerful but not totally conclusive argument. Like our deluded coin tosser, Peter Lynch (former 
manager of the Magellan Fund) will never agree with that premise.  

If It Was Good Yesterday, Will It Be Great Tomorrow? 

What about track record? If management skill adds value, can past performance give us an indication 
about future performance? Do winners repeat? How successful will I be if I only buy the funds with the 
best past five-year track record?  
A recent study examined mutual fund performance by category over several five-year time periods. Funds 
were divided into quartiles by past total performance, and then followed for an additional five years. The 
results were enough to blow your mind! A top quartile fund had just less than a 50% chance of being in 
the top half during the following five years. A bottom quartile fund had just slightly more than a 50% 
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chance of being in the top half during the following five-year period. Similar studies with similar results 
were completed by a large pension fund on the performance of their managers, and by a large consulting 
company on the results of the managers whose performance they tracked. In other words, we can't count 
on either winners or losers to repeat!  
Again, this isn't a conclusive argument. We can't say for certain that a top- or bottom-performing fund 
won't repeat, just that it doesn't appear to be more likely to continue its performance than random chance 
might dictate. These types of arguments take on near religious intensity on Wall Street. I don't expect 
them to be resolved in my lifetime. I do think that the overwhelming weight of the evidence suggests that 
markets are efficient, and that management has a rather small chance of reliably exploiting inefficiencies. 
Given the egos and profits involved, you can expect further spirited debate.  

Dissenting Voices 

To further complicate the issue, two heavyweight thinkers who might be expected to support efficient 
markets have just published studies which show that in the very short term (less than two years), winners 
may tend to repeat. Both Roger Ibbotson and William F. Sharpe have international reputations in finance, 
and Sharpe has a Nobel Prize in economics. So they speak with some authority. They both recently made 
similar observations on short-term performance. Sharpe in particular goes out of his way to point out that 
the data may be ambiguous.  
Personally, I believe that factors other than skill and cunning can extend a fund's winning or losing streak 
over a short multi-year period. For instance, during the early 1990s, a large overweighting in health care 
stocks would have resulted in significant over-benchmark performance for several years. Several mutual 
funds built reputations based on that one call alone. Since the decline of health-care-sector stocks, most of 
those funds have descended into a disappointing level of mediocrity. I'm not sure that chasing last year's 
winner does anything other than position you with next year's loser.  
It's easy to pick last year's winner; it's difficult to pick next year's. A number of magazines routinely make 
mutual fund recommendations. Perhaps the most sophisticated publication among the popular business 
press is Forbes. One would suspect that if it can be done, they have the resources to do it. They have for 
years published their "Honor Roll of Mutual Funds." If you had invested steadily in the Forbes funds, you 
would have had very disappointing results. This underperformance is so consistent and widely known in 
the industry that many mutual fund wholesale sales representatives I know consider it the kiss of death.  

Toward Better Benchmarks 

We can build a benchmark for just about any market or portion of a market. For example, suppose we 
divided all the publicly listed stocks in the U.S. into ten different sizes by market capitalization on one 
axis, and ten different segments based on book-to-market ratio on the other axis. We now have 100 
different possible submarkets. We could call each submarket an investment style, and each style could 
have its own index or benchmark. If we studied the performance of each style, we would find that they 
are sharply different from each other. Each style would have distinct rates of return and exhibit different 
risk or standard deviations. Each would also have different correlations from the other. Each style could 
go through a market cycle with dramatically different results for each time period. In other words, there 
isn't just one domestic market, but many.  
Most managers, but not all, confine themselves to a distinct style. Very few operate in all parts of the 
market or switch from one part to another. For instance, they may be large-cap value, mid-cap growth, or 
small-cap market. This is the area of the market they claim to know best, think has the greatest potential, 
or perhaps were hired to manage. In any event, over time most of the performance they obtain may 
simply be attributable to where in the market they invest. It wouldn't be fair to compare a small-cap-value 
manager with the S&P 500, which is basically a very-large-cap, mostly-growth index. To test whether 
this is so, we can compare their results with the index matching their area of investment. This type of 
benchmark is much more precise than just arbitrarily choosing an index like the S&P 500.  
These benchmark designs can become very precise and elaborate. One large consulting firm examines the 
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unique style of a manager within the market, builds an index of all the stocks within the style, and then 
has a computer construct 1,000 hypothetical portfolios from the index. They then average the results of 
the hypotheticals to create a benchmark measuring the manager. In the vast majority of cases, managers 
are unable to demonstrate that they add value against the benchmark.  
The conclusion that investment style is much more important than management within a style has become 
harder and harder to ignore. Even when a manager beats his benchmark, we are left with the problem of 
determining whether he was good or just lucky. The revolving door, and large institutions' continual 
search for managers that can add value, adds credence to the belief that beating a benchmark can't be 
done consistently. The migration from active management to indexing or passive management indicates 
that many large institutions have concluded that either it can't be done or isn't worth trying.  

Taking Big Bets Against the Benchmark 

Even within a carefully defined style, investors are still faced with a wide - even alarming - variation of 
results in both the short and long term. Looking again at the ten-year result for domestic equity funds, 
there is a surprisingly large variation in outcomes. Part of this is attributable to style differences within 
the markets. But a large amount of the variation can also be attributed to sector or timing "bets" by 
managers. When a manager decides to over-weight or under-weight the firms or sectors in his style group, 
he expects to improve results. He might decide that General Motors will do better than Ford. Or he might 
decide that cars will do better than banks. Or he might decide that cash will do better than stocks. From 
my perspective, there is a chance that he will be wrong. If so, he will not make even the benchmark 
return.  
Most of us are risk-adverse. If at the beginning of a ten-year period we were given a choice of a sure 
return of 14.78% or one that might run from 24.77% to -4.06%, most investors would go for the sure 
return. Looking back, most individuals never came close to the benchmark and wish they had chosen it. 
The benchmark would have been better than all but 56 of the 262 funds or top-quartile results. A totally 
passive approach to selection and a policy of no market timing would have delivered very satisfactory 
returns. And we don't have to be either skillful or lucky to get them.  
Based on managers' dismal record to outperform benchmarks, we have to take very seriously the 
argument that markets are efficient. While we will never be able to prove our case to the satisfaction of 
everyone, the evidence is pretty strong. This evidence is supported by studies of markets worldwide. Even 
if some other markets around the world are not as efficient as ours, they still are pretty efficient. If 
information in foreign markets isn't as good as what we're used to here, at least all the players are being 
equally deceived.  
When we go about building our investment strategy, a benchmark, style, or passive approach may be very 
viable. After all, what's wrong with top-quartile results?  
In my own practice, I maintain a very heavy weighting in institutional index funds wherever they are 
available. I think that approach gives us the highest probability of a successful outcome with the lowest 
risk. I do hedge a little: actively managed funds have a minority position. All other things being equal 
(they never seem to be), when given a choice between actively managed funds, I will go for the one with 
the lowest cost, widest diversification, and lowest turnover. To the extent possible, I want to see 
predictable results. I hate underperforming the benchmark more than I would enjoy overperforming. That 
makes me pretty much like my clients: risk-adverse.  
So we return to the thesis that asset allocation is much more important than focusing on a particular stock, 
timing, or manager. If it's more critical to be in the right market or style than any other factor, how do we 
choose the markets? What do we know about style-investing results that will help us construct our own 
portfolios? In the next chapter, we'll focus on how a firm's size affects returns, and on the debate over 
growth or value styles.  
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Until just a few years ago, the investment business resounded with genteel arguments between managers 
with different investment approaches. Each would point to compelling reasons why his or her methods 
were best.  

Growth managers, for one, assumed that rapidly increasing sales, profits, and/or market share would lead 
to a rapidly growing stock price. Meanwhile, value managers argued convincingly that overlooked or out-
of-favor companies would provide steady growth while high dividends and a large asset base would 
ensure downside protection. Small-company managers spoke fondly of discovering just one or two of 
tomorrow's Microsofts. Large-company managers favored liquidity and well-established companies. Mid-
sized-company investors argued that second-tier companies offered stability, growth potential, and the 
opportunity to exploit market inefficiencies. The few foreign-stock managers were busy trying to 
convince Americans that international investing wasn't just plain crazy. (Emerging-market managers were 
all still in diapers.)  

While these arguments made for wonderful entertainment, they were unresolvable. Debaters lacked even 
common definitions; their discussions were devoid of appropriate yardsticks, and they lacked the 
necessary tools to measure performance or risk. Each management approach yielded "acceptable" positive 
results, but each excelled at different times. Comparisons were necessarily difficult, and managers would 
each stress the time frames in which their own approach excelled.  

Investors could hardly be blamed if they didn't find solid guidance from Wall Street's competing gurus. 
The truth is, all the gurus were just blowing smoke. Nobody knew what was going on! (The idea that 
various types of investments might be complementary hadn't even been considered.)  

A Modest Proposal 

Two University of Chicago professors, Eugene Fama and Kenneth French, found an elegant way to help 
resolve the above problem. But in doing so, they touched off one of the liveliest debates -- and biggest 
dogfights -- finance has seen in years. While the results are surprising, their arguments are compelling. In 
fact, other data solidly supports their original study: Markets appear to have a sweet spot where higher 
returns can be expected without additional risk!  
Under the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAP-M), stock prices and expected future returns are related to 
both market risk and a unique risk that each stock has, called "Beta." Beta is a measure of the volatility of 
the individual stock in relation to the market as a whole.  
Everyone in finance loved CAP-M. It was elegant and relatively easy to understand and explain. There 
was just one small problem: Beta didn't do a very good job of explaining either price or returns. In 
particular, CAP-M and Beta left large anomalies in two areas: small companies and low-priced 
companies had higher-than-expected returns.  
In their June 1992 article, "The Cross-Section of Expected Stock Returns" (published in the Journal of 
Finance), Fama and French set out to find a better way to explain prices and returns.  
Beta is a single-factor variable. Fama and French tried a number of other factors in combination to see if 
they could provide a better fit. They found that together, size and book-to-market (BTM) ratio did the 
best job of explaining stock performance. BTM is the ratio of a firm's book value per share to its stock 
price. If you are particularly observant, you may have noticed that BTM is the inverse of price-to-book 
(P/B). This alternative figure was created out of necessity, because book value may sometimes be zero, 
and a ratio with zero on the bottom is impossible to use in calculations.  
A firm with a high BTM has lots of assets per share compared to a low-BTM firm. As it happens, high-
BTM firms have characteristics associated with "value" and low-BTM firms tend to be "growth" firms. 
Growth and value are somewhat fuzzy terms. Everyone seems to agree that Microsoft is a growth 
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company, but value seems to be in the eyes of the beholder. BTM provides an objective measure.  
"Value investing" may be one of the world's greatest public-relations terms. Value firms are sick puppies. 
High-BTM firms (low P/B) tend to have low P/E's (price-to-earnings ratios), low return on equity, low 
return on assets, slow or no growth of sales, disappointing profits, and other discouraging financial 
results. Even though they have large assets, the market has driven down the price of their stock. Because 
management often has no clear idea how to generate additional business growth, many high-BTM firms 
pay large dividends. They are troubled firms. Usually they have been troubled for a while, and will 
continue to be troubled for some time in the future. The risk of business failure is higher than that for 
healthy, growing firms. They are companies under stress.  
Low-BTM firms (high P/B) are just the opposite. They have high P/Es, return on equity, and assets. 
Usually, they have histories of exponential growth of profits, sales, market share, and other healthy, 
desirable attributes. Generally they have so many investment opportunities internally that they do not pay 
high dividends. They are healthy companies.  

Dividing the Market by Size and BTM Ratio 

Fama and French took all the stocks in the N.Y. Stock Exchange and divided them into 10 groups, or 
deciles, by market capitalization. Market capitalization is the total value of all the securities of a firm. It is 
found by multiplying the price of a share by the number of shares outstanding.  
Having now established arbitrary size groups, the pair took all stocks traded on all exchanges and 
distributed them into the appropriate size groups. Because of the smaller, average size of the non-NYSE 
stocks, the groups now contained many more stocks listed in the smaller deciles than seen in the equal 
distribution of the original NYSE deciles.  
If you think of the size groups as being listed from top to bottom, Fama and French then horizontally 
sliced the result into ten groups (deciles) by BTM. They now had 100 portfolios or styles. Each portfolio 
was followed for one year, and then the procedure was done all over again. The performance of each of 
the 100 portfolios, as annually redefined, was followed from 1964 to 1992, a 28-year period.  
The results were surprising. Small-company stocks had higher rates of return than larger-company stocks, 
but they had a much higher risk as measured by standard deviation of returns. However, high-BTM stocks 
(value) had higher rates of return than low-BTM stocks (growth) without any higher risk, as measured by 
standard deviation. This occurred at every size level. The value guys were right all along!  
Investors in the bottom three deciles by size might expect a total return of about 5% (compounded 
annually) higher than the top three deciles. However, they will experience greatly increased volatility. At 
every size level, investors in the highest three deciles by BTM will receive about 5% greater compounded 
return than the bottom three. Value investors will not experience any significant increase in risk, at least 
as measured by volatility.  

New Study, New Problems 

The implications of this study, if validated, are staggering for both economists and investors. CAP-M and 
many of its implications are discredited. Investors can now construct portfolios with better performance 
than the market as a whole. Economists are stuck with the problem of explaining how value stocks can 
provide higher total returns without being subject to additional risk.  
The author of CAP-M, William F. Sharpe, seems to be enjoying the debate. He has stated that he thinks 
Fama and French are on to something. He has also said that he thinks CAP-M, for which he won the 
Nobel Prize in Economics, was a pretty good first effort, and he is glad that the committee can't take back 
the prize. The rest of the academics seem to have worked themselves into a frenzy either attacking or 
defending CAP-M. You can find plenty of papers posted on the Net at various universities if you care to 
follow the battle.  
One of the implications of CAP-M was that the "super efficient" portfolio, the one which generated the 
most return per unit of risk, was the total world-market basket. An investor who wanted more or less risk 
could take this global-market index and either leverage it or water it down with a "risk-free" asset. This 
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led to the spread of global indexing as an investment technique. Now it turns out that investors can do 
considerably better than the world-market index by heavily weighting their portfolios with value stocks.  

Economic Justification for the Three-Factor Model 

The idea that investors can expect additional returns without additional risk has even Fama and French 
struggling. It smacks too much of a free lunch. As faculty members of the University of Chicago, we 
would expect them to cheerfully die before they would admit to the existence of a free lunch. 
Consequently, they are trying to identify factors other than volatility that might explain the paradox.  
Fama and French believe that their findings are consistent with an efficient market. They relate the 
differences in pricing and performance to cost of capital. If you run a large company and either borrow 
money from the bank or issue bonds, you will generally have to pay a lower interest rate than a small 
company because of the lower risk you appear to offer. In the same manner, if you issue stock, you will 
generally command a higher price than a small company. As we might expect, large companies have a 
lower cost of capital.  
In a like manner, well-run firms have a smaller cost of capital than poorly run or stressed firms. High cost 
of capital means depressed stock prices and translates into higher expected returns.  

A Bagful of Sick Puppies 

I must admit that it is difficult to get too excited about an investment philosophy that advocates buying 
sick firms. It goes counter to the grain, and the whole idea takes a little getting used to. It's hard to 
imagine generating much envy as you describe your portfolio of downtrodden losers. However, the 
returns generated by a diversified portfolio of distressed companies more than make up for the glamour of 
trying to uncover tomorrow's Microsoft. It appears that investors have been paying too much for growth 
firms and too little for value firms.  
Of course, the Fama-French research was subjected to all the normal indignities of any revolutionary 
study. However, enough studies in other markets and other time frames have validated their original 
work. Value stocks appear to perform equally well in global markets.  
The three-factor model goes a long way toward explaining the returns of many mutual funds and portfolio 
managers. By examining managers' styles (as defined by the size and BTM ratio of their portfolios), we 
have another powerful tool to evaluate management effectiveness. It's even possible to examine the 
pattern of a fund's past performance and make a very close guess as to the portfolio composition. In most 
cases, style accounts for far more of the performance than does skill, cunning, or luck.  
Investors receive another benefit from the Fama-French three-factor model. By incorporating 
explanations of stock returns based on size and BTM ratios, we are able to more confidently predict 
expected returns when modeling portfolios. This methodology represents a measurable improvement over 
using unadjusted, raw-data past returns as the expected future rates of returns. Historical raw data is 
subject to unusual non-recurring, non-economic events that can dramatically distort its usefulness as a 
forecasting tool. Improved rates-of-return forecasts will lead to much-improved optimization models and 
better-performing, lower-risk portfolios.  
While long-term data would strongly suggest the superiority of small-company and value investing to 
maximize returns, we must still be aware that growth and larger companies may experience extended 
periods of market favoritism. For instance, small companies did far below average in the 1980s. In the 
short run, we can expect significant year-to-year variation. Accordingly, it appears wise to continue 
holding some of both in a well-constructed plan to minimize risk at the portfolio level. However, the best 
available data would indicate that a strong tilt to value and a higher representation of small-company 
stocks in equity portfolios will handsomely reward long-term investors.  

Next: Fun with Numbers 

In the next chapter, we will shift gears and examine some basic techniques investors should utilize to 
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build an investment strategy that will carry them into the 21st century. I call these techniques "no-
brainers": the magic of compounding, dollar-cost averaging, the joys of tax deferral, and why the best 
time to invest is the time when you have money.  
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The Census Department estimates that over one million baby boomers will live to be more than 100 years 
old! Unfortunately, few of them have even begun to save for retirement, or even know how much it will 
cost. Like two trains hurtling down a track toward each other, savings rates have fallen, and life 
expectancy is increasing. The resulting crash will not be pretty!  

Boomers wishing to avoid the financial disaster of outliving their money have two realistic options: They 
can beat the odds and die early, or begin saving now in a serious manner. As we shall see, any delay in 
beginning to save is not a viable option. And, when boomers save and invest, they had better get close to 
a market rate of return. Otherwise, there are going to be a lot of very old, very broke people wandering 
around. Given demographic trends, it's not likely the government is going to be in a position to bail 
boomers out.  

One of the most powerful financial concepts assisting investors is the magic of compounding. It looks 
like magic because rather than increasing in a straight line, compounding investments increase 
geometrically. Not only does principal increase each year, but this year's earnings become next year's 
principal and accrue even more earnings. The process repeats as long as the money is left to grow. As a 
result, what seem like small differences in input generate giant differences in the final result. In other 
words, what appears to be a small change in rate of return, or slightly longer time period, will make the 
difference between poverty and comfort in your old age.  

Let's have a little fun with numbers to see how compounding can work for us. Applying what we can 
learn about compounding will give us some "no-brainers" to guide us in our accumulation planning.  

First Things First 

Before you start a long-term investment plan, you must have your basic financial house in order. No one 
should invest until they have a 3- to 6-month cash reserve for emergencies, the proper insurance 
protection, and the basic legal documents. It won't do you or your family any good at all to get a 30% rate 
of return if you lose your job, wreck your car, die, or get disabled tomorrow. In a very real sense, life and 
disability insurance buy you time.  

Put Time on Your Side 

Here's an example of how compounding can put time on your side:  
Suppose on the day you were born your parents wanted you to have a nice retirement when you turned 
65. Each year for 10 years, they deposited $1,000 into an account for your retirement. Assuming that they 
earned a reasonable 10% net, your retirement plan would grow to $15,937.42 by your tenth birthday. At 
this point, your parents stop making contributions. The fund continues to earn 10% net, and you are able 
to resist the overwhelming urge to cash it in for a new Corvette when you reach 21. The fund grows to 
$3,013,115.83 over the next 55 years!  
To adjust for inflation, we assume that about 3.5% of the nominal yield was eaten away. The "real value" 
of the accumulation in terms of dollars when you were born is $322,027.60. The "real value" of the 
inflation-adjusted income available to you is $20,931.79 for the rest of your life. We are assuming that 
you withdraw 6.5% beginning at age 65, and leave 3.5% to grow to hedge the inflation rate. All of this 
was accomplished with a total cost to your parents of only $10,000. Compounding had worked its magic.  
Now let's assume that your parents waited until your tenth birthday to begin a savings program for you. If 
they deposit $1,000 a year for the next 55 years, they will "only" accumulate $1,880,591.43 for your 
retirement. Waiting 10 years has cost the accumulation more than $1.2 million, even though they have 
contributed $55,000 to the program.  
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If they still want to accumulate $3,013,115.83, they must contribute $1,602.22 per year for 55 years at 
10%, and the total cost of the program has grown to $88,121.94.  
Let's change the example again. You are now 20 years old, just out of college, and want to save for your 
own retirement. How much must you save each year at 10% to accomplish the same goal at age 65? A 
few seconds with a calculator will show you that it takes $4,191.26 per year. The price is going up, but it's 
not out of reach. However, since you are entitled to a new car, and you don't have a stereo yet, you put 
your savings plan off for a little while.  
At age 30, you briefly toy with the idea of starting a retirement plan, but you now have two children, a 
spouse, and a new condo. You are a little distressed to see that the annual cost of meeting your goal has 
grown to $11,117.51.  
Age 40 finds you with a new home in the suburbs, and for your birthday you fulfill the right of every 
American to own a wide-screen TV. At half-time during the Superbowl, you pull out the old financial 
calculator and find that with 25 years remaining to age 65, your cost to fund your retirement supplement 
is now a serious $30,637.58 per year. The shock sends you to the refrigerator for another brew. As the 
half-time show winds down, you tell yourself you'll think about it next year.  
Fifty finds the kids away at college and a new Infiniti in the driveway. Your company may lose a big 
contract, and there is disconcerting talk about downsizing, so now doesn't look like a great time to start a 
serious savings plan. You're too stressed out to check, but if you had, you would have been shocked to see 
that with only 15 years to go until your planned retirement, you will need to deposit $94,823.14 each 
year!  
Age 60 finds the "children" living at home again. They don't seem to be in any big hurry to leave, 
although there has been a trial balloon floated to "borrow" the funds for a down-payment for their own 
condo. The $189,059.14 required each year to fund your retirement plan is clearly out of the question, and 
you are wondering how it will feel to still be working at 80. You catch yourself daydreaming about 
winning the lottery.  

Lesson No. 1: Start Early 

The first lesson we learn from our little exercise is to start investing early. Put time on your side; the 
earlier you start, the easier the burden, and the more likely you are to have a successful outcome. It's 
never too early to invest for retirement, but it can get too late. It's easy to put it off. There is always a 
good excuse. Don't let it happen to you. The cost of reaching your goal goes up each day.  

Lesson No. 2: Plan for a Reasonable Rate of Return 

The next lesson we can learn from an exercise like this is the importance of getting a reasonable rate of 
return on our investments. While I used 10% as a "fair" rate, I don't think many Americans actually come 
close to this as a net rate of return over time. Far too much money is committed to "safe" low-rate-of-
return asset classes, and far too little to the higher-risk, higher-return classes.  
Let's go back to the time you were a 20-year-old. It took $4,191.26 each year for you to reach your goal at 
10%, but if you expect to make only 9%, you must save $5,729.90 per year. Of course, if you expect to 
earn 11%, you can reduce your funding cost to only $3,053.92. So a 1% change in earnings has a huge 
impact on funding costs.  
Given that we know that risk in an equity portfolio falls as time horizon increases, and that a retirement 
plan certainly has a long-term horizon, investors should consider shifting assets to where they will get 
higher rates of return. That means fewer bonds, CDs, and annuities, and more stocks. Within the stock 
classes, research would indicate that a tilt toward value and small-cap stocks, and international and 
emerging markets, will increase rates of return. Properly mixed, these asset classes should generate 
handsome increases in return without undue risk. In later chapters, we will construct a portfolio to 
demonstrate the possibilities for both increasing rates of return and reducing risk.  
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Lesson No. 3: Control Costs 

Rate of return is not exclusively a function of risk. Cost can have a major impact on an investment 
program. Markets are reasonably efficient, and it is not likely that you can beat them by much or even at 
all. Each market can only return so much. That return is reduced by cost. You must adopt an effective 
cost control program as part of your overall strategy. We will have much more to say about how Wall 
Street can get in your knickers later. But for right now, I will state that the average client of a full-service 
brokerage house could save an easy 3% per year by dispensing with its dubious advice.  

Lesson No. 4: Control Taxes 

One of the least-understood costs in an investment portfolio is tax. In the real world, most of us have to 
pay tax, and many times our investment plans increase our tax burden. Each time we receive a dividend, 
interest payment, or capital gain, Uncle Sam has his hand in our pockets.  
Tax can become a very serious drag, but it doesn't have to be. In many cases, taxes on investments are 
voluntary. Or perhaps we should say they are a tax on ignorance, because they can easily be avoided.  
If we go back to our example, suppose the 10% rate of return we spoke of was all dividends or interest, 
and we received all of it each year as we went along. If we traded the portfolio each time we made a 
profit on a trade, we create a tax liability. Even if we are in a very modest tax bracket, taxes could reduce 
our return by 25%. That would mean that our net return is only 7.5%, and we will have a much harder 
time reaching our goal. Either we invest more or we fall short.  
In real estate, the prime considerations are location, location, and location. In tax strategy, the prime 
considerations are defer, defer, and defer. The longer we can defer paying a tax, the longer we have 
investment dollars compounding for us rather than going to Uncle Sam. If you buy a stock and never sell 
it, you will never have to pay a capital gains tax. When you die, your heirs will receive the stock on a new 
basis from your estate. (They may or may not have to pay an estate tax. That is a separate consideration.)  

Mutual Funds 

Mutual funds present a couple of interesting wrinkles. I want to preface my remarks here by clearly 
pointing out that I am neither an attorney nor an accountant. As such, I never give tax advice. You should 
check with your professional tax advisor about the implications of the following information. Also, since 
the Net reaches so many international investors, understand that the following pertains only to U.S. 
taxpayers. (Almost all other countries have more favorable tax treatment for investors than does the 
United States. We seem intent on punishing investors here.)  
Many mutual funds have huge portfolio turnover. As you are probably aware, each time a fund manager 
sells a stock in his portfolio, you get a pro-rata share of the gain or loss. All the transactions are totaled at 
the end of the year, and you get a 1099 tax form for your share. A copy goes to your favorite uncle, Sam. 
This can often result in a tax to you even in a year when you have losses in account value. The cumulative 
effect of taxes each year can seriously erode the returns that equity funds can generate. Some of the 
mutual-fund rating services have included information on tax efficiency. This is a very rough estimate of 
the capital gains already built up by a fund. Few investors are aware that when they buy a fund that has a 
substantial unrealized gain, they may soon have to pay taxes on the gain as if they had held the fund from 
the time it first bought the stocks. This is hardly what we would consider an optimum outcome.  
But help is at hand. By their very nature, index funds don't turn over their assets. So taxes will be minimal 
compared to an actively managed portfolio. Some index funds have even taken this a step farther. They 
have a stated objective of never incurring a capital gain for the shareholder. The only time they expect to 
incur a capital gain for the account is when a company is acquired for cash. In that event, they expect to 
be able to sell sufficient stocks with a loss to prevent a net gain for the shareholder. So only dividend 
income and nominal interest income are subject to tax. In an equity portfolio, this should be a very small 
amount compared to the total appreciation over time.  
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Just over the horizon are even more tax-efficient index funds. These funds would manage themselves so 
that dividends and interest were smaller than the funds' expense ratio, so shareholders should never have 
to pay a tax until they sell their shares. (We can presume that the implied strategy will favor growth and 
smaller companies.) When it comes time to sell, if the holders meet the capital-gains holding period, they 
should get the more favorable capital-gains rate. I expect these funds to be available during the next 12 
months.  
To maximize your own benefit from this strategy, keep records of each purchase so that you can identify 
the shares you sell as the highest-cost ones in your portfolio. That will minimize the gain and the taxes.  

Beating the Tax Man 

Uncle Sam does offer us one great way to beat the tax man for long-term investors. Pension plans, 401(k) 
plans, IRAs or SEP-IRAs, and Self-Employed Pension Plans (HR-10) all offer total tax deferral. There 
are no taxes on interest, dividends, or capital gains as long as the funds remain in the retirement plan.  
You should take advantage of any tax-favored retirement plans available to you. The combination of 
current tax deduction and tax deferral is the best thing since sliced bread. Hopefully you will pick up 
some employer matching contributions, which will really sweeten the deal. Stuff every penny you can 
afford into your retirement plans as early as you can afford it. As the ad says: "Just do it!"  
What's more, invest in equities for the long haul, and don't get hung up on trying to time the market or be 
too concerned about normal market variations. They work in your favor.  

Dollar-Cost Averaging 

Dollar-cost averaging has been described as one of the oldest, least-exciting ways of investing. But 
almost everyone agrees on its validity. Actually, it is a simple discipline. It requires investing a set 
amount of money at regular intervals in a particular investment over a period of time:  
    $$ Invested @ Regular Intervals x Time = Dollar-Cost Averaging 
Studies show that investors who use this strategy average a lower cost per share on their purchases than 
those who try to time their purchases to buy at the lowest prices. Most experts agree that it takes a 
minimum of 18 months for dollar-cost averaging to be effective.  
The advantage of dollar-cost averaging is apparent when you sell a larger number of shares at a higher 
price. Remember, you accrued more shares because your investment bought them over time at a lower 
price. Certainly, averaging works best with funds or stocks that have sharp ups and downs, since that 
gives you more opportunities to purchase shares less expensively.  

Simple Example 

A simple example developed for the May 1993 issue of Worth magazine illustrates the concept:  
You decide to invest $1,000 in your favorite stock on the first of each month for three months. The first 
month, the stock sells at $100 a share; you buy 10 shares. The second month, the stock falls to $50 a share 
and you buy 20 shares. The third month, the stock recovers to $75. Your $1,000 investment buys you 
13.3 shares.  
You now have 43.3 shares that you bought at three different prices for a total outlay of $3,000. The stock 
is currently selling at $75 a share, so your 43.3 shares are worth $3,247.50. That's an 8.25% profit. Also, 
your average cost per share is less. If you divide the average price per share by your total investment of 
$3,000, your average cost per share is $69.28.  
 
                 Dollar-Cost Averaging Sample 
 
Month       Amount Invested       Price Per Share       # Shares 
 
  1             $1,000                  $100             10.0000 
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  2              1,000                    50             20.0000 
  3              1,000                    75             13.3333 
                ______                  ____             _______ 
 
             $3,000                $75          43.3333 
             (Total)            (Average)       (Total) 
 
Amount Invested      = $3,000    ($1,000 x 3 months) 
Current Value        = $3,250    ($75 x 43.3333) 
Average Cost/Share   = $69.2308  ($3,000 / 43.3333) 
 
Of course, this is a hypothetical illustration. It does not imply a guarantee of a specific return on any 
particular security. It does not take into consideration taxes, inflation, and costs in purchasing stocks, 
which should all be factored in when you figure your return on investment.  
A 401(k) plan is an excellent way in which to implement dollar-cost averaging. Since money is deducted 
each pay period from your earnings and placed into the 401(k) plan, you will find that you have paid less 
per share over time if your choice of investments remains constant for a substantial length of time.  
Reinvestment of dividends and capital gains is a form of dollar-cost averaging and one of the smartest 
things investors can do. Also, with few exceptions, reinvesting costs you nothing in terms of loads or 
fees.  
Finally, if you do decide to use the dollar-cost averaging strategy, you need to bear in mind that, although 
it has been a highly successful investment technique in most instances, it neither assures a profit nor 
protects against losses in a down market. Dollar-cost averaging works only if you continue to purchase 
systematically, regardless of whether the market fluctuates up or down. As such, you have to stick with 
the program to get the best benefits.  

Force Yourself 

Nobody enjoys their toys more than I do. I know I am entitled to each and every one of them. So I have 
had to trick myself into saving. I am constantly searching for ways to keep my grubby little hands off my 
money. In fact, I've set up a process that doesn't allow me to ever see the money. I use a maximum 
pension contribution to make sure I don't convert all my earnings into boats.  
The best way to make sure you have the funds when you need them is to set up a payroll deduction each 
month. This will put the tremendous power of dollar-cost averaging to work for you, and painlessly 
reinforce your wise decision to start now. One of my friends wants a bill each month for his savings goal. 
Another gives it to his wife to invest. Just find a method that works for you. If you need further discipline, 
just remember that the only thing worse than being dead may be to have outlived your money!  

Summary 

So, there it is: Put time on your side, start early, invest for high rates of return, control costs, control taxes, 
use dollar-cost averaging, and initiate a forcing system if you need to.  
In the next chapter, we will start to develop an investment policy by defining our objectives, time horizon, 
and risk tolerance.  
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When people find out that I'm an investment advisor, the first question they often 
ask is: What should we invest in? But when I look them straight in the eye and ask 
them why they are investing, for how long, and how much risk they are willing to 
take on, they become very impatient.  

I guess we all want to jump right to the "good parts." But investment management 
is a continuous process where the goal must define the plan.  

Planning Process Overview 

Many professional investment advisors divide the planning process into five clearly 
defined steps as seen at the right of your screen.  
Actually, we all know that the steps cannot be separated, and instead of a straight 
line, we should think of the process as a continuous loop. But the five-step process 
will give us a good framework for discussion as we begin to develop investment 
strategies.  
A clear definition of objectives, time horizon, and risk tolerance goes a long way 
toward suggesting the appropriate investment strategy. The better we can define 
our objectives, the better plan we can craft to meet them. The more precisely we 
can define our goals, the better plan we can design to meet them as well. It's not 
enough to say: "I want to make a lot of money," or "I don't want to take a lot of 
risk."  
Of course, in real life you might normally be expected to have several distinct 
financial goals, each with different parameters. A young family may be 

simultaneously saving for a down payment on a home, retirement, and college-education expenses. An 
older couple may be focused on retirement and estate conservation. Each objective may have different 
time horizons and risk parameters.  
Because of the nature of my practice, and because most long-term investing tends to be for retirement, I'm 
going to slant the remaining discussions toward that goal. However, the lessons we learn can be applied to 
any investment goal.  

Setting Monetary Goals 

Setting monetary requirements for each goal is a straightforward process and can be outlined according to 
the chart below:  

• As a first step, inventory your resources, including pension plans, social security, other existing 
investments, and real estate. Add in any other planned investments.  

• Project your income needs and capital needs in today's dollars.  
• Add an appropriate inflation adjustment. This will give you a target in inflated dollars.  
• From this information you can determine your minimum required rate of return on your current 

assets and planned investments.  
• This required rate of return must be feasible and attainable, and within your risk tolerance.  
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If the rate of return isn't feasible, you better go back and make adjustments 
in your lifestyle or increase your planned investments. Based on what we 
know about long-term returns, I wouldn't be very comfortable if your 
retirement strategy required an 18% return on your portfolio. It's just not 
likely that you will be able to find a combination of assets which will 
reliably deliver that rate of return.  
Often investors feel driven to take excessive risk when they are unable or 
unwilling to invest enough to meet their goals. They become prime targets 
for scam artists with inflated promises. The elderly often become victims of 
fraud when they see that their existing assets will not be enough to support 
their lifestyle. Then they lose everything.  
Finally, we can design a portfolio with an expected rate of return adequate 
for your needs. Most of you will find that you must develop a required rate 
of return higher than bonds and savings can generate. The next question is: 
Can you live with the risk required to meet your goals? If you can't, we 
have to go back and adjust your lifestyle or increase planned investments.  

Software Help 

If this sounds like a very complicated exercise, relax. We have software to 
do these calculations. Many available programs are very powerful, and allow for instant comparisons of 
alternative scenarios. You will be able to see instantly if your assets will support your desired lifestyle, and 
what rate of return is necessary to keep you from running out of funds. We can also determine how much 
risk you will have to assume to get the desired rate of return.  
Vanguard, for instance, has a very sophisticated retirement planner. This program will guide you through 
many of the items you must begin to consider as you build your plan. It makes quick work of budgeting, 
social-security forecasts, inflation adjustments, assets available, time to go to objective, rates of return 
required to meet objectives, and risk required to meet rate-of-return requirements. You can build in known 
expenses like college or a new boat, and expected future receipts like sale of a home or inheritance. You 
can see the effects of tax-rate changes, and play "what if?" with investment returns or risk levels.  
Because this software does such a great job of pulling together so many elements of the problem, and 
graphically illustrating the possibilities, it may be about the best $17 you will ever spend. Check out my 
bookshelf for contact numbers. Quicken just announced a retirement planner, and Microsoft Money won't 
be far behind. Other mutual-fund companies provide software now or will soon. Several freeware and 
shareware packages are available on the Net.  
Your age and financial situation will impact how you set your goals. It's silly for 25-year-olds to attempt to 
exactly forecast their retirement budget. At that age, few of us know how our lives and careers will 
develop. In addition, the very long time frames mean that if our estimates of rate of return, inflation, or 
expenses are off just a little, the resulting error will be enormous. But while our future may be a blank 
sheet, the need to provide for it is not.  

Putting Time on Your Side 

As we saw in the last chapter, it is vital to begin investing as early as possible, and small periodic savings 
early in our career will grow to really meaningful balances given the magic of compounding. So, 25-year-
olds may be content with a goal of saving 20% of their gross income, obtaining a rate of return of at least 
6% over inflation, and avoiding taxes on their investments. If they continue this discipline throughout their 
careers, they may reasonably expect to attain financial independence and security.  
The idea of saving 20% of your gross pay may seem a little revolutionary to many of today's consumers. 
Since we're showered with credit cards, it may be difficult to resist the temptation to spend, spend, spend. 
But keep in mind that no matter how little you think you earn, many others would be happy to have 80% 
of it. If we don't establish the discipline to live on less than we make, no one else can do it for us, and no 
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amount of investment advice will help.  
All investors with access to a tax-favored retirement plan offering a current tax deduction, as well as tax-
deferred accumulation for the life of the plan, should take maximum advantage of this opportunity. It will 
reduce the real cost and increase the benefits of your hard-earned investments. By providing both a carrot 
(in the form of tax deductions) and a stick (in the form of tax penalties for early withdrawals), retirement 
plans increase the chance that money will be saved, and that it will be used for the intended purpose.  
Many people find it helpful to put their goals in writing, and actually sign this document as a contract with 
themselves. This gives them an extra sense of commitment. As I've said before, if you're anything like me, 
you need a system to enforce discipline when the child in you craves another toy.  
As we grow older, we should be better able to get a handle on our career progression and lifestyle. By age 
50, it begins to be possible to forecast retirement requirements. Most of us have some fuzzy idea about 
where we would like to live, in what style, what size boat we want, how many children we have left to put 
through college, and other needs. By this point, we also have some assets to inventory. We can begin to 
put numbers on our requirements. The assets available, the extent of our needs, our past investment 
success, time remaining to retirement, future investment levels, and required rates of return can begin to be 
estimated.  

Nest Egg 

Hopefully, we will have accumulated a good-sized nest egg. This nest egg will continue to grow, and 
along with planned additions provide for our future security. If we have no nest egg, it's not too late to 
begin a serious investment program.  
As we approach retirement, our planning can become more refined and precise. All along the way we will 
need to adjust constantly. We may develop new requirements, or need to incorporate new research into our 
plans. A good plan is flexible, but focused and disciplined at the same time.  
Investors must not assume that because they are retired, their need for income will automatically decrease. 
Many "young" retirees (say under 75) actually find that they need more income than they did before 
retirement. Because of increased free time, they can now travel and pursue other interests which were 
deferred during their working and child-rearing days. In any case, it's probably not realistic to plan for less 
than 75% of your pre-retirement income in "real" or inflation adjusted dollars.  
Somewhere between age 70 and 85, retirees may begin to limit the number of trips they take and reduce 
their income needs. However, about age 70 many retirees find that their income needs increase again as 
their health-care and long-term-care expenses increase.  
My own experience with retirees bears this out. Few choose to sit in a rocking chair on the porch and drink 
iced tea all day. A friend of mine recently invited me to jog with him one morning at a fishing camp. I run 
several miles three to four times a week, but after a few miles, I had to quit while he continued on for 
another three miles. After breakfast, we went fishing for the entire day. After dinner, the retiree led an 
evening hike, followed by card playing well into the night. The next morning, he was up early to go 
fishing again. His age? A mere 75!  
So, don't assume that your income needs stop when you retire. If your retirement is going to be the "golden 
years," you will need money. If you set your sights too low, you can absolutely guarantee yourself a 
lifestyle of poverty in your old age.  

Time Horizon 

Time horizon is a critical factor in investment planning, but often not properly understood. Time horizon 
ends when you plan to liquidate an entire portfolio to meet a goal. For instance, if you are saving for a 
down payment on a house in two years, the time horizon left is two years. However, if you are investing 
for retirement, the time horizon is the rest of your life. Let me say that again: The time horizon for a 
retirement plan does not end the day you retire. The average married couple at age 60 will have at least 
one partner reach 93. By definition, that's a very long-term time horizon.  
One of the most inane ideas regularly foisted upon the American public is the idea that retirees should 
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invest only for income, and that as investors grow older, they must become more conservative. Even The 
Wall Street Journal occasionally quotes some brain-dead financial planner reciting the formula that the 
percentage of bonds in a portfolio should equal the age of the investor. Hogwash!  
Many financial planners who specialize in investing for retirees insist that their clients invest for both 
growth and income until their late 90s! Given the very long term that retirees can be expected to live, a 
planner who recommends a heavy percentage in "safe" fixed assets such as bonds, annuities, or CDs might 
later expect to be sued for malpractice since the investments and income failed to keep pace with inflation.  
As we have previously observed, if you have a short time horizon, anything under five years, you have no 
business in the market. In the short term, risk to your nest egg is too high. So if you are two years away 
from building a new house, or your daughter is about to enter Harvard, your funds for those goals probably 
ought to be in CDs.  
But market risk falls as the time horizon increases. It actually falls as the square root of the time horizon. 
That means that the difference between the best case/worst case expectations for a one-year time horizon is 
only one-third as large after 9 years, or one-fourth as large after 16 years. We have also seen that with very 
long time horizons, the worst case expectation in the stock market may be better than the best case with 
"safe" assets.  

Dual Horizons 

Retirees who anticipate living off their capital should consider that they have two time horizons. In the 
short run they will need income, and in the long run they will need a growth of capital and income. They 
should arrange their asset allocation accordingly.  
Nothing is worse than having to sell assets at depressed prices to meet a need that we should have forecast 
and provided for. For retirees who need a steady income, in a very bad period, this could result in the 
portfolio self liquidating. Accordingly, I recommend that my retired clients set aside the equivalent of at 
least five years' worth of income needs in very short-term bonds and money-market funds. The balance 
can be set aside to grow. For instance, if we are withdrawing 6% a year for our income needs, then we 
would have about 30% set aside for our needs in a five-year period.  
In a bad year, we can liquidate the short-term bonds to provide for our income needs. In a good year, the 
stock-market funds can be reallocated back to bonds. The resulting 30/70 mix will suffer a small total 
return penalty, but because of the short-term bonds, the portfolio picks up a large increment of safety. In a 
bad market, the bonds allow us to "live off the fat of the land" while the stock market recovers.  
Some fortunate retirees do not anticipate having to draw against their capital for extended periods of time. 
Perhaps they have a large fixed pension or other guaranteed income. In that case, there is no particular 
reason for them to invest more conservatively than they did before retirement, and no particular reason to 
load up on bonds. The market will neither know nor care what their age is, and the asset-allocation 
decision can be determined solely by their risk tolerance.  

Risk: The Four-Letter Word 

Risk tolerance is the final dimension of the goal setting process. We have discussed the unfortunate effects 
of excessive risk aversion. Retirees face a far greater risk of outliving their capital than losing it in a 
properly designed, equity-based, global asset-allocation plan. On the other hand, excessive risk at the 
portfolio level can lead to real and permanent losses. Where we take a risk, we want to achieve the highest 
rate of return per unit of risk. So, even if we have a high tolerance for risk, we shouldn't just throw stuff 
against the wall to see if it sticks. The idea is to get rich, or at least achieve financial independence, not 
generate cheap thrills.  
From my perspective, one of the biggest problems of risk is that when the market goes down, as it surely 
must do occasionally, clients will lose faith and bail out in a panic. Sometimes I suspect that when we 
speak of risk to the investing public, they filter out some of what we say. They may think that risk doesn't 
apply to them, or that the professional's role is to eliminate it in their portfolio, or that they will otherwise 
be immune.  
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So, when the inevitable market decline comes, investors feel betrayed, shocked, confused, and frightened. 
It shouldn't happen to them! In this frame of mind, investors are primed to do the worst possible thing: sell 
and retreat to the "safety" of cash! All thoughts of long-term objectives vanish. The investor locks in his 
loss, and guarantees that he won't be on board for the inevitable recovery.  
Market risk means that sometimes your equities will go down. We can't determine when that will happen. 
The market doesn't care whether you just invested, or if you are above your starting capital, or how close 
you are to your goal. So, if you are in the market, get used to the idea. If you can't get used to the idea, 
don't go into the market. Better to have not been in the market at all then to panic and sell when the market 
dumps.  
Decide in advance how much risk you are willing to tolerate. You may define it in many different terms. 
You could say to yourself that you want to be 95% certain (that's two standard deviations) that you will 
never have a loss exceeding a given amount. Or you could say that you can accept a risk level about half 
way between the S&P 500 and short-term bonds. Or you could even say to yourself that you are willing to 
tolerate whatever risk is required to achieve a long-term result 3% better than the S&P 500.  

Risk-Reward Relationship 

However you define risk, remember that savers sleep well, while investors eat well. The relationship 
between risk and reward is almost a physical law. If the worst result you are willing to accept is a CD 
result, than that is also going to be your best possible result.  
Now that we have decided where we want to go, we can begin to examine roads which will get us there. A 
clear statement of objectives, risk tolerance, and time horizon should be reduced to writing and will form 
the first portion of a policy statement for your investment strategy. The law requires that fiduciaries have 
and adhere to a written policy statement. But every plan should have a policy statement, and I strongly 
recommend that you put it in writing so that you can refer to it later. It will help keep you focused on 
achieving your goals, which will in turn help you to keep a clear head in times of stress. If you think that 
you can administer a long-term investment plan without occasional days of stress, either you are a very 
laid-back person or you haven't been paying attention.  
The next step in developing your strategy is to begin to formulate an asset-allocation plan which will 
satisfy the requirements we have just laid down. Stay tuned!  
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Let's see how what financial economists have learned over the last 20 years can help us build a portfolio. 
After all, we haven't come all this way together just to go back to doing things the way our grandparents 
did.  

In the Real World 

While we are building an investment strategy, we must acknowledge that we operate in an uncertain 
world -- few of the variables are under our control. Because we are dealing with future events we cannot 
see, we know in advance that any strategy we are able to devise is unlikely to turn out to be the "best" 
strategy in retrospect.  
However, with what we do know, we can build a very good strategy. Rather than trying to beat some 
yardstick, or every other investor around, a superior strategy has the highest possible probability of 
meeting our long-term goals, and will subject us to the least risk along the way. It will attempt to 
maximize our returns for the risks we are willing to take, and systematically whittle down the risks and 
costs of being wrong.  
In the short term, every portfolio will be "wrong" a great deal of the time. At the end of each period, with 
the benefit of hindsight, we will wish that we had been more or less committed to each asset class. For 
instance, we might have wished for more stocks in a year when the markets did well, and more cash in a 
year when they did poorly. We will just have to accept this in order to be "right" for the long term.  

A Quick Review 

Let's take a minute to review some key points found in earlier chapters:  

• Capitalism is the greatest wealth-creating mechanism ever devised. As each of us goes about 
serving our own interests, the value of the world's economy increases. The markets, which are an 
integral part of capitalism, rise to reflect the increase in the world's economy. We expect this 
trend to continue. Markets offer each of us the surest opportunity to participate in the growth of 
the global economy.  

• Risk should not be avoided, because it offers an investor the opportunity for higher returns. In 
particular, equities offer investors the highest real returns over time. Most investors cannot expect 
to meet their reasonable goals without accepting some level of market risk.  

• Asset allocation decisions explain the vast majority of investor returns, and offer investors the 
biggest chance to control their investment results. The impact of market timing and individual 
security selection pale by comparison to asset allocation. It follows that the greatest share of the 
investment process and attention should be devoted to the asset allocation decision.  

• Risk can be actively managed. Diversification is the primary investor protection. Asset allocation 
between stocks, bonds, and cash allow investors to tailor portfolios to meet their risk tolerance. 
Modern Portfolio Theory offers investors the chance to obtain efficient portfolios that maximize 
their returns for each level of risk they might be able to bear. New research by financial 
economists (Fama-French) examines the expected cross section of returns, which gives us an 
opportunity to predict expected returns by categorizing stocks by their size and Book-to-Market 
Ratio. The practical implication of the Fama-French research encourages investors to construct 
portfolios with higher expected returns than the market as a whole by increasing their holdings in 
smaller companies and value stocks.  

• To paraphrase the popular license plate: "Risk Happens!" Investors must accept and expect 
reasonably regular market declines. These events should be viewed as perfectly natural. At worst 
they are a non-event to long-term investors; at best they may represent buying opportunities. It is 
vital that investors maintain a long-term perspective and exercise discipline if they are to avoid 
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the dreaded "buy high, sell low" behavior.  
• Markets are efficient, and attempts to either time the market or select individual securities have 

not been effective or reliable methods of enhancing returns or reducing risk. Active management 
cannot demonstrate sufficient value added to offset their increased costs. Deviations from 
benchmark portfolios can explain the variability of mutual fund and institutional performance.  

• Market and economic forecasts are notoriously unreliable. Accordingly, strategies based on 
forecasting have not been successful when compared to a long-term, buy-and-hold strategy. The 
only forecast we make is that the world is not likely to end, that the world economy is going to 
continue to expand, and that the world's stock markets will continue to be an efficient mechanism 
to capture this growth in value.  

• Past performance of investment managers is not a reliable indicator of expected future 
performance. Neither this season's big winner nor it's big loser is any more likely to repeat than 
pure random chance might predict.  

• Cost is a major controllable variable in investment management. Low cost is strongly correlated 
to higher investment returns. Management fees, transaction costs, and taxes all serve to reduce 
investor return. Cost must be rigidly controlled.  

Plan of Attack 

Our discipline to attack the investment problem is called "Strategic Global Asset Allocation," a long-term 
strategy in which we will divide the investor's available wealth among the world's desirable asset classes. 
Naturally enough, our first task is to decide which assets to include and which to exclude.  
We will confine ourselves to liquid, marketable securities. This policy represents a major constraint, but 
not a particularly burdensome one. It allows us to price each asset in our portfolio on a daily basis. 
Should we wish to liquidate any or all of the portfolio, we can cash out for full value within one week. 
Right off the bat, we have excluded many asset classes, some of which might be frivolous, some 
desirable. Baseball trading cards, diamonds, postage stamps, rare coins, antique automobiles, and 
commemorative plates are all out.  
Other asset classes are excluded for different reasons. Most individuals will not be comfortable with 
options, commodities, futures, and the more exotic derivatives. Far fewer "professionals" understand the 
complicated trading strategies than claim to, as can be attested to by the occasional multi-billion dollar 
losses suffered by major institutions. If Barings Bank can't monitor its trading strategy, how can you and 
I hope to?  
Managed commodity pools are sometimes touted as prudent diversifiers for balanced portfolios, but 
results have been distinctly under-whelming. As a general rule, all investors, no matter how sophisticated 
they judge themselves, should restrain the occasional urge to invest in things they don't fully understand. 
Looking back over my own career, the more I have adhered to this general guideline, the better job I have 
done.  
To me, gold is just another commodity, an asset with a limited expected rate of return and a very high 
risk level. Many managers include gold as an asset class in their portfolios. They are attracted by its very 
low correlation to other asset classes. While I understand this point of view, I won't tie up any percentage 
of my clients' wealth in an asset with such a dismal return history. Lots of gold bugs are still holding on 
to "treasure" purchased at prices of almost $800 an ounce 20 years ago.  
By now, you are probably beginning to suspect that asset class selection may be rather arbitrary. If so, go 
to the head of the class. Mine is a very "stick-to-basics" approach, and subject to my own value 
judgments. In addition, as a manager of other people's money, I must respect their constraints. For 
instance, some clients may dictate that their portfolios contain no emerging markets.  

A Shining Example 

Mr. and Mrs. Jones are 60 and 55 years old, respectively. Mr. Jones is about to retire with a fixed pension 
of $50,000 a year from a major corporation. Recently, Mr. Jones received a substantial inheritance. The 
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Joneses' total accumulated liquid assets are one million dollars. The Joneses lead an active lifestyle and 
will need an income from their liquid assets of approximately $60,000 fully adjusted for inflation. The 
Joneses expect that inflation will run at least 3.5 percent on average over the rest of their lives. They are 
very reluctant to consider invading principal to fund their income needs, and feel an obligation to pass on 
their wealth to their children, if possible. Above all they do not wish to outlive their income, and would 
like to remain financially independent. The Joneses describe themselves as conservative investors, and 
describe their goal as inflation-adjusted income and conservation of wealth. They are sophisticated 
enough to realize that they cannot accomplish their objectives using guaranteed investments, but do not 
wish to assume excessive risk.  
My first observation is that the Joneses have a very long time horizon. As we have observed, the average 
life expectancy for a survivor of this couple (from a government table used widely for tax calculations) 
exceeds 34 years. Because this is an average life expectancy, about half of such couples will have a 
survivor longer than this. In addition, the Joneses do not want to invade principal, so amortizing the 
funds over their projected lives is not an option.  
In addition, the Joneses will need a fair withdrawal (starting at 6 percent of initial capital) each year in 
order to sustain their projected lifestyle. Because they expect inflation to run an average of 3.5 percent, 
their minimum acceptable return must be at least 9.5 percent.  
A quick look at the long-term data on bond and CD returns confirms that the Joneses are not going to be 
able to come close to meeting their objectives without accepting some equity risk. On the other hand, 
their known withdrawals for the next several years are high, so they cannot accept the risk of a 100 
percent equity portfolio. In a bad market, they might run the risk of depleting their capital to finance 
withdrawals.  

For Starters 

As a first cut, we could examine a traditional institutional asset mix of 60 percent equities and 40 percent 
bonds. A very naive and simple strategy would be to buy the S&P 500 index for 60 percent and the 
Lehman Brothers Corp/Government Index for 40 percent. Once a year we could rebalance the funds to 
account for withdrawals and the natural market value fluctuations.  
This strategy is certainly simple enough to execute. It doesn't require expensive consultants or a giant 
staff. It has low cost, meets our minimum required rate of return, sets aside enough in bonds to meet our 
known income requirements for almost seven years, and has a tolerable risk level.  
But wait a second, this is for the dumb guys, right? Certainly large institutions must do better! How could 
we brag at cocktail parties? Everyone would think we were just big rubes. We want a sophisticated, 
power strategy with lots of consultants to impress our friends and get those big returns we always read 
about in Money Magazine. Where is the pizzazz? Where is the beef?  
As it turns out, this would be a very good strategy indeed. During the five-year period ending December 
1993 (the last full period of reliable data I presently have available on the largest pension plan results), 
this dumb little strategy would have outperformed 29 of the largest 30 pensions in the United States! 
While the media is full of stories touting enormous returns and legendary managers, perhaps only 1-2 
percent of individual American investors actually obtained investment results this good.  
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If the Joneses adopt this simple, naive, dumb little strategy, they will meet their objectives, outperform 
most large institutions, and be way ahead of their fellow investors.  

Improving the Portfolio 

Using this pretty good little portfolio as a benchmark, let's see if we can use what we have learned to 
form an even better portfolio. We will hold the original asset allocation of 60/40 stocks to bonds 
constant, but expand our asset class choices to see if we can lower risk or improve return.  
First, we will look at the bonds. The primary reason to hold bonds in a portfolio is to reduce equity risk. 
As you will recall, long-term bonds have a reasonably high risk and offer a very limited return. Bond-
holders generally demand increased interest rates for longer maturities to compensate them for the 
increased risk. But an in-depth examination of bond returns would indicate that there is very little extra 
return associated with increasing maturities. What would happen if we dumped the Lehman bond 
portfolio and substituted two portfolios with a much shorter maturity? Let's substitute a high-quality bond 
portfolio with a maximum average maturity of two years.  

 
The new portfolio exhibits a very satisfactory decrease in risk without suffering any decrease in expected 
return.  

The Foreign Connection 

Next, let's look at equities. It has long been established that international diversification will increase 
returns and decrease risk in a domestic-only portfolio. So, we test the effect of splitting half the equity 
portfolio into the EAFE (Europe, Australia, and Far East) index and S&P 500. True to our expectations, 
we note a gratifying increase in rate of return and a decrease in risk. This apparent magic can be 
explained by the low correlation that EAFE has with our domestic stocks.  

 

Think Small 

EAFE and the S&P 500 are composed of large companies in developed countries. Small companies offer 
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much higher returns than large companies, so let's divide both our domestic and foreign portfolios to 
capture some of this extra return. Not bad. Small company stocks not only have a higher return than large 
ones, but they also have a reasonably low correlation with them.  

 

Think Value 

Most of the index comprises growth stocks (stocks with low book-to-market ratios). The Fama-French 
research, which subsequent studies have confirmed, points out that value stocks (stocks with high book-
to-market ratios) have a much higher rate of return without additional risk. So, let's split the equities 
again to add a strong value tilt.  

 

Moving On 

The process could continue, testing the effects of including such asset classes as emerging markets or real 
estate (in the form of equity REITS). However, this example does not include them because we don't yet 
have reliable 20-year data. As new asset classes are defined, their usefulness will be determined by 
whether they increase return or reduce risk at the portfolio level. If so, they add a valuable diversification 
effect. Given an appropriate data series, a little trial-and-error and a little judgment will identify which 
asset classes add enough value to justify inclusion.  

The Rewards of Success 

While our initial 60/40 mix of S&P 500 and Lehman long bond index was a pretty good portfolio, we 
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have been able to substantially improve it. We have met the clients' minimum required rate of return, 
stayed well within their risk tolerance, and improved both risk and return over the initial portfolio.  
Our "improved" balanced account has greatly out-performed the S&P 500 while taking less risk. We 
accomplished this by making no forecasts, selecting no individual stocks, and not attempting to time the 
markets. We didn't try to pick the "best" asset class, and we didn't trade frantically. We just put a number 
of attractive asset classes together in a way that made sense. You don't need to watch the market 24 hours 
a day, and you don't need to be wired to your PDA while you play golf.  

 

A Minor Adjustment? 

The last 20 years have been good to equities. But our time period included a few anxious moments. We 
witnessed the final fall of Saigon, three minor police actions (Panama, Haiti, and Grenada), and one all 
out war with Desert Storm. We had nuclear confrontation and the fall of the Berlin Wall. We had low 
inflation, high inflation, booms, and recessions. We had high interest rates and low interest rates. We had 
a strong dollar, and we had a weak dollar. We had Democrats and Republicans in both the Congress and 
White House. We had good markets and a couple of spectacular crashes.  
In short, it was a little better than average for investors, but they still had plenty to worry about if they 
were so inclined. Depending on your particular personality, it took either courage, faith, or a very laid-
back attitude to stay fully invested every day. Whatever it took, remaining fully invested in a diversified 
portfolio was a key element in success.  
Because we had better-than-average returns for the last 20 years, it would not be appropriate to forecast 
those rates of return forever. A prudent person might knock off 3-5 percent for planning purposes. If we 
get more, we can all celebrate. If not, we haven't built a plan destined to fail due to pie-in-the-sky 
estimates of future returns. Even with a liberal discount from the expected rate of return, we are still well 
within the minimum required rate of return for the Joneses.  

The Leading Edge 

The portfolio we designed is on the leading edge of financial research. But research continues, so the 
story is far from over. Each year we get better and better tools. Today's leading edge research becomes 
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state of the art tomorrow and, ultimately, becomes generally accepted practice. As the new tools are 
developed, they will first be available to large institutions and investment advisors. The speed at which 
they filter down to the retail level is purely a function of demand. Until enough of you demand it, only 
professionals will have the best tools. For instance, when consumer demand develops for a no-load, 
international small-cap value fund, one or more of the retail fund families will make it available.  
Demand, in turn, is a function of education. In general terms, Wall Street has little interest in educating 
investors to prefer low-cost, low-profit-margin investment strategies. The old ways are so much more 
profitable -- for it. Because Wall Street has enormous advertising and public relations budgets, it shapes 
the debate and discussion in the popular media. Independent investment advisors advocating low cost, 
low-profit-margin investment strategies tend to have rather smaller budgets for advertising and PR.  
For instance, it's rare to see an intelligent discussion of value vs. growth investment style, or anyone 
advocating index fund investing either on TV or in what passes as the sophisticated financial press. But 
it's not unusual at all to see yesterday's hero sharing tidbits, gossip, and speculation. This type of activity 
may have great entertainment and amusement value, but is of little help in assisting investors to 
formulate their plans. Some of the more popular Wall Street TV programs have little trouble giving a half 
dozen conflicting strategies in a single 30-minute program.  
So, investors will have to get used to the idea that they must educate themselves and go beyond the 
traditional Wall Street sources of investment advice if they want to utilize the most effective investment 
strategies. Many of you will decide to work with a professional. But you still must know enough to 
choose between the con artists and the true pros. The Net can help. In particular look for academic 
research from the economics and finance departments of the major universities that now maintain sites on 
the Web. Start with FENWeb and branch out from there. Read the selections on my bookshelf.  
As you educate yourself, demand better strategies, lower costs, and better research. Don't settle for what 
Wall Street wants you to know. Don't settle for what Wall Street wants you to have. That's the financial 
equivalent of letting the foxes guard the hen house. Perhaps the thing that Wall Street understands best is 
a loss of market share. Demand better. The best way for you to send that message is to vote with your 
feet. Refuse to put up with high costs, conflicts of interest, poor strategy, and amateur advisors.  

Coming up 

This portfolio won't meet the needs of every investor, however it can easily be tailored for many other 
investor needs. In the next chapter, we will illustrate how to adjust the relative proportion of bonds in the 
portfolio to increase rate of return or decrease risk. We will also take an in-depth look at how our 
portfolio performed, and the implications of the strategy we designed.  
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Building a successful investment plan for the twenty-first century may require a fundamental change in 
the way we think about investing. For instance, while taking less risk, a portfolio comprised of only 60 
percent equities that outperforms the S&P 500 by a wide margin should certainly be considered a 
superior portfolio. Furthermore, new advances in investment and finance offer us solutions both simpler 
and more elegant (and very, very different) than what we grew up with.  

Old School Investing 

We have been conditioned to think of market timing, stock selection, and manager performance as the 
keys to success. Because these beliefs are deeply ingrained, even superior investment strategies like 
Strategic Global Asset Allocation take a little getting used to.  
What I'm advocating is so different from public expectations that sometimes people look at me as if I'm 
not quite right or a few bricks short of a full load. For instance:  

• As an investment advisor, I'm expected to have an opinion on where the market is going. Well, I 
have an opinion, but it's no more likely to come true than yours or your dog's. People are offended 
and disappointed when I tell them that.  

• Thanks to the media, we are exposed daily to countless "experts" who are worried about the 
market. Their indicators and forecasts point to a possible "correction." They are prepared to 
retreat to the "safety" of cash. This allows them to look responsible, conservative, and caring. By 
pandering to the public's fear, they hope thousands of anguished investors will decide to trust 
them with their money. On the other hand, advisors who insist on remaining fully invested at all 
times appear wild and crazy.  

• Advisors are supposed to beat somebody or something. Often the first question people will ask is: 
"What kind of numbers have you achieved this year?" Those numbers become the chief yardstick 
to determine if the advisor is good or bad.  

• I'm still waiting for the first investor to ask: "What's the best long-term allocation?" Or, "How 
much risk do I need to take to meet my goals?"  

Without tools to evaluate risk or choose between alternative strategies, investors are left with just one 
number to compare performance. By default, year-to-date or last year's performance figures are the only 
criteria for measurement. If those figures alone determined a successful investment plan, we could all buy 
one copy of Money Magazine each year, pick the single, top-performing mutual fund, and go sailing. 
Unfortunately, the Money Magazine approach is often the worst way to form a strategy.  

Turning Your Goals into a Strategy 

Every strategy has certain performance implications. The word strategy implies a conscious effort to 
achieve stated goals. As we saw in Chapter 12, the Joneses' goal is not to beat the S&P 500, or any other 
index or person. They are not interested in maximum performance. Their concern is to at least meet their 
minimum acceptable return levels without taking excessive risk. They want a comfortable and stress-free 
retirement.  
The asset-allocation design will determine results in both short- and long-term periods. What's more, both 
risk and returns will be driven far more by asset allocation than stock selection or market timing.  
We could have looked at the 20-year, asset-class returns and seen that foreign, small-company stocks 
produced the highest return. But putting all the Joneses' money in foreign, small-company stocks will not 
produce a comfortable and stress-free retirement. Any asset class can and will have extended periods of 
serious under-performance from its long-term trend. And foreign, small-company stocks can and do have 
wild swings in short-term performance.  
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Let's Get Risky 

So why put any of that risky stuff in the Joneses' plan? Why not just buy them a few utility stocks and 
forget it? The reason is this: When we measure risk at the portfolio level, we can see that the best way to 
construct a conservative portfolio is not to have all "safe" assets, but to have a conservative mix of 
attractive assets. A risky asset with a low correlation to other assets in the portfolio can actually reduce 
risk in the portfolio. It's a question of trying to get as much bang (return) for the buck (risk) as possible. A 
diversified portfolio offers much higher returns per unit of risk than does a utility or "blue chip" portfolio. 
If we individually examine each asset class, we will see that some have considerable risk. I have used the 
traditional definition of the risk-reward line as falling along the points between the "risk free" Treasury 
Bill rate, and the S&P 500. Any point falling above or to the left of the line is "good" while below or to 
the right of the line is not. Investment managers all strive to have their performance fall somewhere in the 
northwest quadrant.  

 
Over the long term, investment markets and portions of markets generally sort themselves out just about 
as they are here. In the short run, we might expect just about anything. It's not terribly unusual to see a 
negative-sloping, risk-reward line for short time periods. That just means the market went down, and that 
stocks performed worse than T-Bills. In the business, we tend not to put many of those charts on the wall, 
but you should know that they exist. You must think of these temporary reverses as just another non-
event on the way to meeting your goals.  

Balancing Risk with Return 

While you are looking at the chart, you might notice that the statistics generally confirm that small stocks 
have a higher return and risk than large ones - and that "value" has a higher return without any more risk 
than "growth." During this particular time period, value stocks had higher risk than the S&P 500, but 
turned in higher returns. Foreign stocks, adjusted for currency back to U.S. dollars, have had higher 
returns and risk than domestic stocks.  
EAFE had somewhat lower returns than we might have expected, but higher ones than our own domestic 
stocks. Because it is primarily a large growth portfolio, it falls considerably below the large foreign-value 
stocks. Foreign small-company and value stocks are particularly attractive in terms of return -- generating 
much higher rewards than EAFE. Fortunately, they also have low correlation to our domestic stock 
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markets. Notice how far below the line the long-term bond portfolio falls. Long-term bonds show much 
higher risk for no more reward than a short-term portfolio. How do they find people to buy that stuff 
anyway?  
What is important is how much risk the portfolio has, and that it is reasonably conservative. From another 
perspective, few portfolios with this level of risk will offer better total return. While the "efficient 
frontier" is a constantly changing target, we must conclude that our superior portfolio is reasonably 
"efficient." Here's another view of our efforts to improve the starting portfolio:  

 
How did each of our "improved" portfolios perform over the 20-year period? Check out the year-by-year 
performance of each of the portfolios along with the inflation, T-Bill, and S&P 500 returns.  
The word strategy also implies a long-term approach. Even the "best" long-term strategy will not be the 
best each year -- or even each five years. And since we are dealing with equities, and equities have risk, 
it's important to understand that even the "best" strategy isn't a guarantee against occasional bad 
(negative) periods. Remember, risk happens!  

Expect Periodic Declines 

One measure of risk that investors use is chance of loss. Let's face it, none of us like even temporary 
declines. In a 20-year period, our portfolio had only one loss. Both the S&P 500 and Portfolio One had 
three losses. But that doesn't mean that worse performance wasn't possible.  
For instance, had the data been available to build our model, we would have seen larger losses in the 
dismal 1973-74 period. The possibility for larger losses is incorporated in the model. We have enough 
data points during the last 20 years to build a reliable model and have faith in our Standard Deviation 
measurement. Just keep in mind that performance can and will exceed one standard deviation about three 
years in 10. Of course, few complain if the performance exceeds a standard deviation on the upside!  
Investors also seem to have any number of mental yardsticks that they employ relentlessly either against 
themselves or their financial advisors during periods of under-performance. Investors want to do better 
than CD rates -- and they want to do that every day! Of course, even a superior portfolio will not 
outperform CD rates every day or every year. In fact, this portfolio fell short of that yardstick a total of 
five times during the 20 years.  

No More Second-Guessing 

Investors often have one more mental yardstick for comparison. The temptation to second-guess yourself 
or your strategy is enormous. Investors are, after all, quite human, and they believe, quite reasonably, that 
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they should have it all. For instance, often they want to "beat the S&P 500." We have gone to a great deal 
of trouble to build a portfolio which doesn't look anything like the S&P 500. The S&P 500 is made up of 
large domestic-growth stocks. These tend to have a relatively low return per unit of risk that they endure.  
Our strategy has been to seek out asset classes that have a higher rate of return and very low correlation 
with domestic large-company growth stocks. It stands to reason that our portfolio will not track with the 
S&P 500. This means that sometimes the S&P 500 will outperform our superior portfolio. When foreign, 
small-company, or value stocks are having bad years, it is not likely that we will outperform an 
exclusively domestic, large-company, growth portfolio. In fact, the S&P 500 outperformed our portfolio 
10 out of 20 years! So, in summary, our superior portfolio had one loss, failed to beat CDs five times, and 
failed to beat the S&P 500 10 times!  
Investors often tend to narrowly focus on any yardstick which is exceeding their portfolio performance 
for the moment. This practice can lead to some interesting conversations between investors and their 
advisors. Unless investors can focus on their own goals, risk tolerance, and strategy, performance 
becomes an impossible moving target. Investors must understand that a superior portfolio will 
underperform from time to time, no matter what mental yardstick they are using. If they are prepared for 
this disconcerting reality, they are less likely to find themselves abandoning their superior portfolio in 
favor of Wall Street's deal of the day.  

Adjusting the Portfolio 

As good as this portfolio is, it won't be right for every investor. Some will want more return, some will 
want less risk. But it's pretty easy to modify the portfolio to meet most objectives. For investors seeking 
lower risk, we can just shift the proportion of assets from equities (stock) to short-term bonds. We started 
with a 60/40 mix of stocks to bonds. More conservative investors might opt for a 40/60 or even 20/80 
mix. However, they ought to hold each of the asset classes, even the riskiest in their portfolios - they will 
just hold a smaller percentage of each.  
Investors wanting higher risk and reward can just reduce the proportion of bonds. Once they get to zero 
bonds they have two potential courses to follow if they still want higher returns. First, they could shift the 
asset allocation to more value and small-company stocks. While this example didn't include emerging 
markets, we can assume that they might opt for a healthy portion of them in their portfolio as well. As an 
alternative, they might consider purchasing the portfolio on margin.  
As a practical matter, most investors would not be comfortable with these higher levels of risk - very few 
of my clients have complained that we aren't taking enough risk. My view is that, properly practiced, 
investing should be reasonably boring. Perhaps there are some intrepid souls out there craving 
excitement, but they don't find their way to my door in large numbers. So, while I have a number of 
investors fully invested in equities, I have exactly zero investors on margin.  

Proof Is in the Performance 

Here is how the portfolios would have performed. Each portfolio containing equities is comfortably 
above the old risk-reward line. You should also notice that the most conservative, balanced portfolio with 
20 percent equities has both lower risk and higher performance than a pure short-term bond portfolio.  
Each of our adjusted portfolios is a very good strategy at a particular level of risk.  
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You can also check out the year-by-year results of each of the several portfolios.  

Happiness through Asset Allocation 

Back to the Joneses. How would the portfolio have performed for them? Would it have met their need for 
income, an inflation hedge, and an increase in real value? And how should they turn this portfolio into an 
income-generating machine?  
If the Joneses had looked at their total capital each December 31 and withdrawn six percent for the 
following year's income needs, the income stream would have been very favorable.  
Growth above the six percent income withdrawal is reinvested to provide an inflation hedge and long-
term growth of capital. The healthy level of short-term bonds keeps us from having to consume stocks 
during market declines. The process of reallocation each year back to the original proportions will result 
in selling bonds following bad years, and stock following good years. Reallocation actually contributes to 
total return, while holding the risk level constant.  
Income under the Joneses' plan began at $79,674 and grew to $410,450 last year. Income from CDs 
started at $66,300 and trended up until 1981 when it reached $172,700, then tapered off to $26,600 in 
1993 and "recovered" to $36,900 last year. Total income under the plan of $4,884,848 compares 
favorably to income of $1,633,200 with the CDs.  
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The Joneses had a clear choice, and they could have gone the safe route. Of course, the CDs are still only 
worth $1 million and the example portfolio has grown to $6,430,380 by the end of 1994. Rather than 
nibbling caviar and toasting champagne, the Joneses would be out cashing in McDonald's discount 
coupons. While they are there, they can check out employment opportunities behind the counter. Not all 
those smiling older faces are there just because they're bored with retirement. That million dollars didn't 
go as far as you might have thought if you simply put it in the bank 20 years ago.  

Reality Rears Its Nasty Head 

Please don't read too much into this model. The time period we were forced to use was considerably 
better than normal. (Data is not available in all the markets we wanted to demonstrate for longer than 20 
years.) The 20-year period was characterized by falling interest rates, falling inflation, and superior stock 
markets. Both nominal and real rates of return were significantly higher than long-term trends. For 
instance, if we had included the dismal 1973-74 years, our rates of return would be lower.  
No one should base their planning on attaining anything like the rates of return here. As a rule of thumb, 
don't expect long-term results higher than eight percent above the inflation rate. If you do get better, 
celebrate. Just don't base your whole strategy on attaining returns which are so much higher than normal.  

A Strategy for Everyone 

We have demonstrated a superior investment strategy. Looking forward, our strategy should yield 
superior results while limiting risk for long-term investors in almost any economic environment short of 
unlimited nuclear war or total global economic collapse.  
Whether you are playing tennis, flying fighters, or practicing medicine, you should be constantly looking 
for the highest probability shot. The combination of Strategic Global Asset Allocation and Modern 
Portfolio Theory (with an appreciation of the cross section of expected returns in various parts of the 
world's markets) offers investors the highest probability shot of making their objectives a reality.  

Coming Up 

Designing a strategy is one thing. Implementation is another. In the next chapter, we will begin to 
implement our strategy. We will start by examining the profound changes in the financial services 
industry over the last generation. These changes allow knowledgeable investors to execute sophisticated 
strategies in a very economical manner. You don't have to be a multibillionaire, but you do have to know 
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what is available. Wall Street isn't going out of its way to show you how to economize. "Business as 
usual" is just too profitable - for them! Until you demand better, Wall Street is only too happy to sell you 
the same old stuff.  
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CONGRATULATIONS!  Based on the knowledge you've accumulated from the previous chapters, you 
now possess the broad outlines necessary to achieve financial success. But since implementing your 
strategy is just as critical as designing it, there are still lots of ways you can screw up. The devil, 
unfortunately, is in the details! Luckily for us, there are resources available today that our parents couldn't 
have even imagined years ago. Obstacles may appear in our way, but as long as we know what to expect, 
they are easily avoided.  

 

In many ways, 20 years after May Day, the process of change is still 
just beginning. As more and more investors vote with their feet, they 

are further transforming the industry in their favo r.  

 
But before we turn to the nuts and bolts of implementation, let's shift gears a bit. We first need to examine 
the landscape of the financial services industry -- an industry undergoing radical change. In the past, we 
have talked about many of the advances in financial economics over the last 40 years. But there is one 
cataclysmic event I've yet to elucidate that is behind the sweeping transformation now taking place.  

Viva La Revolution! 

You're forgiven if you missed the revolution that began on May Day 1975. No, it's not an event 
celebrated each year with a giant march through Red Square. No epic poems chronicle the events of this 
glorious revolution, and it lacks any anthems or ballads. There is no holiday, are no statues, and no 
fireworks. The revolution's heroes never received a parade, and the whole thing passed almost unnoticed 
by an indifferent public.  
Nevertheless, May Day 1975 should be celebrated vigorously by all investors. The revolution set us free, 
and today we have options we couldn't have imagined previously. Clearly, a short history lesson is in 
order.  

The Dutch Make a Purchase 

A few hundred years ago, the Dutch made a small real estate deal to acquire a little island in the 
Northeast. The price was certainly reasonable, and the island was nicely located at the mouth of a great 
navigable river which opened up to a fine harbor and sound.  
Given the nifty location, it wasn't long before the Dutch began trading with their new neighbors on the 
southern tip of the island. At first, trading was primarily confined to commodities, which the surrounding 
area had in abundance. These commodities were then shipped home through the harbor facilities. Over 
time, trading expanded to finance a lively commerce. New companies were formed, and investors were 
invited to purchase "speculations" in fledgling ventures. These "speculations" were certificates of 
ownership or debt and would much later be called stocks and bonds. The certificates were placed on 
open-air tables, and investors wandered the area examining the certificates, gossiping, bargaining, and 
eventually buying or selling.  

Enter the Pigs 

With all this trading, a problem soon developed. Pigs from the adjacent common area often ran wild 
through the trading area, splattered the traders, knocked over the tables, and trampled the speculations. 
After short consultations, a wall was built to keep the pigs out. Later, the street where the trading took 
place was named after the wall. In time, the area grew to become the financial capital of the world. (Some 
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might speculate that the wall was never effective, or at least that the pigs now have two legs!)  
Early on, the securities traders formed an association to govern their business transactions. It was decided 
that the association should have a monopoly on trading, and that no traders should undercut the prices of 
their competitors. Traders who violated the agreement were banished from the association, which 
effectively ended their careers. This arrangement greatly enriched the traders, but certainly couldn't have 
been considered unusual given the business climate at the time. At least there was very little recorded 
dissent or comment from economists on the negative implications for market efficiency. Later, the trade 
association was given government sanction, and commission price fixing became the law of the land.  

May Day 

Business continued in this manner until May 1, 1975. "May Day," as it is called in the industry, marks the 
point at which the SEC began allowing negotiated commissions. The event was greeted with howls, 
gnashing of teeth, and predictions of doom by the brokerage houses. Somehow these symbols of 
capitalism believed they couldn't survive competition! May Day was the beginning of the end of Wall 
Street's guaranteed good deal. As you can guess, brokerages didn't exactly fall over themselves 
advertising discounts to investors. But the genie was out of the bottle. Little by little, Wall Street found 
itself being dragged into the real world of competition.  
Initially, the benefits of May Day were unevenly distributed. Large institutions could immediately trade 
blocks of stock for a tiny percentage of previous costs. But small investors' trading costs actually 
increased at the "full service houses." Soon, however, discount brokers appeared offering sharply lower 
trading costs to retail investors. At first, discount brokerages provided few services, but little by little the 
quality and quantity of their services increased. The success of early entrants such as Charles Schwab 
attracted additional players. Competition did what it usually does: further reduced prices, increased 
quality of service, and multiplied consumer choices. Stay tuned. The story is far from over, and things 
will keep getting better and better for the small investor.  

A Monumental Change 

Meanwhile, other institutions are also keeping the heat on. Banks, insurance companies, and mutual funds 
are cutting into Wall Street's traditional turf. In particular, no-load mutual funds have provided attractive 
alternatives to traditional brokerage houses and broker-dealer operations. Independent investors have 
embraced them in amounts that are hard to imagine. But "no-load" means "no help," and many investors 
lack the time, inclination, or confidence to choose from a variety of offerings. Last year, over 1,500 new 
mutual funds were launched in the United States alone. Naturally, the selection process can appear rather 
daunting.  
This monumental change wasn't just confined to the brokerage industry. Insurers and bankers have 
undergone a parallel experience. In the good old days, long before voice mail, and even before the break 
up of the phone companies, stock brokers sold stock, insurance agents sold insurance, and bankers took 
deposits and made loans. Today everybody does everything, and it is difficult to tell who the players are 
even with a program.  
Until just a few years ago, bank and saving-and-loan interest rates on deposits were capped by federal 
law, while bankers were free to charge whatever they could get away with for loans. Individuals had few 
alternatives for savings. Most could not afford to purchase individual T-Bills. Savings bonds required 
long-term commitments.  

Money Market Funds 

The advent of money market funds changed all that. When interest rates began to rise during the 70s and 
80s, banks found themselves hemorrhaging deposits. "Disintermediation" became the buzzword of the 
day. A succession of extraordinary policy blunders followed. To compete against the money funds, 
deposit interest rates were unfrozen. But the banks then found themselves in the unfortunate position of 
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paying high rates to depositors while many of their older loans were fixed at very low rates. Banks were 
encouraged to make high-risk loans and enter other lines of business to increase their earnings.  
Federal deposit insurance may have protected savers, but the resulting frenzy of foolishness, greed, and 
corruption lead to the near collapse of the banking system. (To be fair, the banks didn't create the inflation 
that drove up interest rates; Lyndon Johnson's Great Society, the Vietnam War, and the oil embargo did 
that.) Today, after a zillion dollar bail-out program provided by the taxpayers, banks have adjusted to a 
system where they pay reasonable rates to depositors. While banks have not exactly rushed to increase 
deposit rates, the availability of money market funds enforces a market discipline that keeps rates in the 
ballpark.  

Price Competition 

For a long time, insurance companies lived in a world protected from price competition. While no federal 
regulations governed their rate making, each state reviewed rates with an eye to protecting the solvency 
of the insurance industry. In practice, the State of New York was able to set rates for most insurance 
companies nationwide. As a condition for doing business in New York, insurance companies had to 
charge uniform rates and pay uniform commissions in every state in which they did business. Few 
companies wished to be locked out of New York, so they happily went along. Like the securities 
business, an industry ethic developed which considered price competition dirty. It simply didn't exist. 
Policies were carefully designed to provide comparable but not superior value to the insured. Insurance 
departments rewarded any attempt by companies to lower rates, provide discounts, or offer rebates with 
license suspensions. Fair policy comparisons were just about impossible, and the widespread use of 
dividend projections rendered the entire exercise meaningless in any event. Agents were carefully trained 
to sell high-cost, high-commission products, and avoid the use of term insurance at all costs. Loyalty to 
the company was considered superior to loyalty to the client.  
Eventually the insurance companies succumbed to the same market forces that affected banks. Rising 
interest rates in the 70s and 80s, coupled with the widespread acceptance of money market funds, 
provided savers with far more attractive alternatives to insurance policies. "Buy term and invest the 
difference" became a popular philosophy for savers. Little by little, the insurance industry was forced to 
increase policy values. New types of policies like universal life, variable life, and lower cost term were 
introduced to re-capture the market. Internal expenses were cut, and mortality charges adjusted to reflect 
longer life expectancy. Today, a dollar of life insurance costs about one-third of what it did 25 years ago, 
and cash values are greatly enhanced.  
All this change comes at a price. Change brings noise and confusion. It takes us awhile to sort out the new 
benefits (for instance, I still don't know who to call when I have a problem with my phone!). But the 
trade-offs are overwhelmingly favorable. Investors astute enough to look beyond traditional sources 
found themselves richly rewarded with lower costs, increased options, and fewer conflicts of interest.  

Monopoly and Regulated Industries 

Many regulated industries share common characteristics. A great many people get paid far too much to do 
far too little. Innovation is stifled and consumers pay far more than they should. Wall Street was no 
exception. Prior to May 1, 1975, price competition in the securities industry was illegal. Wall Street was 
one big gentlemen's club raking in inflated monopoly prices while worshiping the status quo. 
Commissions were fixed. Competition, such as it was, revolved around peripheral services such as 
research or other advice. Prices for services were bundled together. You paid for the research and other 
services whether you wanted them or not. Even if you considered Wall Street's advice worth far less than 
zero, you paid.  
The discount brokerages unbundled services and slashed pricing. Investors who had the time and 
inclination to go it alone reaped enormous benefits. For instance, several years ago, brokerage houses 
offered to trade and hold no-load mutual funds in their accounts. Initially, they charged a small 
transaction fee to cover the cost of the service. More recently, however, they have introduced a no-
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transaction fee service for selected mutual funds. (As you will recall, there ain't no such thing as a free 
lunch. The brokerage houses receive compensation from the mutual fund company directly for acting as a 
distribution channel, and for providing certain shareholder and administrative services. These payments 
average about .25 percent to .35 percent annually. However, no additional cost is incurred by an investor 
who utilizes a brokerage account over what a direct purchaser would pay. As long as a fund has a 12(b)-1 
fee of .25 percent or less, they are allowed to call themselves a no-load fund.)  
Even if the investor pays a transaction fee to the brokerage house, it is a small portion of the cost of 
purchasing a typical load fund. For instance, at $100,000 a typical front-end load commission would be 
$3,500, while a transaction fee at a discount brokerage would be below $300.  
This seemingly simple service is a giant advance for investors. Prior to this, investors had to identify a 
fund, open an account with the fund through the mail, and transfer funds to purchase shares. The entire 
process could take weeks. Redeeming shares involved much the same process and time. Funds could be 
out of the investors control for extended periods while in the mail, waiting for redemption, or waiting for 
the checks to clear. Transferring from one fund family to another was a nightmare of paperwork and 
delay. Tax accounting was too dreadful to contemplate. Each fund family provided their own reports. 
Managing a diversified portfolio was a complex task indeed.  

Easy Street 

Now a single account can hold many funds or families of funds. Funds are cleared overnight, and 
transferring requires a single telephone call. The brokerage provides a monthly consolidated report, and 
managing the funds becomes a reasonable task. What's more, a consolidated tax statement comes once 
each year. More recently, the discount brokerage houses have introduced software for 24-hour trading and 
account monitoring from the comfort and convenience of your home or office.  
When discount brokerages began to offer their "back office" facilities to independent fee-only investment 
advisors, retail investors could obtain professional unbiased advice -- and efficient execution -- at a total 
cost far below what was previously offered. By providing a clear separation between brokerage functions 
and advice functions, investors who sought advice avoided the conflict of interest which poisons the 
commission-based brokerage business. This arrangement offers such enormous, readily apparent 
advantages that it threatens the way Wall Street has done business for generations.  

Building a Better Mousetrap 

The person who said "Build a better mousetrap, and the world will beat a path to your door," didn't 
understand much about business. The inventor of the new improved mousetrap must contend with the 
manufacturer of the old mousetrap. Even if his product is demonstrably better, he will face inertia and 
indifference from the buying public, and a well-orchestrated public relations campaign by the established 
company. After all, the established company is raking in a fortune selling the old mousetraps. Often it is 
well-capitalized and has a strong brand name. It is not likely to just roll over and give up its market share. 
It will fight like crazy to maintain business as usual.  
Even if the new mousetrap eventually replaces the old one, the older company still has many options. 
Often the best option is to "harvest the business." The old company can continue to profitably sell the old 
mousetraps for years to anyone who is foolish enough to buy them.  
Another option is for the old company to introduce its own new mousetrap with some of the features 
offered by the competition. However, in the process, it risks cannibalizing its older product's sales. 
Consequently, if the older product is more profitable, the company will attempt to maximize sales of the 
older line as long as possible. Taking this course maximizes profits and buys time to adjust to the new 
environment.  

Welcome to the New World 

Wall Street's traditional brokerage houses and broker-dealers are both harvesting their business and 
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attempting to improve their offerings. But they are clearly being dragged kicking and screaming to the 
party. Even if they wanted to, traditional brokerages have some formidable problems with joining the new 
world. Their overhead in terms of real estate, systems, and people is enormous. They will never be able to 
compete on a cost basis with discount brokers and independent advisors. Their used-stock sales force is 
poorly trained in basic economics and finance, and determined to preserve their antiquated commission 
structure. In addition, they suffer from a well-deserved image problem. In the meantime, the public is 
becoming increasingly disenchanted. Better mousetraps are available, and market share is flowing at an 
ever increasing rate in that direction.  
In many ways, 20 years after May Day, the process of change is still just beginning. As more and more 
investors vote with their feet, they are further transforming the industry in their favor. The one and only 
thing that Wall Street really understands is loss of market share. Demand better, and you will get it. The 
choices are already there. All the tools necessary to implement a superior investment strategy are yours 
for the choosing. Your parents never had it so good.  

Coming Up 

We have all heard the sob stories about money lost, stolen, or swindled. How can you avoid becoming a 
victim? The answer is really quite simple. In the next chapter, we will give you a few common sense rules 
to avoid disaster.  
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When Singapore fell to the Japanese during World War II, William Spencer took off into the jungle to 
avoid capture. Armed with only his wits, he survived there alone for nine months. All he knew about the 
jungle was what he had heard in children's stories: it was a place full of lions, tigers, snakes, and insects 
just waiting to devour a tasty Englishman, or it was a Garden of Eden full of delicious treats.  

 

The capitalist system, and Wall Street's markets which make up an 
integral part of the system, are the economic miracle of the world. But 

even miracles aren't perfect.  

 
Spencer soon discovered that it was neither. As he recounted in his famous adventure book, The Jungle is 
Neutral, it doesn't care the slightest bit about you. It neither wants to destroy or reward you, it just is what 
it is.  
Wall Street is the same way. The devouring beasts and the delicious bounty are both there. One way or 
another, you and your money are going to be in that jungle. But it's up to you to make the best of it.  
While Spencer survived quite nicely, and lived to tell his tale, I'm sure he would agree that the whole 
experience would have been a lot more civilized if he only had had a good guide. My wife and I recently 
spent a week in the Amazon jungle. Led by a native guide, we marched miles through the jungle at night, 
chasing down bugs, snakes, and other critters. We fished for and swam among piranhas, and watched 
while the guides caught caymans with their bare hands. The guides showed us how to make poison darts 
and hunt with blow guns, introduced us to hundreds of tasty plants, and pointed out scores of medicinal 
herbs and vines.  
Without the guides, we wouldn't have seen one percent of what was right there before our noses. With the 
guides, we thoroughly enjoyed a grand adventure with little more danger than we might have had at home 
in our living room. Even though I was a Boy Scout, and a graduate of the Air Force's survival school, I am 
sure that, left to myself, I would have stumbled around until I encountered a disaster. To put it plainly, I 
would have been nuts to wander around in there alone. A guide familiar with the "local lore" made all the 
difference.  
As Spencer discovered, jungles aren't always what they seem. There are always a few predators, and an 
unsuspecting or unwary Englishman might very well find himself as the main course of a jungle banquet. 
But from a guide's perspective, most such disasters are entirely preventable.  
For this little tour of Wall Street, I propose to be your guide. I've survived in this swamp for almost 25 
years, so I think I can point out a few things that might help ward off disaster.  
Before we start, I want to say that things are good and getting better. The capitalist system, and Wall 
Street's markets which make up an integral part of the system, are the economic miracle of the world. But 
even miracles aren't perfect. One of the great things about this miracle is that it doesn't rely on saints or 
even particularly good people to make it work. In a very real sense, the markets are always under 
construction and self-improving. As we have seen in the last chapter, improvement has been gradual but 
relentless. Consumers always want more or better deals. By demanding better, they force change. Just by 
voting with their feet -- or dollars -- they make the whole system better.  
Make no mistake about it, I'm proud to be a capitalist tool. But there are a few flaws left in paradise, and 
we might as well discover how to either work around them or turn them to our advantage.  
This chapter is devoted to showing you how to avoid totally unnecessary disasters as you execute your 
investment strategy. In particular, we will discuss non-market risks that could separate you from your 
hard-earned money. To be more precise, we will examine scams, rip-offs, conflicts of interest, and other 
dastardly deeds.  
All of us have heard the horror stories:  
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• A Miami "investment advisor" leaves his family, cleans out a large number of client accounts and 
disappears. He is found months later living in a house of ill repute on Taiwan. Returned for trial, he 
is promptly convicted and sentenced. The money is not recovered. Some of Florida's top physicians 
are wiped out.  

• Three airline pilots in Atlanta lose their entire retirement accounts after their airline folds. A total 
of $1.3 million disappears from accounts controlled by a "financial planner."  

• In Texas, a small state-chartered trust company with strong ties to a major air carrier fails. 
Accounts are frozen for over a year while the state literally digs through shoe boxes to construct 
records several years in arrears. It is discovered that the trust company carries only $1 million total 
insurance to cover more than $100 million of deposits. After the failure, the insurance carrier 
cancels coverage, claiming fraud. There is no state fund to cover deposits. Fortunately, most of the 
deposits are recovered.  

• Recently, some of America's largest brokerage houses have settled multimillion dollar claims for 
fraudulent sales practices, inappropriate investment recommendations, failure to supervise account 
executives, and churning of accounts.  

• Each year, boiler room operations swindle thousands of unsuspecting investors out of millions of 
dollars in total scams.  

• Thousands of investors have complained that banks misrepresented mutual funds as government-
guaranteed investments.  

• One of the nation's largest insurance companies is accused of selling high-cost insurance policies 
as retirement accounts.  

The list is almost endless, but you get the idea. Those kinds of catastrophes don't have to happen. If you 
really think about it, a few basic precautions could have prevented each of the tragedies.  
Here are a few of "Frank's Rules of Survival":  

• Never give any investment advisor a general power of attorney over your account. Use a 
limited  power of attorney to authorize your advisor to make trades within your account for your 
benefit. There is never a reason to name an investment advisor as owner, contingent owner, or joint 
owner of your account. It shouldn't be possible for any other person to ever receive a disbursement 
from your account. Your brokerage or trust company should only disburse to you at your home 
address or to your bank account. Insist on confirmation of all account activity, and statements 
directly from your custodian. Check your statements for unusual or unauthorized activity. Never 
use your investment advisor's address as your address to receive statements. As President Reagan 
used to say: "Trust but Verify."  

• Select strong custodians for safekeeping of your assets. Use major brokerage houses or trust 
companies that are properly insured, audited, and regulated. Don't let some Mickey Mouse little 
financial institution act as custodian of your assets.  

• Remember, if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. The markets are far too efficient to 
allow for excess profits in excess of the risks taken. Con artists almost universally appeal to 
investors' greed and unrealistic expectations. They can't exist without rubes willing to believe the 
unbelievable. By now you should have a good feel for the range of reasonableness in various 
investment markets.  

• Consider carefully whether you need a guide. Many investors shouldn't try to go it alone. 
Investing funds professionally is a full-time job. It takes specialized knowledge and significant 
resources. The field is rapidly evolving. It's a full-time job just to keep up with the research. 
Evaluate whether you have the skill, judgment, discipline, and experience to do a proper job. Your 
investment plan is your future. It's too important to leave to amateurs. I once read a Robin Cook 
novel, but I don't think I'm ready to do brain surgery. Heck, I don't even know how to change the 
spark plugs on my car.  

• Avoid commission salespeople. All financial professionals get paid. And, of course, all of them 
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have an interest in attracting your business. You can't expect any of them to send you to the 
competition. But how they get paid can have a very significant effect on the nature of their 
recommendations. In fact, how you pay for advice may be much more important than how much 
you pay.  

The Role of Commissions 

The commission sales process opens the door to a host of potential consumer abuses, including serious 
conflicts of interests, inappropriate investment recommendations, very high costs, and excessive portfolio 
turnover or churning. With all the hidden agendas possible in the sales environment, it would be 
extraordinarily naive to expect objective advice.  
Business Week's February 20, 1995, cover story, "Can You Trust Your Broker?" lists an entire catalog of 
investor abuses. Proclaiming on the cover that, "Too many brokers are working in their own interests, not 
yours." Business Week leads into the story with, "Questionable sales tactics fueled by lavish incentives are 
prompting a rising tide of criticism." Here's how the magazine sums it up, in a sidebar called "The Case 
Against The Brokerage Industry."  

• PRESSURE: The compensation system at brokerage firms creates intense pressure on brokers to 
generate a high volume of commissions.  

• INCENTIVES:  Brokers are given extra incentives, such as Rolex watches and all-expense-paid 
vacations, to sell special high-profit-margin products with little regard to their suitability for 
customers.  

• BAD ADVICE:  Firms push brokers to recommend in-house mutual funds, where the firm earns 
management fees, instead of funds run by outside managers. Most in-house funds have mediocre 
performance records.  

• BONUSES: Many firms recruit top "producers" from other firms with huge up-front bonuses and 
extra-high commissions. That gives the producers an added incentive to promote excess trading.  

• POOR INFORMATION:  Firms don't provide customers information on the overall return on 
their investments and aggregate commissions they've been charged.  

Commissioned sales have been good to Wall Street. It's a great way to distribute products. Investors, on 
the other hand, are often poorly served. The brokerage system is inadequately policed and rife with built- in 
and undisclosed conflicts of interest between broker and customer. Hardly a day goes by without 
disclosure of another violation of trust. Unable and unwilling to repair an extremely profitable system, 
Wall Street responds with slick public relations measures and advertising.  
Wall Street's large brokerage houses are very complex businesses. What you see at your local office is just 
the tip of the iceberg. But the retail operation is essential to support many of the more profitable lines of 
business. Commissions are the mechanism that allow the house to manipulate the broker. With the right 
commissions, incentives, and bonuses, Wall Street can get their brokers to sell anything!  
The common thread that runs through many of the worst abuses is the commission-based system of 
compensation. Commissions create the conflicts of interests between the broker and client.  
For instance, many brokerage houses also act as market makers for NASDAQ stocks and bonds. In this 
capacity, they buy and sell for their own accounts. It's a neat little business where, like Las Vegas, the 
house almost always wins. They buy at one price from the public and sell to them at another. The 
difference is called the spread, and is the profit the house makes for bearing the risk of holding an 
inventory of stocks. It turns out that making a market is generally very profitable. It also doesn't have very 
much risk. It turns out to be a lot more profitable than brokerage on the New York Stock Exchange. If the 
house has a lot of transactions where they act as market maker, they can make big profits. That's why 
many brokerage houses pay higher commissions to brokers for selling stocks where the house makes a 
market than stocks where they don't make a market. A little disclosure on the bottom of your confirmation 
that the brokerage may make a market in the stock is supposed to alert you to this little conflict of interest. 
But most investors never consider why they get so many buy and sell recommendations where the house 
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just happens to make a market in the stock.  
Another interesting peculiarity of the commission system is the way bonds are treated. While commissions 
on NYSE stocks are tightly controlled and disclosed on the confirmations, bond salespeople are allowed to 
tack on just about anything they think the market will bear. Bond commissions are never disclosed on 
confirmations. The buyers just get a statement that they purchased a bond at a particular price. Of course, 
most brokerage houses make a market in bonds. More obscure and thinly traded bonds have higher 
spreads. In general, very liquid bonds have about a one to two point spread, but it can go much higher. 
Occasionally a bond salesperson can sell a bond with a 6 percent spread. These six-point bonds are often 
referred to as "touchdown" bonds. In some offices whenever a touchdown bond is sold, they ring a bell. If 
there aren't any customers about, everybody cheers. Perhaps this explains why brokerages seem so partial 
to bonds.  
Any brokerage house or broker-dealer worthy of the name has a family of mutual funds. They all love this 
business because it becomes an annuity for them, paying them fees forever almost without regard to 
performance. As a class, brokerage funds have some of the highest expenses and worst performances 
being offered. For instance, when Business Week did their story they included a table comparing the 
largest brokerage-house funds to the largest independent families of load funds. The worst performing 
family of the independent funds had better performance than the best performing brokerage-house funds. 
Most large brokerage houses pay higher commissions for sale of their funds than outside funds (a few have 
recently very publicly abandoned the practice). But you shouldn't be too surprised to learn that most 
brokerage accounts are comprised of a high percentage of house brand funds.  
Not content to receive the sales allowance alone from outside mutual funds, many brokerage houses have 
begun to demand and receive a portion of the fund's ongoing management fee and other allowances from 
outside mutual funds. Some mutual funds have refused to pay, or have internal expense charges too small 
to allow a continuing fee to the brokerage house. So some brokerages have established dual lists of outside 
fund families. Those who pay get preferred treatment, while those that don't have the commissions paid to 
the salespeople cut.  
Initial public offerings (IPOs) generate lots of fees for brokerage houses. Strangely enough, the "offering 
allowance" to the brokerage house and the salesperson is never called a commission. This offering 
allowance is a multiple of the commission that a salesperson could earn on a NYSE trade. Notwithstanding 
the tremendous frenzy that the recent Netscape IPO generated, most investors in IPOs have very poor 
results over the following few years. But, perhaps driven by the high offering allowance, Wall Street's 
brokers rarely fail to generate tremendous enthusiasm for IPOs.  
New unit investment trusts (UITs) and new closed-end funds are similar to IPOs in that brokers earn a 
multiple of what they could earn from the sale of an existing UIT or closed-end fund. In addition, the 
offering allowance doesn't have to be called a commission. Because of the high offering expenses built 
into UITs and closed-end funds, the overwhelming majority of the time a new offering begins to trade, the 
price falls to net asset value or below. Most investors would be far better served to wait a few days or 
weeks after the offering trades and then buy at the far better prices. Almost everybody on Wall Street 
knows this. But, unfortunately, the commission is very small compared to the initial offering. So, new 
UITs and closed-end funds continue to be manufactured and sold as if they were some kind of great neat 
deal.  
So far, we have just described cash payments to stock brokers and registered representatives. But there are 
other neat ways to lead them around by the pocket. Many firms offer deferred compensation in addition to 
direct commissions. Invariably, these plans are tied to proprietary products and other high profit offerings. 
Private offices, secretaries, titles, and other perks depend on selling enough of the right stuff.  
And, don't forget the free trips. Hang around most brokerage houses and you will begin to think you are in 
a travel agency! More time is spent deciding which trip to qualify for than which asset class might benefit 
a client's portfolio. Somehow I thought they were supposed to be planning the clients' financial future, not 
the salesperson's next vacation.  
If the carrot doesn't work, there is always the stick. Brokers who fail to meet quotas, including minimum 
production of proprietary product, just don't seem to last long. Managers whose offices don't produce don't 
last much longer, and so on up the food chain. The single driving ethic and obsession in the brokerage 
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industry is: Sell more! Success or failure is measured by commission dollars, not client returns or 
satisfaction. Most stock brokers can tell you to the penny what they earned in commissions last year; few 
have the foggiest notion what their clients made as a result of their advice.  
These conflicts of interest are not just incidental to the business. Rather, they are a fundamental part of 
traditional commission-based transaction-oriented brokerage. I believe that there are a great many talented 
and ethical people in the business, but the system is fundamentally flawed. The system makes it very 
difficult for brokers to do the right thing by clients. A broker who practices a long-term, buy-and-hold 
strategy is not liable to endure long in the business. She can never get paid for recommending that a client 
do nothing at all, but we all know that often that's the best course of action. Finally, a broker who institutes 
a rigorous cost containment and control program for his clients has just signed his own retirement papers.  
But surely, you say, the value of these professionals' advice makes up for it. These aren't just used stock 
salesmen they are highly trained financial consultants. Right? Well, not quite. We have examined the 
quality and integrity of Wall Street's research efforts. My opinion is that that advice is worth far less than 
zero. Wall Street's research efforts are both a fine justification for excessive trading and a defense against 
litigation for the house. And for this they expect the investor to pay!  
But what does the stock broker or registered representative bring to the table? It's a mixed bag, but it 
would be a mistake to assume that they are all choir boys or highly competent. The best of them got that 
way through their own efforts in a system that demands very little. You wouldn't be far off if you 
considered entry requirements to be a total sham.  
It turns out that almost anyone without several felonies can qualify. Of course, there are a couple of short 
exams administered by the feds. But plenty of schools offer three day cram courses which carefully cover 
only the questions and answers. Any dull tool with a few hundred bucks is guaranteed to pass the test or 
she can repeat the course as many times as necessary. Fortunately, the cram courses have the questions 
wired, so few suffer that indignity.  
While many brokers are very bright, it's not a requirement for the job. Neither is advanced or even related 
education. Several successful brokers I know have never seen the inside of a college or taken a finance 
course.  
Once the aggravating formality of the exam is out of the way, the real training begins. Most brokerages' in-
house training courses could fairly be described as 10 percent product knowledge, 90 percent sales 
training, then get on the phone and sell. The technique, described as either "smiling and dialing," or 
"dialing for dollars" is the fundamental education for new-hire stock brokers at most houses. It's strictly 
sink or swim, and attrition is high. You shouldn't be surprised to learn that once the entrance exams are 
passed, there is never a requirement for continuing education. What continuing education is provided 
generally comes from the house, and consists of about the same proportions of product knowledge and 
sales training. Controlling the education process rather effectively limits the options to the house 
preferences. So, many brokerage houses actually actively discourage their salespeople from pursuing 
independent professional training. For instance, one very large brokerage prohibits their salespeople from 
displaying the CFP certification on their cards, letterheads, or any other client contacts. Whatever their 
reasons, they certainly aren't bullish on education.  
So, what are the qualifications? The single biggest attribute the brokerage houses or broker-dealers are 
looking for is sales experience. It doesn't matter what you sold in the past; if you can sell, the brokerages 
want you. At a Florida brokerage, for example, the prior job experience of one of its "top producers" was 
limited to selling swimming pools.  
In the real world, financial advisors must get paid. Otherwise they will all close up shop and go sailing or 
play golf. But how that compensation is structured can play a large role in determining the quality and 
integrity of the advice received. Wall Street's failure to resolve the commission compensation issue in a 
manner favorable to investors has led to the rapid erosion of their market share to independent fee-only 
investment advisors. Let's face it: nobody really likes the big brokerage houses. They just didn't know they 
had alternatives. But they are beginning to learn.  
Not all investors need or want investment advice. For those people, books like this and others will help to 
define their strategy. Discount brokerages and no-load mutual funds (which weren't available just a few 
years ago) now provide eminently satisfactory solutions to the custody and execution problems.  
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Other investors who need and want professional advice, but are not satisfied with the traditional "churn 
and burn" brokerage tactics, also have better solutions. (In a later chapter, we will discuss some criteria for 
selecting and working effectively with financial advisors.)  
Voila! Another chapter in the continuing improvement of the market brought to you by an ever evolving 
capitalistic system. All that is necessary to keep the improvements rolling is to keep demanding better. 
Pretty neat!  
In the next chapter, we will examine mutual funds, the essential building blocks for a globally diversified 
investment plan that will take you safely into the twenty-first century. Mutual funds may not be perfect. 
But if you have less than $50 million to invest, they are your best hope. Last year, there were more than 
1,500 new funds brought to market, bringing the total to over 6,000 (not counting money market funds!). 
Now there are more classes of shares and cost structures than you can shake a stick at. Don't despair. It's 
really pretty easy to cut through the clutter.  
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The asset allocation decision is the heavy lifting in the investment process. Having decided on an 
appropriate asset allocation plan, our quest now turns to finding the appropriate funding vehicles to best 
represent each asset class. As it turns out, mutual funds are almost the ideal building blocks to construct 
your globally diversified investment strategy.  

We have absorbed a fair amount of financial theory -- now it's time to get down to the nitty-gritty of 
selection. You shouldn't be surprised that our criteria will meet the needs of the process.  

The Rise of the Mutual Fund Industry 

Unless you have been on an extended vacation, you can't have helped but notice that mutual funds have 
become a very popular way for Americans (actually much of the world) to invest. In a reasonably rational 
world, things like this don't just happen. Mutual funds have become popular because they offer huge 
advantages to small (loosely defined as those with less than $50 million or so to invest) and large 
investors. The advantages are just about overwhelming.  
Mutual fund companies are good capitalists, and they certainly are not dumb. They have spent freely on 
advertising and public relations to educate us to all the advantages. They have been very successful in 
getting their message across. By now, almost every small school child can effortlessly list all the reasons 
why mutual funds are the investment vehicle of choice.  
Traditionally, we have thought of diversification, low cost, and access to superb managers as the chief 
advantages of mutual funds. The first two are certainly true. Where else can an investor purchase a 
portfolio containing hundreds or even thousands of individual issues across a market with as little as $500 
or less? How could he do it without being destroyed by transaction fees? Now, of course, we have to 
wonder if management can add value. If the investor is convinced it can, then by pooling his funds with 
thousands of others, he can attract the attention of the best talent available. If the investor doesn't believe 
that, then he has the alternative of investing in index or passively managed funds.  
As designers of a superior investment strategy based on strategic global asset allocation, we will select 
mutual funds which allow us to very tightly control our portfolio. We will be seeking very precisely 
targeted funds in diverse markets and investment styles. This will require us to leave behind any notion 
that there is a single "best" fund which might meet our needs, abandon the ever popular but childishly 
simplistic and ineffective magazine ratings, and redefine our performance benchmarks.  

Unwarranted Concerns about Fund Trends 

All the money flowing into mutual funds gives rise to a constant stream of concern by writers in the 
popular press that somehow mutual funds are going to be responsible for the next big market crash. Under 
this theory, individual investors have not been tested by a bear market recently. When the bear arrives, all 
the neophyte fund investors will head for the door at once. The resulting redemptions will trigger a 
liquidity crisis and vicious unending downward spiral in the markets. The core of this argument seems to 
be that only mutual fund investors will behave irrationally. The evidence seems to point at large 
institutions, traders, and speculators as equally liable to panic.  
In fact, mutual funds are simply replacing other investment mechanisms that are less efficient and 
economical for investors. Rather than sit around worrying about too much money going into mutual 
funds, those same writers ought be considering how to encourage individuals to increase their long-term 
investing, and the percentage that goes to equities. The overriding concern I have is that Americans are 
investing too little and too conservatively to meet their long-term needs. All investors, whether invested 
in funds or individual issues, need to restrain themselves from irrational behavior during the occasional, 
inevitable, temporary market decline. We will examine investor behavior and its effect on markets in a 
later chapter. For now, I will assert that mutual fund investors seem as rational as any other large block of 
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investors.  
Two other recurring themes crop up enough to bear comment. One would have us believe that mutual 
funds are some type of passing fad, soon to fade from sight like the hula hoop. The other implies that 
funds are somehow inferior devices designed for the unsuspecting rube, and that larger sophisticated 
investors will soon outgrow them. This makes me wonder what the authors have been smoking. Mutual 
funds are gaining market share because they are a better investment medium. And not just for small 
investors. Huge institutions routinely buy funds. We can assume that they are aware of their alternatives 
and have made reasonably intelligent decisions.  
Mutual funds have a few flaws left which we must soon address. As we do so, keep in mind that warts 
and all, this is the best solution for the overwhelming majority of investors. We are not in the position of 
having to accept the best of a bad deal. Rather, we have an abundance of truly great deals to choose from.  

A Huge Universe of Funds 

This abundance causes a problem. Today there are over 6,500 non money-market funds, and over 1,500 
were added just last year. So, rather than have too few choices, in most asset classes we are buried in 
them. With more than three new funds coming on stream each business day, just reading the new offering 
prospectuses would be a full-time job.  
Of course, there is lots of information from numerous sources. You don't even have to leave your home. 
You can spend all day and all night surfing the Net. Before the end of next year it will be a sorry mutual 
fund family that doesn't have their own Web site. But, data, facts, and information aren't knowledge.  

Fund Basics 

So, let's see if we can cut through all the noise and clutter to see how the fund industry works. Then we 
can develop a few simple criteria to drive your selection decisions. This procedure is fairly 
straightforward, and it allows you to get in control of the total investment process.  

Cost: The Natural Enemy of the Investor 

Cost is an important consideration for investors. Cost is also one of the few areas over which investors 
can exercise a great deal of control. There seems to be a concerted effort by the fund industry to 
absolutely prevent investors from figuring out what their costs really are, and what the implications of the 
various pricing strategies mean. Don't despair. It can be explained very simply.  

Management Fee 

Every mutual fund has a management fee. It is fully disclosed in the prospectus. This fee goes to pay the 
normal expenses of running the management team and the business. It includes postage, printing, rent, 
salaries, accounting, lights, telephones, equipment, and the like.  

The Dreaded and Much Maligned 12(b)-1 Fee 

Some funds charge a second fee called a 12(b)-1 fee. The purpose of this fee is to promote the sale of 
more shares of funds to the public. The fund might use this fee for advertising, commissions to 
salespeople, or to pay custodian and service fees to a discount brokerage house.  
It's not important whether the fund breaks out the 12(b)-1 fee in the prospectus. All funds have some type 
of promotion expenses. Some just choose to show them as a separate cost.  

Expense Ratios 

Both management fees and 12(b)-1 fees, if any, are included in the fund's expense ratio. Expense ratios 
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are always fully disclosed in the prospectus. This is the number the investor should zero in on. There is a 
very strong inverse relationship between total cost and investor return. While purveyors of high price 
goods invariably love to imply that "you get what you pay for," on Wall Street it's often easy to get far 
less. As you might expect, low expense ratios are very, very good. Expense ratios can vary from under 
0.25 percent to over 3 percent.  

Trading Costs 

Trading costs are not included in the expense ratio, and not disclosed. (More about the second point later.) 
We may impute some information about trading costs from the portfolio turnover. Some funds never 
trade, and some may turn the entire portfolio over several times a year. We know that lots of buying and 
selling is expensive. Just how expensive trading can be varies from market to market. Trading costs are 
generally very small for NYSE stocks. But when we get into small company, foreign, or emerging market 
stocks or bonds, prices can get very high. For instance, a "round trip" on a small company stock may 
exceed 7 percent. So, an average of two trades a year on a small company portfolio can go a long way 
toward eating up the average profits.  
Trading costs fall directly on the fund. When a fund buys a stock, it carries the stock on the books at cost, 
including commissions. When it sells, it shows the net receipts after commissions. Neither commissions 
nor the "spread" are ever accounted for. Unless one can demonstrate a very positive benefit from trading, 
and most managers can't, then small turnover is good.  

The Bottom Line: Well One of Them Anyway! 

Simply put, the ongoing cost of running any mutual fund is the expense ratio plus the trading costs. 
Unfortunately, this definition doesn't include the impact of commissions.  

The Impact of Commissions 

Some funds are sold directly to the public. Others are sold by salespeople. The second type of fund has to 
figure out how to pay the salesperson. A number of interesting arrangements have developed to solve that 
problem.  
In the bad old days, many mutual funds were sold by contract. The investor paid a set amount every 
month for a number of years to satisfy her contract. During the first year, the salesperson got half of the 
investment. After that, the salesperson usually got about 4 percent of the continuing contributions. 
Perhaps that explains the slow acceptance of mutual funds by our parents.  
Later, so called "front end load" products emerged with a top sales charge of about 8.5 percent. This sales 
charge was deducted from the total investment, and the balance ended up in the fund. So, out of a $10,000 
investment, $9,150 went into the fund, and the balance ended up in the sales organization's pockets. 
Larger investments might qualify for a discount. For instance, at $100,000 the typical sales charge would 
be 3.5 percent. Front end load products are often called "A Shares" within the industry.  
Over time, resistance to the high sales cost drove many companies to cut their maximum sales charge to 
around 5 percent. But, as true no-load mutual funds cut into the market, funds began to look for ways to 
hide the sales charge. This effort reached its brilliant conclusion with the invention of the brokerage 
houses' no-load or "back end surrender charge" funds. (Commonly called B Shares.)  
Until the investing public began to figure it out, the brokerage houses and broker-dealers had the best of 
all possible worlds. They were able to increase the average commission paid to the salesperson, and at the 
same time claim that the product was no-load. The broker got a 5 or 6 percent commission the first day, 
but the client saw all his money go to work in the fund at the same time. This little piece of Wall Street 
Magic was possible because the sponsoring company "fronted" the commission to the broker. The 
company recovered their payment to the salesperson by increasing the charges to the fund about 1.5 
percent per year. (This charge was the so called 12(b)-1 fee, named after the NASD's enabling 
regulation.) In the event the investor liquidated his fund prior to the company recovering the commission, 
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interest, and a profit, the investor was charged a "back end surrender fee" before his proceeds were paid 
out. This last part of the transaction was not often emphasized during the sales process, so many investors 
were in for a rude shock if they bailed out for any reason.  
If investors took the time to do the math, they discovered that the back end surrender funds could be a 
very expensive way to invest. For one thing, large investments got no discount. An investor placing 
$250,000 in a front end load fund could expect a one time 3 percent charge. But if she held the same size 
investment in a back end surrender charge fund until the end of the typical surrender period of 6 years, 
she would end up paying 9 percent in hidden fees. Assuming growth of the investment, the fees got 
larger! Finally, the hidden charges continued forever, so the total cost could be huge. Of course, in our 
example, the salesperson got twice the commission he would have earned in the more straight forward 
front end transaction. It's not too hard to see why brokers loved the back end surrender products.  
If the evolution of the load fund industry had stopped there, our task would be somewhat simpler. But, as 
investors began to wise up, fund families tried to stay one step ahead by introducing new types of shares 
with new pricing. The names they gave the pricing schemes aren't always consistent from one company to 
another. "C Shares" look rather like B Shares, but the internal charges fall after the surrender period. "D 
Shares" have a level 1 percent charge paid to the salesperson each year, but have no surrender period or 
charge. Many "A Share" funds have introduced a 12(b)-1 charge to finance a "trail commission" to the 
salesperson on top of the original sales commission. Still other companies are experimenting with 
reduced front end charges but larger ongoing fees to finance increased trail commissions.  
Recently, the NASD issued regulations that prohibit any fund charging a 12(b)-1 fee in excess of 0.25 
percent from calling themselves "no-load". The same regulations have allowed fund families to actually 
increase trail commissions to salepeople, who now presumably refer to their products as "no front-end 
load," all in the name of consumer protection! At the same time, some true no-load funds have expense 
ratios high enough to choke a horse. So, look beyond the labels.  
If all this is beginning to make your head spin, there is a simple solution. Just buy no-load funds. Then all 
you need to be concerned about from a cost perspective is expense ratio and trading costs. Your broker 
may not care for that solution. But, it's not your job to keep her happy. Even if we ignore the effects of 
embedded conflicts of interest in the commission sales process, commissions have a direct economic 
impact on the investor. You may think of front end load funds as being the equivalent of running a 100 
yard dash from 3 to 8 yards behind the start line. Back end funds might be thought of as running the same 
race while carrying a 150-pound load.  
Another problem with the traditional load products is the psychological feeling of being trapped in an 
investment by the large cost of moving. Investors will often stay in an inappropriate investment rather 
than endure a second set of fees required to bail out of the first poor choice. Families of funds mitigate 
this problem. They allow an investor to switch without penalty within a single family of funds. This still 
requires the investor to severely limit his choices. With true no-load funds, especially if held as custodian 
by one of the large discount brokerage firms, the investor may have over 1,000 choices in over 200 fund 
families, and she can execute them with just a phone call. (Some transaction charges may be tacked on by 
the brokerage firm, but these are a very tiny portion of the commission charges on load funds.)  
One great working solution to defining of a no-load fund is to inquire about the cost of a round trip. If you 
can buy a fund today for a dollar, and sell it tomorrow for a dollar (assuming the market hasn't moved), 
you have something that looks, smells, and feels like a no-load fund. While this definition may not be 
technically accurate, it will uncover lots of deceptive sales tactics. You will quickly be able to quantify 
the costs of brokerage and trading costs.  

Targeting Your Market Segment 

The next big issue we face in building our investment plan is that the funds we select must reliably 
capture the performance of the market or segment of the market we have specified in our model. We 
know a great deal - but never enough - about the risk, return, and correlation of stocks based on the size 
of the firm and the stock's book-to-market ratio. This information was crucial in designing the asset 
allocation plan.  
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If we are going to have control of our asset allocation plan, we must seek out funds that will confine 
themselves to a definable style. For instance, we know that across most of the world's economies, the 
smallest 20 percent of the companies have about a 5 percent higher expected rate of return than the largest 
companies over long periods. Of course, this return comes with a higher risk, and a correlation with other 
asset classes. So, if our asset allocation plan calls for, say, a 15 percent weight in small companies, that is 
what we want to have. One person's definition of small may vary considerably from the next. So, our 
terms must be objectively defined. For instance, we might define small as a fund with a maximum size 
company of $500 million. Other observers might call these companies micro-caps. But if we want the 
performance that comes with small companies, we are just kidding ourselves if buy the smallest firms in 
the S&P 500.  
The same goes for value. Value is an even harder term to pin down than size. Lots of managers call 
themselves value managers, but own portfolios of stock with very low book-to-market ratios. If we want a 
strong value representation, we must seek out funds with stocks in the highest third when ranking book-
to-market scale for each size company.  

Style Drift: The Natural Enemy of Asset Allocation 

It would be disconcerting to find that a fund we had selected to represent small companies was suddenly 
investing in GM, IBM, and ATT. Now, many "growth" funds have decided to add foreign stocks to boost 
their performance. That might or might not work out well for their particular fund, but it skews the model 
badly.  
The tendency of managers to wake-up one day and decide that an entirely different market segment looks 
more attractive than where they are is called "style drift." Style drift is the natural enemy of the asset 
allocation plan. It goes without saying that we have no way to control risk if we don't know what is in the 
portfolio, or if the portfolio can change radically without any advance notice.  

Traditional Labels and Fund Objectives Obscure Rather Than Enlighten 

Traditional labels and prospectus categories are not much help here. In fact, it's best to forget them. The 
categories are arbitrary and ambiguous. Just where is the boundary between a "Growth and Income" and a 
"Growth" or "Equity Income" fund? These nuances have always escaped me. Many fund rating services 
attempt to use these categories to compare fund performance. The funds often respond by redefining their 
objectives to fit a category where their relative performance is better.  
Defining the investment manager's style provides us with a great deal more useful insight. Morningstar's 
style boxes allow the potential investor to determine at a glance the average size and growth/value 
characteristics of the portfolio. While far from perfect, this system is a big improvement. The style boxes 
are limited in that they describe only the average holdings in the portfolio. Some portfolios are hard to 
properly categorize, and the boxes are no assurance against style drift.  
Many mutual funds have wide latitude to invest wherever they wish. Some have demonstrated either 
superior skill and cunning, or tremendous luck as their portfolio zigged and zagged. Magellan and 20th 
Century Ultra are famous for refusing to stay put. Their management will, of course, claim skill. Putting 
aside the question of skill vs. luck, for each happy example, the landscape is littered with failed attempts.  
Once we have made our asset allocation decision, we have absolutely no interest in the fund manager's 
market forecast. We want him to stay fully invested in the market we expect at all times. We have made 
the decision as to the exposure level we wish to have, and attempts by the manager to time her little part 
of the market are unacceptable to us. The mutual fund is simply a building block for our investment 
strategy, and the more predictable the building block, the better the finished structure. The days when we 
would turn over our money to a manager who could do whatever she wanted should be long behind us.  
The asset allocation approach is a far cry from the traditional view of the role of the fund manager. Her 
role is reduced from exalted guru to subordinate technician. Her mission is to stay fully invested, widely 
diversified, keep her costs down, and reliably capture the performance of her assigned market segment. 
Should she stray from her assigned turf, or attempt to market time, she will be replaced. Should she fail to 
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match her assigned market's performance, she can easily be replaced by an index fund that will. On the 
other hand, it's not appropriate to blame the manager if her asset class shows poor performance. For 
example, Japanese small company fund managers are not to blame that the asset class has shown 6 years 
of dreary returns.  
When it comes to picking funds, very little of what you hear in the popular financial media is useful, 
unless you just want to collect a few tidbits to drop at cocktail parties. Lionizing last year's lucky manager 
is fun and probably harmless, but it tells us little we want to know about next year's performance.  
Rating services such as Morningstar's star awards, or Forbes Honor Roll, attest to the futility of applying 
past performance to tomorrow. Investments in either set of recommendations would have produced sub-
standard results. If those two organizations, with all the resources they have, can't make useful 
predictions, how can the rest of us hope to? So why do people keep listening to that trash? When Wall 
Street Week starts interviewing next year's winners, I'll tune in. If successful investment management 
simply required counting stars, or buying Forbes' list, we would all be rich and carefree.  
On the other hand, there are some great resources widely available. For example, Morningstar's database 
on disk provides a treasure load of information. It allows us to screen well over 100 criteria including P/E 
ratio, Price/Book ratio (the reciprocal of book-to-market ratio), turnover, medium market capitalization, 
expense ratios, earnings growth, sector weightings, standard deviation ratings, estimated potential capital 
gains exposure, minimum purchase amounts, and a host of other information useful in choosing our 
portfolio components. You can, for instance, with just a few mouse clicks, screen for no-load foreign 
equity funds with an average firm capitalization not to exceed $500 million, which accepts initial account 
sizes below $2,000, available through the Fidelity or Schwab brokerage systems, with expense ratios 
below 1.25 percent and then sort in descending order of P/E ratios. Another click, and you can compare 
your candidate funds with an appropriate index, check industry weightings in the portfolio holdings, and 
insure that the fund holds enough issues for proper diversification. Morningstar even gives you the 800-
numbers for most funds, so that once you have identified a few likely suspects, you can order 
prospectuses. Many city libraries have access to this or similar services.  
I submit that this caliber of information is a great deal more useful than Money Magazine's "Eight Great 
Funds for the 90's" type article. With data like this, you can select and monitor your asset allocation plan 
segments.  
If you have a large portfolio, you may want to have several funds in each category. If so, I would build 
the core of my holdings around index funds. Today, I personally try to use a minimum of 60 to 75 percent 
index, or passively managed funds in each category. The advantages of low expenses, low trading activity 
and cost, and the assurance that we can reliably track our desired market segment are compelling. 
Additional advantages are a reduced tax exposure, and you will never have to be concerned about style 
drift.  
While I haven't foreclosed the possibility that active managers might add value, I am strongly leaning in 
that direction. In a debate that takes on almost religious or mystical overtones within the industry, I guess 
I am an agnostic. I've seen too many high-flying performers suffer ignoble crashes to have much faith 
left. If you asked me to guess, I would probably say that in 5 years I may have weeded all the active 
managers out. In the meantime, I am limiting their role so that if one or two make a few bad plays, it 
doesn't ruin my portfolio performance.  

A Checklist for Action 

Here is a checklist you could use to develop your fund selection process for each individual asset class. 
My suggestions are included:  

• Decide mix of active and passive techniques. (As a minimum, the core portfolio, say 70 percent, 
should be indexed.)  

• Define the market as tightly as you can -- large, small, foreign, emerging market, Asia, Japan, 
Europe, etc. Make sure the manager stays fully invested and within the assigned market.  

• Define style -- growth vs. value. (A strong value tilt should enhance performance and reduce risk.) 
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• Eliminate all load funds. (Never pay a load!)  
• Check expense ratio. (The lower, the better. But remember, some markets cost more than others.)  
• Check portfolio turnover. (The lower the better.)  
• Compare performance to appropriate benchmark, and competitive funds. Try to understand any 

variation from benchmark. (There is always a reason. Higher returns mean higher risk. For 
instance, this year's big heroes are very strongly concentrated in technology stocks. They could 
easily look like the worst dogs someday soon.)  

But what if you are just starting out? What if your budget is very limited? You can still build a 
Champaign globally diversified portfolio with a beer budget. While a $1 million portfolio might have 20 
or more funds, you can do a reasonable job with just 3 or 4 index funds. For example, index funds: the 
Schwab 1,000, Small Cap, and International would be a good start. Or, Vanguard will send you 
information on how to index most of the world's markets. As your portfolio grows, you can tilt toward 
smaller firms, and value. Later add emerging markets. These are just examples; there are lots of great no-
load families that accept very small initial purchases. Many will take on contributions as low as $50.  
If you are making ongoing contributions to your investment plan, after you have built up a good core, 
consider tilting your purchases to the most thoroughly beaten-up markets as you go along. For example, 
this year I would be looking strongly at Japan and Latin America.  

Just do it! 

Remember, it doesn't have to be perfect to be great. Get started. Don't wait for it to be perfect. It never 
will be, and you will still be waiting when you are old and broke. If you need a little forcing system, use 
an automatic check withdrawal to your investment account. The important thing is to get started on a 
sensible plan, and exercise the discipline to carry it out. Start small and build in pieces. Use your 
company savings and pension plans. If the choices aren't perfect, do the best you can. For instance, almost 
any growth fund in your company plan is going to pay off better in the long haul than any bond or 
guaranteed account. If the company plan offers foreign, value, small company, or emerging markets, use 
them. If not, balance your company plan with your own investment plan so that the whole thing looks like 
your ideal asset allocation.  

Coming up 

While I am one of the great mutual fund boosters, there are a few problems in the industry that you 
should be aware of. Warts and all, no-load funds are still the best deal around. But, it's always a mistake 
to think that everybody on Wall Street is a choir boy, even in the no-load mutual fund business! I will 
show you some things to look out for. Remember, if we all demand better, we will get it. Just by voting 
with our feet we can make the best deal even better. It's the one way to really get Wall Street's attention.  
There are lots of alternatives to no-load funds, and a few of them even make pretty good sense as part of a 
balanced portfolio. We'll take a look at them, too.  
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No-load mutual funds are just about the most ideal building blocks for a globally diversified asset 
allocation plan you'll ever find. The combination of instant broad diversification, liquidity, and low cost 
makes them the thinking investor's medium of choice. However, no-load funds are not the only possible 
way to achieve these goals, so let's look at a few alternatives.  

Closed-End Funds 

Closed-end funds are closely related to the more common open-end fund. Open-end funds continuously 
offer new shares to the public, and provide liquidity via redemption of shares at net asset value. Closed-
end mutual funds do not redeem shares directly from the public the way open-end funds do. Rather, 
liquidity to the investor comes through sale of shares to another investor on an exchange or over the 
counter.  
New closed-end funds are almost always sold at a Public Offering Price, which includes a generous sales 
allowance or commission. As you recall, often these products are touted as being sold without 
commission. Technically correct, perhaps, but morally questionable. In fact, the initial investor is usually 
really only buying 96 cents or less of stock for each dollar. So nobody should be surprised that after the 
initial offering is sold out, and the fund begins to trade on a market, the price falls to the real net asset 
value. Why anyone would buy an initial offering is beyond me. However, the brokers receive several 
times as much commission -- whoops, I mean offering allowance! -- for initial offerings as they would for 
an after-market trade. So, they generally sell out.  
But more often than not, the price continues to fall. It's not unusual to see the price stabilize at about 80 to 
85 percent of the net asset value. If you would like to cruelly torture economists, just ask them why this 
happens. This effect is so persistent and widespread, that it is often cited by opponents of the efficient 
market theory. One likely cause is the effect of hidden tax liabilities within the portfolio. But this can only 
explain a small part of the difference. The problem has resisted rational solution, and tends to make 
economists a little nuts.  
Occasionally, optimism for a particular fund will drive the market price far above net asset value. Only 
the "greater fool" theory can explain this apparently irrational pricing.  
Some investors track trading patterns and attempt to buy at historical low points and sell when the spread 
narrows. Of course, the spread may never narrow, or it may even get worse. The stock market has no 
memory, doesn't think it owes you anything, and will make no attempt to recoup your price.  
Closed-end bond funds often trade at steep discounts. It's hard to resist the temptation to buy a dollar's 
worth of bonds for 80 or 85 cents. Investors looking for income can receive a handsome increase in yield 
by taking advantage of the discounts when they occur. This strategy is certainly worth looking into. While 
it may not eliminate all the problems with long-term bonds, it certainly can pad the income stream.  
Closed-end funds are often proposed as a good solution to the problem of highly illiquid markets. In 
India, for instance, settlement of stock transactions can take weeks or months. Other nations may have 
restrictions on the flow of capital out of the country. An open-end fund might have trouble liquidating 
shares in a small market to meet redemptions. But a closed-end fund doesn't have that problem. So the 
closed-end fund offers us access to a market that we might not otherwise be able to enter; it solves the 
liquidity problem through another mechanism.  
What we often observe is that a closed-end fund begins to trade on the domestic market more like a 
domestic stock than the foreign market it is supposed to represent. So, for instance, if U.S. investors turn 
negative, they may first decide to dump their foreign holdings. The price of an India fund may suffer 
without regard to what is happening in India. The difference between net asset value in India and market 
price in New York may diverge sharply. Normal arbitrage cannot straighten out this strange result. So you 
may not get all the diversification effect you expect from the market.  
A partial cure for this price disparity is to have a limited life for the closed-end fund. At the end of the 
limited life, either the stocks are all sold or the shares transferred in kind to the holders. Neither is a 
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perfect solution. One comes at the price of some pretty dramatic tax events, and the other unloads the 
problem of selling the shares on the investor, who presumably bought the fund to avoid those costs and 
aggravations. Many investors will buy limited life shares at a discount and wait for fund termination. 
However, they still run the risk that, at termination date, net asset value will have fallen below what they 
paid.  
I would never buy a new offering. Chances are high that I can buy it at a steep discount somewhere down 
the road. I would never pay a premium in the after market. And, if I woke up one day to find that a fund I 
owned was trading at a good premium, I might be severely tempted to sell it to that greater fool, and buy 
another one someplace else at a discount.  

Unit Investment Trusts 

Unit Investment Trusts (UITs) are very much like closed-end funds, except that rather than try to manage 
a portfolio of stocks or bonds, they just buy a pool of assets, and hold them. This approach reduces 
management costs to close to zero, but some very minor custodian and administrative costs remain. UITs 
are most often seen with bonds or muni bonds. Investors receive interest and their pro-rata share of 
proceeds as bonds either mature or are called. Investors must not fool themselves into believing that a 
UIT can magically "lock in" a dividend. Our experience over the last 20 years of falling rates has been 
that calls quickly eroded the portfolios. Like their cousins the closed-end funds, prices can diverge rather 
far from net asset value, and some investors enjoy trading as prices fluctuate.  
In summary, both closed-end funds and UITs can be a useful tool as part of a properly designed 
investment plan. But, like everything else, they have their own risks and rewards.  

REITs 

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) are corporations that have elected special tax treatment. As long as 
their business is real estate, and they distribute almost all of their income each year, they are not taxed at 
the corporate level. Once formed, REITs stock can be sold as any other stock either over the counter or on 
an exchange. Many REITs own diversified properties all over the country. Investors who wish to hold 
real estate may find this a handy way to own a quality portfolio, have instant liquidity, and avoid the 
sometimes almost unlimited aggravation of being a landlord.  
The trend of converting real estate to securities via the REIT structure is accelerating. As the real estate 
partnership/insurance/banking/savings-and-loan debacle left over from the excesses of the 80s winds 
down, major institutions view REITs as a likely way to unload distressed properties and convert their 
headaches into liquid assets.  
How well REITs track the performance of real estate triggers a lively debate. In other words, do REITs 
perform along with the real estate fundamentals or act more like a stock. One opinion holds that Wall 
Street has never appreciated real estate, and hasn't the foggiest notion of how to properly price REITs.  
The opposition holds that individual parcels of real estate are often irrationally priced, and that the local 
individual real estate market is hopelessly inefficient. This inefficiency occurs due to the scarcity of 
transactions, and the inability to properly compare unique parcels of land and buildings. This school holds 
that when real estate is converted to actively traded securities, the market can do a far better job of sorting 
out real value than can the localized individual transactions.  
If you like REITs, you should love real estate mutual funds that hold only REITs and other real estate 
related stocks.  
Real estate often holds an almost mystical attraction to many investors. They see it as a unique asset, a 
great store of value, a refuge from the vagaries of the stock market and an infallible inflation hedge. Many 
real estate funds are attractive because of their high yield, and so they may become a bond substitute to 
some investors. In practice, REITs seem to have a high correlation to small company stocks and high 
sensitivity to interest rates. If so, real estate funds don't offer much in the way of a diversification benefit, 
and we wouldn't expect them to be a great refuge in a market downturn. Recent experience tends to bear 
that out. They did well in a good market during 1993, but tanked along with other interest-sensitive 
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offerings in 1994.  
That year's dismal performance came in the face of rising expectations for real estate. The industry was 
just beginning to dig out from the excesses of the 1980s. Occupancy and rental rates were up, and 
construction was beginning to make a comeback. A fly in the ointment was the threat of further interest-
rate hikes, which would cut the availability of financing for both new and existing buildings. This would 
have a negative impact on the number and price of buildings that trade. Real estate funds were hard hit by 
the rise in interest rates that year. If it looked like a bond or smelled like a bond, it was properly punished. 
So real estate funds act a lot like bonds, a lot like small company stocks, and perhaps not enough like 
buildings. In a down market, I wouldn't expect them to be the very best-performing asset class. Whether 
they add enough in the way of diversification to justify adding them to a properly balanced portfolio is an 
ongoing question. If you like the idea of REITs, perhaps you should carve out a portion of your small or 
medium cap domestic growth allocation to make room for them.  

Wrap Fee Accounts 

As investors began to resist the traditional "churn and burn" brokerage tactics, Main Street began to turn 
to mutual funds in a serious way. Independent mutual funds addressed many of the investor's concerns on 
cost, conflict of interest, and management. Worse yet, no-load funds were grabbing an increasing market 
share. The handwriting was on the wall. Traditional brokerage of individual shares was in danger of 
extinction along with other dinosaurs. In an effort to protect some of their high margin prestige business, 
Wall Street responded with The Wrap Fee Account. Voila! A public relations miracle. The commission-
crazed broker has magically turned into the impartial professional. A new title of "Financial Consultant" 
completes the mystical transformation!  
At first glance, Wrap Fees appear to correct many of the most glaring abuses. But a closer look exposes 
just another PR Band-Aid, a new set of proprietary products with even higher fees, poorer performance, 
and higher profit margins than proprietary mutual funds. The conflicts of interest aren't gone, just better 
hidden.  
Like vanity license plates, wrap fees are often marketed to affluent investors who want "more" than a 
mere mutual fund can deliver. Wrap fees continue the mystique of "individual" investment management, 
"private" deals, and individual issues. In fact, wrap fee accounts may be great for the ego, but bad 
economics. Due to the substantially higher costs associated with the programs, they can be expected to 
deliver less than other alternatives.  
The wrap fee supposedly covers the entire spectrum of services including the broker's compensation, thus 
eliminating any temptation to churn the account, and provides for a higher level of management expertise. 
Clients are allowed a limited choice among in-house or house-approved managers. While clients own 
individual issues in their accounts, investment decisions are rarely personalized. Rather, the manager 
makes block trades, and a computer distributes shares between client accounts.  
Each manager is expected to trade through only the introducing brokerage house. Hidden profits on trades 
in bonds or stocks where the house makes a market remain with the brokerage house. Many observers 
have opined that these undisclosed gains from trading are high enough that the brokerage houses could 
very profitably offer the Wrap Fee accounts for no charge.  
For the sake of discussion, let's discount all these problems to zero. A fatal flaw still remains for an 
investor who wishes to have an appropriate asset allocation plan. Unless you have true mega-bucks, you 
are just not going to be able to participate in many desirable markets and segments of markets by using 
wrap fee managers. Suppose you had a $1 million account, and wished to place 10 percent of it in the 
"Tiger" Economies of South East Asia. Where are you going to find a competent manager with expertise 
in the region willing to take an account for $100,000? It's not going to happen. And even if it did, how is 
that manager going to properly diversify your $100,000 over 10 to 15 economies using individual issues? 
At the end of the year, how are you going to re-balance the account, or liquidate a few percent to provide 
income for yourself? The practical reality is that it cannot be done efficiently. Cost is prohibitive, 
competent management highly unlikely, diversification impossible.  
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Variable Annuities 

As we observed in Chapter 10, taxes are a problem for many investors, but mutual funds present a couple 
of interesting wrinkles. One partial solution is the use of index funds to reduce the tax burden, however, 
there is another alternative: variable annuities.  
Deciding whether a variable annuity is a good choice is a very complex task - even with a very powerful 
computer program. The issues are reasonably tricky, and there are a few wild cards.  
Variable annuities pay about the highest level of commissions available in the securities industry. So, you 
might expect they are rather aggressively marketed. The hype can get pretty deep. Still, used in the right 
situation, they can be a very valuable financial tool. So here's a rundown.  
Insurance companies sell variable annuities, but they don't usually actually invest the money. Instead, 
your cash goes straight into a group of funds (separate accounts). If you are a tax lawyer you might get 
pretty excited about the difference between a separate account and a mutual fund. The rest of us will find 
the distinction incredibly boring. I will spare you the details.  

Tax advantage 

As it turns out, the biggest advantage of a variable annuity, tax deferral, is actually a two-edged sword. 
The pro side is that you don't get taxed on the return your money earns until you withdraw it. Within the 
variable annuity you may switch from one fund to another without incurring a capital gain. You can even 
switch variable annuity plans without being taxed (Section 1035 Exchange). Tax deferral is a tremendous 
advantage. Compared to an investment that had to pay all gains at ordinary income tax rates each year, 
the differences in total capital accumulation can be dramatic. You will often see comparisons like this in 
variable annuity literature. But that is not a full and fair comparison by any means.  
All withdrawals from a variable annuity are subject to ordinary income tax. So variable annuity owners 
can never benefit from the lower capital gains tax that they might otherwise be eligible for in a mutual 
fund (or if they owned individual shares of stock).  
If you owned a mutual fund which earned only 10 percent interest each year, you would have to pay taxes 
on the entire earnings. This is the worst case scenario. However, if you owned a fund that purchased 
stock, and that stock increased in value each year, you pay no tax until the stock is sold, and then you pay 
at the lower capital gains rate. You have had tax deferral, and benefited from the lower capital gains rate, 
too. If your fund never sells the shares -- like an index fund might -- you will have a far higher 
accumulation, and pay taxes only when you choose to sell your fund shares. In this case, the mutual fund 
or individual shares will have a far higher accumulation, after tax where it counts, than a variable annuity. 
Most mutual funds fall between the two extremes of total annual taxation, or total deferral and capital 
gains treatment. So an analysis of the investment style and practices of the fund will have to be 
considered in any fair comparison. Funds with high turnover, or high levels of dividends or interest, will 
benefit proportionally more from a variable annuity.  
There are two further tax complications: If you withdraw funds before age 59-1/2, you'll pay a 10 percent 
penalty on top of the ordinary income tax. And, if you die before you get to take all the money out and 
spend it, a variable annuity is one of the only assets you might have which will not be adjusted for basis 
before passing on to your heirs. Variable annuities are subject to both estate tax and income tax, while an 
appreciated asset avoids the capital gains tax and is only subject to estate tax.  
If that wasn't bad enough, the wild cards are still out there. Nobody has any idea what "tax reform" will 
do to any of these assets. Proposals now being considered include a lower income tax rate, lower capital 
gains tax rate, a flat tax, and the abolition of the estate tax. Any or all of these will impact the value of a 
variable annuity when compared to other assets.  
After age 59-1/2, you can withdraw money from a variable annuity in several ways: a lump sum, 
occasional withdrawals, or a stream of fixed or variable payments that lasts throughout your life 
(annuitization).  
Unlike IRAs, you may continue to accumulate tax-deferred until age 85 before the government requires 
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minimum distributions. This may fit well for retirees faced with "force outs" from IRA rollovers at age 
70-1/2. Their variable annuities can continue accumulating tax deferred for an additional 15 years.  
The annuitization payout gives you the most tax savings; part of each monthly payment is considered a 
return of your principal and not taxed. But this tax advantage is a very questionable benefit because most 
investors will not consider the option. Upon death, all capital balance in the account reverts to the 
insurance company.  
If you take the money out in a lump sum or through occasional withdrawals, the payment(s) are treated as 
income first and principal second. So withdrawals are taxed fully until you start tapping into the principal. 
Remember, you have already paid tax on the initial contribution. One strategy you may consider is 
spreading your investment among several different companies. Then if you need money, liquidate an 
entire account -- preferably the one with the smallest gain. In this case, you recover the entire initial 
investment tax free.  
As a model for how that might work, consider the following two examples. First, $100,000 invested five 
years ago in a single variable annuity has grown to $150,000. You need $25,000 for an emergency. All of 
it will be taxable as ordinary income. Second, consider the case where the $100,000 was divided into five 
equal-size variable annuities or $20,000 each. Each is now worth $30,000. You liquidate $25,000 from 
one account. You have a taxable income of $10,000 and a return of your principal of $15,000. A far better 
result.  

Cost of Variable Annuities 

The next important issue a potential investor must consider before buying a variable annuity is cost. 
Actually, it's a huge issue. But, in just another example of the capitalist system working to improve itself, 
investors are finally getting a break. Let's look at the older (high-expense, large-commission) contracts 
first.  
Investors should fully understand the three levels of costs in the variable annuity. It may not be easy to 
determine from the annuity prospectus. In fact, some variable annuities come with several prospectuses, 
one for the insurance company "wrapper" and one each for the underlying funds. This makes it even 
harder to figure out where the investor's money is going, and how many people are going to share in it 
besides the investor. In spite of the high costs and high commissions, variable annuities have been 
marketed as "no-load". This of course meant that instead of the commission being deducted up front, the 
contract was subject to a back-end surrender charge until the commissions and a healthy profit had been 
earned by all concerned. Many contracts have longer surrender periods, and higher amounts than even 
their mutual fund brothers. We might think of them as back-end surrender charges on steroids!  
First there may be an annual contract expense, usually $25 to $35 per account. It is worth noting that 
small investments are adversely affected by the annual charge. Remember that $30 is a 3 percent annual 
fee on a $1000 investment, but only .03 percent on a $100,000. For that reason, you wouldn't generally 
want to consider an investment below $10,000 if there is an annual expense charge.  
Then there is a mortality and expense (M&E) charge by the insurance company, usually between 1.25 
percent and 1.40 percent. In addition, M&E provides for the insurance company's profit. If an agent was 
paid a commission on the sale of the contract, it is recovered here. Almost all variable annuities are sold 
with a back-end surrender charge instead of an initial sales load. The insurance company recoups their 
initial commission expense through higher annual charges. The back-end surrender charge goes away 
after a few years, but the annual charges continue forever.  
An amazing number of variable annuities are rolled when the back-end surrender charge finally 
disappears. This generates an entirely new commission for the broker, and a new surrender period for the 
investor. Some new feature or investment option is always the rationale, but one has to wonder about the 
benefit to the investor.  
Finally there are the expenses at the fund level. These charges are equivalent to mutual fund expense 
ratios and include management fees, expenses, and other investment costs. Often these expenses are 
higher than industry averages.  
Total annual expenses can run between 2 percent and 5 percent, depending on both the M&E charges and 
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expense ratios. These high costs could eat up any tax advantage that a variable annuity might produce. 
After all, we don't expect the underlying investment to earn more just because it is inside an annuity. The 
market won't know or care how high the expenses are.  
Until very recently, there was little difference in contractual differences or costs between sponsors.  
The real competition - such as it was - revolved around the quality of the investment managers, and the 
number of choices available within a single plan. Some of the world's best known managers are 
represented in variable annuities. Some separate accounts are virtual "clones" of existing mutual funds. 
However, just to keep investors on their toes, others with the same name may be managed by different 
managers than their well known namesakes, and even with a different management style.  
Costs and profits were very high in all variable annuities, and there was no incentive for any of the 
players to break ranks and give the investor a break.  
Now, however, that log jam has been broken. If you are a do-it-yourselfer, Vanguard has a very low-cost 
"wrapper" for their investment funds. If you prefer working with an investment advisor, other companies 
have designed very economical products to accommodate you. These new products have stripped the 
M&E expenses to the bare bone, don't pad the management fees in the separate accounts, and have no 
surrender fees. The total additional cost of a variable annuity over a no-load mutual fund now can run as 
low as 0.45 to 0.65 percent. While only a few are available today, more are certain to follow.  
Variable Annuity Total Costs:  

• Annual Contract Fee (if any)  
• M & E  
• Separate Account Fees  

Other Considerations: 

When shopping for a variable annuity, treat the payout option as a minor feature. You can buy an annuity 
from one company and then switch to another when it comes time to start receiving payments. But, more 
than likely, you will never want to exercise this option. Having your capital confiscated by an insurance 
company at death is a neat solution to the pesky estate-tax problem, but not the one most of us would 
prefer. The additional income that might be generated by this arrangement hardly makes up for the lack of 
flexibility and loss of capital.  

Financial Status of Insurer 

Pay attention to the financial strength of the insurer, but don't go overboard. One of the advantages of 
variable annuities is that the assets are held in a separate account, away from other claims. So far, variable 
annuity holders have not lost access to their money in cases when the insurer has been taken over by 
regulators. There is an important exception, though: Money in guaranteed interest accounts is 
commingled with the insurer's other assets, so it's at risk in case of insolvency.  

Avoiding Probate 

Variable annuities avoid probate by passing directly to a named beneficiary just like an insurance policy. 
This does NOT mean that an annuity avoids estate tax. Many arrangements for securities and other assets 
avoid probate. Check with a good estate planning attorney. By all means, consider your estate planning 
needs, but never let this one consideration drive your entire investment decision.  

Creditor Proofing 

Many states have made annuities and insurance contracts to be exempt under bankruptcy and/or make 
them very difficult for creditors to attach. As a result, professionals and others at high risk of litigation 
find them a good way to creditor-proof themselves. Again, consult with a specialist attorney if this is a 
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consideration.  

Minimum Death Benefit 

Some annuities offer a minimum death benefit as a built-in feature. For instance, most guarantee that 
upon death, the beneficiary will never receive less than the adjusted contribution. Others will guarantee a 
return of (for example) six percent compounded, the initial contribution, or the net contract value, 
whichever is higher. (One of the great mysteries of life, is how insurance companies ever coined the 
phrase "death benefit"?) This minimum death benefit is a great deal less valuable than it may seem. 
Insurance companies cost it out at about 0.10 percent or less per year. However, knowing that their heirs 
can never receive less than the initial investment may make some cautious investors feel better about 
investing in equities.  

Back-End Surrender Fees 

Most variable annuities that pay a commission to a salesperson come complete with a back-end surrender 
fee. This back-end surrender fee tends to lock in investors who might otherwise wish to switch their 
managers or agents. A few new contracts offer a level commission option for the agent without a 
surrender fee to the investor. This is a far more investor friendly arrangement, and offers flexibility 
should the investor become dissatisfied with the agent, or the agent leave the business and "orphan" the 
investor. For what it is worth, I would never buy a contract with a back-end surrender fee now that 
alternatives exist.  

Use In IRAs 

Almost all the advantages of a variable annuity are already present in an IRA. IRAs already provide 
creditor proofing, tax deferral, and freedom from probate. So it is hard (just short of impossible) to make 
the argument that the additional expense is justified for IRA investments.  

Is It Right For You? 

How do you decide if a variable annuity is for you? Make sure that you have a strong rationale for buying 
a variable annuity, and bearing the additional costs involved.  

Consider Variable Annuities If: 

• You have made the maximum tax deductible contribution to all of your tax-deferred retirement 
plans, such as IRAs, Keoghs or 401(k)s.  

• You're in a high tax bracket.  
• You can lock in your money for a long time (at least 10 to 15 years).  
• You are willing to invest in high-return (high-risk) portfolios.  
• Your desired investment style would lead to high dividends, interest, and/or portfolio turnover.  
• You want to invest at least $10,000.  

You can consider a variable annuity if you don't meet all these requirements, but you should be much 
more cautious. Remember, due to the higher costs associated with variable annuities, you may come out 
behind alternative investments if all the above criteria are not met. Finally, future tax changes can screw 
up the best of computer models. So you might not want to jump off this cliff until your legislators give us 
some further direction on tax policy.  

Summary 
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There is more than one way to skin a cat. To build an effective asset allocation plan we need building 
blocks with low cost, wide diversification, and a tightly targeted investment style. Closed-end funds, 
REITs, and UITs may be attractive alternatives to no-load funds for some investors, especially if 
purchased at attractive discounts. Wrap fee accounts are particularly attractive to the brokers who sell 
them. If Congress can ever resist the temptation to fiddle with the tax laws, we could all decide if the new 
variable annuity contracts have a place in our portfolios.  

Coming up 

In a perfect world, I could tell you that no-load funds, and all those who operate them, are pure as the 
driven snow. But, alas, mutual funds are not entirely exempt from all the less laudable practices of Wall 
Street. There remain important issues for regulators and investors. I'll review the business practices and 
ethical landscape. Then I'll suggest ways that by demanding better and voting with your feet, you can help 
further perfect the system.  
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Somewhere over the jungles of Southeast Asia, I developed doubts about the perfectibility of man. 
Idealism quickly faded to pragmatism and realism. Watching Wall Street at work for over 20 years has 
not restored my faith. Fortunately, as realistic and pragmatic investors we can thrive and prosper in a 
jungle where not everybody wears white hats. Our job as good capitalists is to use the very best of a 
wonderful system while continuing to press for improvements where necessary.  

Forcing improvements is remarkably simple. We don't have to go on a mission or lead a charge. We can 
leave the moralizing to somebody else. Just refuse to patronize firms that abuse investors. A loss of 
market share will do more to help Wall Street's denizens develop ethical business practices than a million 
new regulators.  

While our focus is mutual funds, the problems we will discuss in this chapter are found in any form of 
managed accounts on Wall Street. Angels may not fear to tread on Wall Street, but they don't exactly 
flock there either. I don't want to imply that only devils are in residence on Wall Street; plenty of honest 
and competent professionals labor away there. We must suspect that both devils and angels are randomly 
distributed on Wall Street as in any other profession.  

Mutual funds have been remarkably free from major scandal since Robert Vesco raped IOS over 30 years 
ago. They are perhaps the best regulated, audited, and straightforward investment mechanism available to 
us. As a result, fund managers have fewer chances to screw around with your money than many other 
Wall Street enterprises. But devious minds can always find a way to extract a little more than they are 
due.  

Our mission is to explore the issues, learn the right questions to ask, and realize we have an absolute right 
to the answers. Then we can avoid those who either refuse to answer or give the wrong answers.  

Advice from Mom 

My mother once concluded a discussion about right and wrong with the observation that I would be all 
right if I never did anything I wouldn't care to explain in church or see printed on the front page of the 
local newspaper. While philosophy was not exactly my favorite subject, this seemed a remarkably good 
system for judging ethical behavior. Of course, this sets a much higher standard than simply complying 
with the law or following regulations.  
The gulf between compliance and ethical behavior can be enormous. Richard Breeden, a former chief of 
the SEC, once remarked to an assembled group of investment advisors that before his term ended he 
wanted, "to convince Wall Street that there is more to ethics than getting through the day without being 
indicted." I hope he wouldn't be offended if we observed that perhaps he finished his term before 
accomplishing his objective.  
Most of the time, Wall Street complies with the law, but there is plenty they probably wouldn't relish 
explaining to the local church. And a discussion of many of their business practices in the local papers 
always makes them squirm.  

A Little History Lesson 

As part of his campaign to restore faith in the markets, President Franklin Roosevelt's administration had 
a series of laws enacted during 1940 and 1941 that regulated the securities markets. The Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) was created and given broad powers. However, the SEC was encouraged to 
delegate many of their powers to industry Self Regulating Organizations (SROs).  
As regulators, SROs fall far short of perfection. The chickens have been entrusted to the foxes.  
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NASD: The Name Says It All 

The National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), is the SRO entrusted to regulate broker-dealers 
and dealers in the over-the-counter market (NASDAQ). As the name implies, the NASD is an association 
of securities dealers. The majority of the members hale from the securities industry. Protecting the 
interest of securities dealers is their primary concern. While token representation is required for investors, 
in practice these minority members are remarkably tame lap dogs.  
Regulations enacted by the NASD must be approved by the SEC, so there is constant pressure from 
above. Reform continues, each year a little better. But, like any good industry or trade association, true 
reform is resisted with great enthusiasm. What's good for business is not always what is best for investors. 
However, the appearance of high integrity is of the utmost importance. Confidence in the markets must 
be maintained, or investors will refuse to play. An enforcement mechanism exists that occasionally doles 
out harsh punishment to the worst offenders. In legend, at least, many elements of organized crime are 
reputed to patrol their neighborhoods on the theory that street crime is bad for business. Some activities 
are clearly beyond the pale. So a member who steals from clients, or embezzles from his firm, can expect 
to be banished with great dispatch. However, in gray areas we have come to expect all the moral 
sensitivity from the NASD that we find from the American Bar Association. Unfortunately, there are lots 
of gray areas in the securities business.  
We can boil down the important issues to three areas, with some overlap: cost, conflicts of interest, and 
disclosure.  

Cost Creep 

Given the enormous increase in assets under management in the mutual fund industry, we should expect 
to see a sharp reduction in expenses as a percentage of assets under management. Yet expense ratios have 
steadily increased. Consider the following: Assets under management by fund companies now exceed 
$2.7 trillion, an increase of 3,260 percent in 15 years. Stock and Bond Mutual Fund Fees will exceed 
$19.4 billion in 1995. Yet during the same time frame, average expense ratios have increased from .71 
percent to .99 percent. (Wall Street Journal, November 28, 1995, and Morningstar.)  
There are some justifiable reasons for increases in expenses. New asset classes such as foreign, emerging 
market, and micro cap are more expensive and difficult to trade. Consumers are demanding more and 
more services from fund companies. And, funds that cater to smaller investors will naturally have higher 
expenses than funds with higher minimum investments. Each investor, no matter how large or small, 
represents a fixed expense for mailings, prospectuses, etc.  
But, given the economies of scale, and the efficiencies introduced by technology, there is just no excuse 
for increases in expense ratios of that magnitude.  
We turn to one of America's great philosophers, David Letterman, to explain this mystifying cost creep. 
When he asks why a dog licks his privates, his answer is: "Because he can!" Like the dog, mutual funds 
have found that they can increase expenses. Investors have been remarkably docile when it comes to 
accepting these cost increases. As long as they will roll over for it, investors can expect more of the same. 
They have nobody to blame but themselves. The cure is to focus on expense ratios, and reward funds and 
families that reduce costs.  

Mutual Funds Marketplaces 

When Charles Schwab created the mutual fund marketplace, investors and advisors flocked to embrace 
the concept. The convenience of being able to buy hundreds of funds with a single phone call, to receive a 
single consolidated statement, to have next day settlement, and to enjoy the safety of an exceptionally 
strong custodian justified the nominal transaction fees for many investors. The service was a runaway 
sensation.  
The participating fund families received a marketing windfall. Schwab became an unbeatable distribution 
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network at no cost to the funds.  
As custodian of the funds, Schwab was required to assume many of the administrative chores that the 
funds normally supported. It became Schwab's responsibility to mail out prospectuses, semi-annual and 
annual reports, proxy requests, and tax information. Schwab also provided accounting services for the 
funds in their omnibus account for all the fund shareholders using the service.  
The next step was equally brilliant. Schwab offered to waive the transaction fee for fund families who 
agreed to pay Schwab between 0.25 and 0.35 percent per year. The No Transaction Fee (NTF) service 
was an even bigger hit with investors and fund families.  
Initially, Schwab promised that fund families would not be allowed to pass the fee on to investors. The 
funds were receiving a windfall in two dimensions. The distribution channel was more cost-effective than 
anything else the no-load families had been able to generate for themselves. And, Schwab provided 
meaningful custodial services that relieved the funds of the costly burden of doing it themselves. In 
theory, no investors would ever pay a higher cost for an NTF fund than if they purchased it directly from 
the fund.  
Right out of the box, some fund families found ways to pass on the additional costs. Some created 
entirely new classes of shares with the fees buried in either a generous management fee or a separate 
12(b)-1 fee. Others have slowly increased their expense ratios to compensate. In practice, all investors of 
the NTF funds are having to pay for the service whether they use it or not.  
For Schwab, the service generates an incredible cash flow, an annuity that can be expected to continue 
forever. However, not withstanding the success of the program in attracting assets, Schwab claims that it 
is not yet horribly profitable. The NTF service may attract a high percentage of small accounts that 
generate frequent trades -- the worst of all possible worlds for brokerage firms.  
Schwab's fee to the fund families is a very high percentage of many funds' total expense ratios. For a few, 
including many index funds, the fee exceeds the total expense ratio. Many simply cannot afford to pay. 
Those funds risk being denied shelf space (or at least prime shelf space) at Schwab's store.  
Of course, the success of the NTF program has spawned numerous competitors. Fidelity, Jack White, and 
other discount brokers have jumped on the bandwagon. However, Schwab's fees to the funds have 
become the industry standard. Due to the structure of the program, no competitor could pass on a lower 
fee to investors even if they wanted to, and there is little to entice them in that direction.  
The discount brokerage/NTF program is rapidly becoming the investor's vehicle of choice. Today, no no-
load mutual-fund family can afford to ignore the programs. Unfortunately, the NTF programs are a strong 
factor in cost creep. NTF funds have on average 50 percent higher expense ratios than other no-load 
funds.  

Have Your Cake While Eating It, Too 

Smart investors can develop a strategy to have their cake and eat it, too. A knee-jerk decision to use only 
NTF funds can be penny wise and pound foolish. It just takes a few seconds to calculate the trade off 
between the annual, embedded, hidden NTF fee, and a one-time transaction fee. Investors will quickly 
discover that they are often far better off paying the transaction fee. In some cases (large purchases) they 
can recover the transaction fee in less than a year. For instance, a $100,000 purchase might generate about 
a $300 transaction fee, while an NTF fund might cost in excess of $350 per year in additional fees inside 
the fund.  
We have adopted a policy of placing the buy-and-hold core positions in index funds for their very low, 
annual, expense ratios and low trading costs. Here it definitely makes sense to pay the transaction fee. 
Smaller positions in NTF funds are used as the rebalancing mechanism for periodic small purchases for 
clients making repeat deposits or to generate a stream of income via redemption for our retirees. The 
resulting blended portfolio has a very low, annual expense ratio, and almost never pays a transaction fee 
after the initial purchases.  

The Role of Independent Directors 
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We might be tempted to wonder where the independent directors are while these cost increases are being 
rammed through to unsuspecting investors. By law, each fund must retain independent outside directors 
to represent the interests of investors. We would expect them to fight to the death for the rights of 
shareholders. Recognizing that cost is the enemy of the investor, our directors should resist increases to 
their dying breath. In practice, mutual fund independent directors lack any discernible backbone, and 
appear to be born with rubber stamps attached to their little hands.  
Directorships are one of the ultimate plums of American society. Presumably only leading citizens who 
have "made their mark" are asked to serve. Board membership immediately places you among the power 
elite. In some ways it may be preferable to a seat in the U.S. Senate. Prestige and honor are great, 
compensation is generally nominal, and service is not generally considered burdensome or overly taxing. 
In return for dispensing a little wisdom, directors usually fly first-class, stay in five-star hotels or resorts, 
and enjoy rubbing shoulders with other truly great people.  
Only a hard-core cynic could suspect that these great people could be influenced by a mere $10,000 to 
$20,000 honorarium. But suppose a fund family appointed this same great director to 20 or 30 separate 
fund boards at once? Now we are talking about some serious pocket money. Perhaps in this context even 
a truly, truly great director might find a request for an increase in management fee within the realm of the 
reasonable.  
Perhaps there is a kinder explanation. Somehow it has eluded me.  
I find it truly puzzling how outside directors on hundreds of fund boards can mindlessly approve the 
imposition of new 12(b)-1 fees. These fees are perfectly legal. And funds with 12(b)-1 fees may still have 
low to reasonable expense ratios. They allow funds to charge present investors so that the fund can go out 
and attract other investors. It's easy to see how a 12(b)-1 fee helps fund management. The extra charge 
allows them to go out and attract more investors and generate even more fees. But it's impossible to 
justify on behalf of existing investors. What possible benefit could they accrue? Yet outside directors 
supposedly represent existing investors.  
The most charitable assessment possible on the role of outside directors would be that they have been 
spectacularly ineffective in representing the shareholders they are charged to protect. The watch dogs are 
little better than lap dogs.  
While we may not applaud 12(b)-1 fees, and we may not enjoy overall expense creep, at least these items 
are fully disclosed. The facts are right out there for all of us to see. We are free to avoid funds with high 
fees, and if we don't, we have no cause to complain. The fault is ours. There are many very low cost funds 
and families from which to choose.  

Deals Cut in the Dark 

Other areas are inadequately disclosed, less understood, and occupy a gray area. The NASDAQ (National 
Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System) market by its very nature encourages 
grayness. The NASDAQ market is really a group of dealers loosely tied together by a computer network. 
As the name would suggest, the NASDAQ market is regulated by the NASD.  
Dealers publish a bid and ask price for stocks in which they make a market. Dealers buy at the bid and 
sell at the ask price. The difference is known as the spread. Spread represents profit to the dealer. Spread, 
of course, is also trading cost to the investor.  
Spreads tend to be higher on small, seldomly traded stocks and bonds, and lower on larger, more 
frequently traded issues. A number of academic studies have found that the spread on NASDAQ trades is 
higher than would be the case if a stock with the same size and volume were traded on a listed exchange.  
In theory, with a number of market makers for a stock or bond, competition will force the spread to a 
minimum. In practice, there appears to be little such pressure on prices. Once a spread becomes accepted, 
if all the market makers hold the line, then all of them will have higher profits. It is not necessary for all 
of the market makers to get together in a smoke-filled room for a loose conspiracy to emerge. Cases of 
retribution, harassment, and abuse directed against market makers who cut the spread have been 
extensively documented.  
As you might expect, when these practices make The Wall Street Journal, the NASD studies the problem. 
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Predictably, swift and certain justice has not been the general rule as dealers examine their own very 
profitable business practices.  

Soft Dollars 

Back in the bad old days, before May Day, commissions were fixed, and prices were bundled. All 
brokerage firms were "full service." Because there was no price competition, brokerage houses competed 
based on research and other services. Heavy traders and large accounts could supposedly count on 
superior research and early warnings of pending events. In addition, a practice of reimbursing clients for 
other research that the clients carried on developed independently. These payments to clients by 
brokerage houses became known as "soft dollars."  
While commissions are now fully negotiable, the practice of soft dollars remains, and has been expanded. 
Today, brokerage firms are reimbursing large clients with computers, furniture, research, and other 
goodies in return for high volume trading. The problem with this practice as it applies to mutual funds, 
investment advisors, or other fiduciaries, is that soft dollars accrue to the investment manager, while a 
larger discount on commissions would accrue to the investors. One must suspect that the client investor 
ends up with higher brokerage costs, and the manager has a reduced incentive to minimize such costs.  
Soft dollar practices are a clear conflict of interest for investment managers, including mutual funds. 
Inadequate disclosure makes it impossible for investors to properly assess the impact of costs on their 
portfolios. Investors who believe that they are paying a manager or fund to do research might be surprised 
to find that the fund or manager is "double dipping."  

Paying for Order Flow 

Closely related to the soft-dollar practice is paying for order flow. Especially in the NASDAQ market, 
large accounts or frequent investors can expect payments from brokerage houses for order flow. If 
payment for order flow went to the investment account, it would simply represent a discount on 
commissions and benefit the investor. But these payments go directly to the manager.  
This practice eliminates much of the incentive for managers to search out and demand the best possible 
execution. Again, lack of disclosure makes it difficult or impossible for investors to accurately determine 
the impact on the portfolio. After October 2, 1995, the practice of payments for order flow must be 
disclosed.  
Often firms justify the practice as resulting in prices no worse than the best quoted price. But this 
argument is self-serving and simply doesn't hold water. First, why shouldn't the payment be credited to 
the investment account? Next, in this cozy little arrangement, where is the incentive for the investment 
managers to kill for the very best price and execution on behalf of their clients?  
Lest you begin to believe that this is an occasional aberration rather than business as usual, consider the 
case of Charles Schwab's attempt to end order flow at their fully owned market-maker subsidiary. Schwab 
announced an improved order system where not only would Schwab check all market makers for the best 
published prices, they would also do a thorough search of all standing but unexecuted orders for an even 
better price.  
By making this extra effort, Schwab could guarantee buyers and sellers the very best possible prices, and 
execute many trades inside the spread. In return for improved prices, Schwab proposed to end the practice 
of order flow payments made by their subsidiary. When Schwab made their proposal in October, 1995 it 
was greeted by wide praise in the media, and even received favorable comment by the SEC.  
It was not to be, however. Schwab was faced with a client revolt, and a threat of the loss of massive 
business. They were forced to withdraw the proposal in December, 1995. Brokerage houses and 
investment managers expressed their clear preference to continue to receive under-the-table kick-backs 
rather than the best possible price for their clients.  

Directed Trades and Fee Sharing 
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Large broker-dealers can exercise considerable power over the outside load mutual funds that they 
distribute. In return for shelf space in their store, they routinely ask for and get a share of the fund's 
management fee, increased sales allowances, or require the fund families to kick in for other marketing 
expenses. These expenses will be reflected in the funds' expense ratio. Of course, this practice contributes 
directly to cost creep. Of course, funds that have low internal expenses can least afford to pay, so will be 
relatively disadvantaged in maintaining or establishing a sales network.  
Broker-dealers or brokerage houses can require that outside mutual funds direct a portion of their trades 
through the facilities of the broker-dealer. An arrangement like this reduces the fund's ability to negotiate 
the very best possible execution or commission structure for their investors. Directed trade agreements 
are not disclosed.  
Funds that resist these tactics find their access to salespeople reduced, their sales agreements terminated, 
or the commissions paid to the salespeople reduced. Large broker-dealers have begun to exercise their 
power over distribution networks in rather brutal direct terms.  
A few years ago, one of the nation's largest broker-dealers requested increased sales allowances from all 
the outside funds they did business with. To their credit, American Funds refused to participate. American 
Funds has very favorable expense ratios, excellent marketing materials, a very fine reputation for 
integrity, and solid performance.  
The dispute broke out in public at the broker-dealer's national sales convention. American Funds, who 
had contributed over $30,000 to be a sponsor of the convention, was publicly identified as refusing to 
support the economics of the broker-dealer, and forced to endure the convention president's request of the 
sales force to consider this refusal when recommending funds to their clients. In addition, the 
commissions to the salespeople would be cut on American Funds products to compensate the broker-
dealer for American Fund's refusal to cooperate.  
Henceforth, salespeople would be caught between the fine reputation and proven performance of 
American Funds products and a direct cost to their own pocketbooks. To their credit, the sales force 
continues to recommend a high number of American Fund's products. But few fund families have the 
economic clout (and backbone) to stand up to the big broker-dealers.  

Preference Bidding 

Where mutual funds or investment managers are associated with market makers, another interesting 
possibility for undisclosed profit emerges. Fund managers can funnel trades to a related market maker 
even where that market maker is not advertising the best price. The associated market maker gets first 
crack at all trade. If the market maker finds that it can accomplish a trade profitably at the best published 
price, it can execute the trade. Under preference bidding, the associated market maker receives a steady 
flow of profitable trades without even having to advertise the best price to the market.  
Make no mistake about it. Making a market is a very profitable business. The associated market maker 
can rack up profits several times greater than the management fee of the fund or investment manager. 
And the investor is never the wiser. The practices of directing trades to associated market makers and 
preference are not disclosed. Of course, the profit the associated market maker makes on the trades is 
never disclosed. The additional cost is impossible to measure with any accuracy. We can say that 
competition for best possible execution is not encouraged under either practice.  

Economic and Moral Implications 

These types of practices are at best unsavory. While not illegal, they are a violation of trust. Whether 
investors pay commissions or fees, they have a right to expect that their representative, fund manager, or 
investment advisor is acting wholly on their behalf. Unfortunately, today they would be foolish to blithely 
make that assumption. As we have seen, it is not realistic to expect a self-regulatory organization to 
vigorously champion the investor's cause.  
Efficient markets are the central core of our economy. Integrity of the markets is not a concern of just a 
few pointy heads in academia. Efficient markets foster the optimum distribution of goods and services 
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and result in the maximum wealth creation for the entire society. Few things are more important to all of 
us.  
In perfect markets, buyers and sellers both have all the knowable facts available to them. Neither has an 
advantage. It follows that full disclosure is the appropriate standard.  
As investors, we may have little interest in standing on our soap boxes and pointing fingers. Leaving 
aside a delicious sense of moral outrage, an important issue remains. In the absence of full disclosure, 
when deals are cut in the dark, we are deprived of necessary information on which to make our decisions. 
The result is higher costs, inefficient institutions, and less wealth creation for the entire society.  

A Few Modest Proposals 

It may not be possible to completely avoid all forms of abuse. But the investor is far from powerless. 
Investors can and should agitate for regulatory reform. This course of action is slow but sure. Our markets 
are among the cleanest on earth. Each year they improve and the progress is irreversible. Even SROs 
must react to an outraged public. After all, it's good for their business. Remember also that this is an 
election year. Your representative or senator will be especially anxious to respond to your concerns. This 
stuff filters down. There is nothing like a call from a representative's office to get the full, immediate, and 
undivided attention of even an entrenched bureaucrat.  

Vote With Your Feet 

While we wait for the regulators to discover ethics, investors still carry a very big stick. Never forget, 
Wall Street wants your money! Nothing gets through to them like a loss or gain in market share. Wall 
Street has seen regulators come and go, and is prepared to ride out a little negative publicity. But 
movement of a few billion from high-cost funds to low-cost funds like Vanguard will send a direct and 
powerful message.  
It's simple. Don't buy or hold funds with high expense ratios or high turnover. You can improve your own 
bottom line while forcing reform. Do what is right for you, what serves your own best interest, and Wall 
Street will come around. Adopt the attitude that Wall Street is there to support you, not the other way 
around. Reward friends, punish enemies. Demand better, and they will supply it. This capitalism is pretty 
neat stuff!  

Sunlight: The Best Disinfectant 

The next step takes slightly more effort. Inquire about the business practices of your funds, managers, or 
investment advisors. You have a perfect right to know what fiduciary standards they employ. After all, it's 
your money! And it's their job to keep you happy. Demand full disclosure of their business practices and 
any potential conflicts of interest. You should expect that they act in your best interest alone. Accept 
nothing less. Reward funds, advisors, and managers who practice good ethics. If not, punish them by 
moving your funds. Each of you acting on your own, pursuing your own best interest, can enforce higher 
standards on the institutions that serve you.  
To make this inquiry as painless as possible, I have supplied you with a sample letter. Copy it to your 
favorite word processor. Send it to the president or investment managers of any mutual funds you own or 
are considering. Email it to any fund family with a Web site, and ask for a public response. Be guided by 
their response, or lack of a response. Keep the heat on. Let them know you are looking over their 
shoulders (and let me know what kind of responses you get).  

Playing the Hand We Are Dealt 

Not being much of a philosopher myself, I refuse to speculate endlessly whether the glass is half empty or 
half full. From my vantage point, the glass is mostly full. We will leave the moralizing for someone else. 
As pragmatists and informed investors, we don't have the luxury of withdrawing in a fit of moral self-
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righteousness. Rather, our task is to inform ourselves and then choose the best from an amazing number 
of great tools. That action is simultaneously the best for us and the most effective agent for reform.  

Coming Up 

Having developed an asset allocation plan and policy for fund selection, we must now turn our attention 
to important housekeeping details. Administration is not the glamorous part of the process, but it is vital 
to a solid long-term result. Left untended, your carefully designed garden will slowly revert to weeds.  
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No gardener in his right mind expects to plant and then walk away. Without reasonable maintenance, even 
the best gardens will slowly turn to weeds, or be overrun by bugs and critters. Your portfolio will also 
need periodic tending in order to realize its maximum potential. This maintenance need not be burdensome 
in order to be effective, but it must be done with some regularity. By now, you have examined your 
financial situation, objectives, and risk tolerance. You have used this information to design an appropriate 
asset allocation plan, and you have selected funds for each asset class.  

Finding the Right Home 

Your next step in executing your plan is selecting the custodian. Whether you are using a financial advisor, 
or going it alone, there are lots of good, economical choices. For our purposes, the two main candidates are 
no-load mutual fund families and discount brokerage houses. Another possible candidate is an independent 
trust company.  
The first obvious consideration is to only use institutions of impregnable financial solvency. You don't 
need the additional risk that some rinky-dink little outfit will go toes up on you. There are too many great 
choices to use.  

Keeping It Simple 

If you are just starting out with your investment plan, you can keep things simple by just using one family 
of no-load funds. Keeping things simple increases the probability that you will actually do the 
maintenance. If you are anything like me, as things get more complex, there will be a greater tendency to 
put things off. Using one fund family will give you many conveniences like telephone switching, 
consolidated monthly statements, and an annual consolidated tax statement. For instance, Vanguard Funds 
have all the tools necessary to build a first-class, globally diversified, low-cost asset-allocation plan within 
their family. They will even provide you with information showing you how to index just about the whole 
world's tradable economies. While personal preferences may vary, I can't imagine a better starting point.  
Whatever your decision, avoid funds with high turnover, high expenses, high minimum investment 
amounts, or annual account charges.  
As your account grows, at some point you may wish to venture outside the walls of a single family of 
funds. After all, even Vanguard doesn't have every fund you might care to own. You may reach that point 
somewhere between $25,000 and $250,000, or even higher. You can still keep things simple by using the 
facilities of one of the discount brokerage houses like Fidelity, Jack White, or Charles Schwab. The 
discount brokerages open up hundreds of funds with the convenience of a single account. Of course, you 
will have to pay nominal transaction charges for the low cost funds, but you will have access to entire 
families of NTF funds that you can use as required.  
You can avoid any initial purchase charges on existing funds you wish to keep in your portfolio by 
transferring title to your discount brokerage account. This process may take a few weeks while the transfer 
clears, but should result in considerable cost savings. It has the further advantage of keeping you fully 
invested during the transfer process. And, a transfer of existing funds will not result in any adverse tax 
consequence, which a sale and re-purchase might trigger. The brokerage house will supply you with 
transfer forms that will go a long way toward making the whole process painless. Now that we have found 
a safe home for our assets, it's time to purchase our funds.  

Get a Grip 

A few simple tools will make it easy to manage our portfolio as we go along. First, build a simple spread 
sheet that assigns a percentage for each asset class and fund in your asset allocation plan. You want to be 
able to plug in the total value of the account and have the spread sheet calculate both the desired asset class 
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and individual fund values for you. But, for now, we will just use it to place our initial orders.  
Place your orders and wait for the confirmations to arrive. When they roll in, check them against your 
orders and keep them for your records. You should also receive a prospectus for each fund you purchased. 
Normal humans do not find this exciting reading, but you should make the effort. (Actually, you should 
have read it before you purchased.)  
As a minimum, always check and save all of your confirmations and monthly statements. Once a year, you 
should get a consolidated tax statement. It goes without saying that you will wish to keep the tax 
statement. Don't be too surprised if the first tax statement isn't followed by a letter from your brokerage 
apologizing for an error that they claim not to have been able to anticipate. (Sometimes they will blame 
unspecified computer problems.) This letter will shortly be followed by a corrected statement. I have even 
seen the process repeated. With all the hundreds of funds reporting tax information to the brokerage 
houses, it would be unusual if someplace along the line some human didn't make a mistake. If you are the 
kind who files his taxes on January 2, you will find this annoying, if you are like me you will just find it 
amusing. Relax, it always gets sorted out.  

Take a Break 

You have accomplished a lot. Mellow out for a while. You have done the very best you can, and now you 
will have to rely on the market forces to do what they have always done. Unless history abruptly reverses 
itself, your superior portfolio will deliver very satisfying results over the long haul. Many of you will find 
this a very hard step indeed. Resist the temptation to tinker endlessly, and to second guess yourself. Turn 
off Wall Street Week, cancel your subscription to Money Magazine, and refuse to be sucked into 
predictions of interest rate changes or market corrections. Spend that time you would have wasted by 
taking someone you love to the beach or reading a great book. Get a life!  
Not more than once a quarter, but not less than once a year, you should take time to evaluate your 
progress. The evaluation does not have to be complex or burdensome, but will involve several distinct 
steps.  
Being normal and human, you will first zero right in on the bottom line. You would be a very strange cat 
indeed if you were not interested in whether you made or lost money. However, this is not important 
information. We know in advance that about 30 to 40 percent of the quarters or years we evaluate, an 
equity portfolio might have lost money. The success or failure of our plan does not depend on any 
particular year or quarter. But we will allow ourselves a brief distracting moment to feel either good or bad 
depending on the bottom line, and then move on to the important part.  
As a first step, pull out the spread sheet you constructed, and plug in your new capital value. See if your 
assets still are close to the asset allocation goal. If not, it may be time to reallocate back to your goal.  
Reallocation accomplishes two objectives. First, it keeps our original risk profile. We know that over a 
long period of time, some of our assets will grow faster than others. If we did nothing, then the mix of 
assets would change after a while. When the mix changes, the risk changes. The resulting portfolio will 
neither be optimum, nor within our risk tolerance.  
The second big thing that reallocation does for us is to force us to sell high and buy low. Depending on the 
mix of assets we hold, a periodic reallocation could add as much as 1 to 2 percent to our annual average 
performance. In the portfolios illustrated in Chapter 13, the average benefit was about three-quarters of 
one percent. While we are not going to attempt to time markets, it makes intuitive sense that last year's 
fastest growing market segment is not likely to be next year's. Last year's dog will not be a dog forever 
either. So, the discipline of reallocation will generally add value to a portfolio. Remember, of course, that 
nothing is going to work every year, but that this tactic has proven itself consistently over the long haul.  
Like everything else, there are tradeoffs. Reallocation may involve a transaction cost, and/or a tax cost. If 
you are using a mix of no-transaction fee funds at a discount brokerage house, or trading within a single 
family of funds at a fund family, you may avoid a transaction cost. And, if your account is an IRA or other 
"qualified" plan, you do not need to be concerned with taxes.  
How often should you rebalance? Most studies would indicate that about once a year is optimum. Another 
approach that may make sense is to rebalance if your asset allocation gets some pre-determined amount 
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off, such as 2 to 5%.  

Build Your Own Benchmark 

The next step in performance monitoring is to build your asset allocation plan portfolio using only indexes. 
This is your real base line for comparison. It will help you to understand the total performance of the 
portfolio and put it in perspective. It's not enough to know whether you made or lost money, or even how 
much you made or lost, to evaluate your performance relative to your strategy.  
The final step to effectively monitor your performance is to compare each fund to its appropriate index to 
see if it is performing according to expectations. If not, there may be valid reasons. For instance, 
international funds that over-weighted Japan had lower performance than the EAFE (Morgan Stanley 
Europe, Australia, Far East) index for the last several years. You may find that a valid position going 
forward, and not be too concerned about past performance relative to the index.  

Avoid Endless Tinkering 

Given what we know about the efficiency of markets, the burden of proof on managers that they can 
actually add value is becoming very heavy. You may not wish to subsidize poor performance for very long 
in the hopes that the manager can pull it out. During these performance reviews we must vigorously resist 
the temptation to replace a disappointing fund with last quarter's hero. Endless tinkering is unlikely to 
improve performance, and chasing last period's stellar achiever is a proven losing strategy. If you believe 
(against the mounting evidence) that management can add value, you must give your selected manager a 
little slack and time for his strategy to pay off. Of course, if you invest in an index fund, your concern 
about not producing very close to the index should be minimal. My preferred solution to disappointing 
management performance has been to replace them with index funds, rather than try to pick another hero. 
Picking next year's heroes has turned out to be a far tougher problem than I ever could have imagined.  

The Big Picture 

For the most part, fund evaluation and performance monitoring are tactical in nature. At some point we 
must step back and look at the "big picture." How often should we evaluate strategy?  
Of course, we all understand that we should examine our strategy if any event in our lives changes our 
financial situation, objectives, time horizon, or risk tolerance.  
Barring any life-event-driven change, there are only two times to change the asset allocation plan. Every 
once in a while new fundamental research shows us a way to build better portfolios. For instance, just a 
few years ago, the Fama-French study and the follow-up research pointed out the superior results that 
could be obtained by pursuing a small company and value strategy. This information was fundamental and 
important enough to justify a total redesign of existing portfolios. But insights like this don't come along 
every week.  
We don't want to be reacting to every half-baked theory that comes along. As a rule of thumb, I expect to 
encounter at least two half-baked, brain-dead theories each week. Money Magazine has no trouble 
generating four or more per issue. So it's important to try to distinguish between proven, tested, 
fundamental, academic, or industry research, and total BS (A highly technical economic term beyond the 
scope of this book. Ask your parents to explain it to you.). None of us needs to be the first to try out a new 
idea. Let others blaze the way. Remember, it takes a long time to make up for a dumb mistake. Prudent 
investors should stick to well proven, well trodden paths. Investing should be rewarding, not exciting!  
While the mutual fund industry cranked out over 1,500 new funds alone last year, few new and different 
opportunities were offered to investors. Most funds are virtual clones of other existing funds. For instance, 
emerging market funds begin to look pretty much the same. With only minor variations, they invest in the 
same markets, countries, industries, and stocks. Most emerging countries boast a cement and power plant, 
telephone company, and several breweries. I have lost track of the number of emerging market funds that 
hold Siam Cement. A new emerging market fund is most likely not going to add a strong diversification 
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effect to an existing portfolio.  
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina are well represented. However, 
opportunities in India, Pakistan, Hungary, Russia, Poland, Turkey, South Africa, and Jordan are slim 
pickings. All other things being equal, a fund that concentrated investments in a few of these smaller, less-
developed countries might offer a strong diversification effect. So when they become generally available, 
an investor might want to consider carving out a portion of his existing emerging market portfolio to make 
room for the new offering.  
In a like manner, many funds that claim to invest in small companies have holdings of rather large size. So 
if a new micro-cap fund were to appear, an investor might seriously want to investigate whether it deserves 
a portion of the small cap allocation.  
Carving out a portion of an existing allocation to make room for a new market or a new approach to a 
market segment to increase diversification is an evolutionary approach. We haven't made a fundamental 
change to the plan, but we do expect to pick up a measurable benefit in either risk or return at the portfolio 
level. Investors will want to keep an eye out for new approaches that offer these possibilities. Again, 
normal prudence and due diligence must be exercised. New isn't necessarily better, and every fund should 
earn the right to its slot in your asset allocation plan.  

Less is More 

Good asset management practices are strategic and evolutionary, not stagnant. You must keep your long-
term goals and objectives firmly in mind while allowing yourself the flexibility to evolve as new research 
provides better solutions to the risk management problem, or new market opportunities present 
themselves. Discipline is the key to success for long-term investors. They must not fall into the trap of 
managing their holdings by newspaper headline, sound bites, mindless prediction, gut feelings, or last time 
period results.  
A successful investment strategy for the twenty-first century is a lot like gardening. Both require patience, 
discipline, and faith. Periodic reviews should be viewed as an opportunity for fine tuning and occasional 
modest course corrections, not radical revision and second guessing.  

Coming Up 

Retirement and education funding are the two most common investor concerns. In the next chapter, we 
will expand on specific tactics to meet these needs.  
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Education: A Closer Look 

The vast majority of investors I work with have two primary concerns: retirement or college education for 
their children. They have every right to be concerned. Both will require startling amounts of resources. 
And neither is likely to receive increased government assistance in the foreseeable future. Individuals are 
on notice that they are going to be on their own to provide for both.  
As an in-state student in 1962, my first semester's tuition at the University of Virginia was $214. Out-of-
state students paid about twice that. I was never able to conspire to spend more than $2,200 for an entire 
year's expenses including books, car, insurance, gas, rent, food, clothes, and pocket money. Most of that 
could be earned at a good summer job.  
Those days are gone forever. Education expenses have, for over a generation, inflated more than twice the 
rate of the economy as a whole. Working your way through school isn't possible for most college kids. 
The available jobs just don't pay anything close to enough. Only a few fortunate families can afford to 
fund college expenses from their current income. Many boomers and yuppies failed to provide an 
education fund for their children. So today, many graduates start life with debts in the $60,000 to 
$100,000 range.  
While education may be expensive, ignorance is unthinkable; education isn't optional. In the twenty-first 
century, the fault line between rich and poor will be determined by schooling. And all degrees are not 
created equal. Anyone who thinks a local community college degree is worth the same as Harvard's is 
deluding themselves.  
Software is available from many mutual-fund companies to assist parents to estimate the future cost of 
college. The packages I have seen have a database of current college costs listed by the type of institution, 
and information on past inflation factors. Plugging in the child's current age will then generate a total 
estimated future expense. Once we know that, and current investments allocated to meet the college 
expense, it's a small step to back off and determine the amount that must be invested each year to meet 
the education goal. For instance, the excellent Scudder Tuition Builder (TM) has cost data on just about 
every school in the country for tuition, room, and board. You can plug in your own assumptions for just 
about everything. Call 800-225-2470 ext. 7223.  
These packages are great tools to estimate the range of possibilities. However, they are all very sensitive 
to assumptions on future inflation and investment rates of return. So, use a little discretion when plugging 
in those factors. Otherwise, the numbers can get a little strange.  

Time Horizons and Taxes 

The college funding problem is compounded by two factors: time horizon and taxes. Time horizon may 
be a very important factor in setting our investment policy for education. Assuming we begin to fund the 
day of birth, we only have 17 or 18 years until we need our first big checks. And then we need big checks 
very regularly for an additional four years at least. That's the best case scenario. We have already 
discussed in Chapter 10, Fun with Numbers, the overwhelming advantage that starting early has when 
investing for any financial goal. Education is no exception.  
Often young families feel they cannot afford to begin college funding at birth. Delay, of course, 
compounds the problem.  
Given what we know about variability of market returns, as the time horizon shortens up, it's not 
comfortable to maintain a fully invested equity portfolio. We are going to have to come up with big bucks 
on a very tight schedule. Sometime about five years out from our goal we will need to look hard at 
reducing the risk in the portfolio. After all, we don't want little Suzy to miss Harvard because the market 
went into a funk when she was 16. So, any family with limited resources may wish to begin moving 
assets from equity to short-term bonds or CDs. (Of course, if you are really well off, you may not be so 
concerned with short-term market conditions. Rich people always have more options.)  
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For most parents, even those that are very comfortable with market risk, at best there may be only a 
thirteen-year window to invest in an all-equity portfolio.  
Taxes add another wrinkle to the investment-policy decision. Many parents' careers are just hitting their 
stride as the college years approach, so they often find themselves in a high tax bracket. It's annoying to 
have to pay taxes on the investment earnings of your child's college fund. This sets up a situation where 
many "bright" financial planners propose cures worse than the disease.  

UGMA, Potentially Ugly! 

The first knee-jerk proposal often advocated is that mom and dad transfer the college funds to a Uniform 
Gift To Minors Account (UGMA) for the child. Hardly a week goes by without seeing this written up as a 
miracle tax cure by some member of the popular press. The advantage of a UGMA account is that 
earnings on the investment account may be taxed at the child's lower tax rate. However, most of the 
income will be added back into the parents tax bracket until the child turns 14. (In 1995, if the child is 
under 14, unearned income over $1,300 is taxed at the parents' highest tax rate. The child may use the 
standard deduction of $650.)  
Any gift to the child of over $10,000 in property in any year ($20,000 if both parents agree to split gifts) 
must be declared and a gift-tax return filed. Gifts over this limit may consume some of the parents' 
uniform credit for gift and estate tax. You may not like this result.  
The real problem with this solution, and the part seldom understood by parents is that when a UGMA is 
set up, an irrevocable gift is made to the minor child. The parent becomes the custodian of the child's 
funds. The parents cannot take the money back, for family emergencies without incurring ordinary 
taxable income on the entire amount reclaimed! To say the least, a UGMA lacks the flexibility that might 
prove useful in an uncertain world.  
Worse yet, the child must obtain control over the entire amount without restrictions of any kind on the 
day he/she reaches majority. (This age varies from state to state.) To put it as nicely as I can, some 
children may not be ready for that type of responsibility at that early age. Wisdom doesn't always arrive 
exactly at the age of majority. Not every child is college material, or will decide to use the funds for the 
intended purpose. Young people can occasionally be a little unpredictable. More than one college fund 
has turned into a sports car or drug supply while the parents watched helplessly! This unintended result 
wiped out years of effort and sacrifice by parents. This seems like a perfect case of the tax tail wagging 
the dog.  
Compliance with this section of the tax code is not perfect. For a long time, banks and brokerages 
routinely allowed parents to cash out UGMA accounts. Now, most are reluctant to participate in a tax 
fraud by turning over UGMA assets to parents. They will usually insist that checks are drawn in favor of 
the child. This has created more than one sticky situation where opinions between generations differed.  
Finally, the presence of a UGMA account asset may actually prevent the child from obtaining financial 
assistance or loans where he/she may otherwise qualify. While a UGMA might work for your family, 
consider it carefully before taking the plunge. A little tax saving may not be worth it.  

Annuities for College Funding? Not! 

Another inappropriate solution to the tax problem is the use of an annuity. Under today's law, withdrawals 
suffer ordinary income tax, and a 10 percent penalty if the owner is under age 59 and a half. Most parents 
will be younger than this during the child's college years. I find it hard to imagine that the tax-deferral 
value of an annuity could overcome the additional cost of the annuity shell, ordinary income tax 
treatment, and a 10 percent penalty in any reasonable time frame associated with college funding. In my 
humble opinion (readers may by now have guessed that I have very few humble opinions), only 
ignorance or greed could account for the prevalence of annuity recommendations as a college-funding 
vehicle.  
As this is written, the Congress is considering several amendments to the tax code. Some of these include 
expanded IRA-type investment vehicles that would allow withdrawal without penalty for college 
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expenses. Until and unless this type of legislation is passed, perfect solutions may not be available.  

In the Meantime 

Most families find college expense to be a high and moving target. The best you may be able to do is start 
early, and invest for high rates of return especially during the early years. As college approaches, you 
may wish to consider reducing the risk in the portfolio.  
Consider this tactic to control taxes: invest in index growth funds to avoid high dividends and capital-
gains problems caused by portfolio turnover. When the children enter college, make gifts to them of the 
shares of the funds. The children can redeem the shares and pay the capital-gains tax at their lower rate. 
They will assume your basis for computing the capital gain, but whatever dividends and capital gains you 
have collected along the way will reduce their cost basis.  
I'll be the first to admit that this isn't an ideal solution. But, it does control taxes to a tolerable level, and 
keeps the funds under your control. The funds are available for emergencies. And, if your child decides 
not to utilize the funds for their intended purpose, you can just use the accumulation to enhance your 
retirement. (I have very few clients who feel that they have too much money at retirement time.)  

Retirement Planning: Endgame Strategy 

Few subjects provoke as much emotional stress as the later stages of retirement planning. Our jobs and 
money both become part of our self-image. Suddenly both seem at risk.  
Up until retirement, new checks usually arrive with great regularity. Most will be consumed, a little saved 
for that far-off day. There is always time to make up for an occasional bad investment decision.  
One day the nature of the entire game changes irrevocably. Retirees know that they won't have any 
chance to make up for poor investment decisions. Whatever they have accumulated is going to have to 
last forever! In one sense, time has run out. In another sense, time seems to stretch out without limit. The 
natural inclination is to stop taking any risk at all.  
But, there is a strange paradox at work. The avenue that offers the highest probability of achieving long-
term financial goals is not the one with the lowest risk! Cavalier self-confidence can quickly deteriorate 
into morbid concern as potential retirees ponder, "When can I retire, how much is enough, how do I make 
it last?"  

The Spendthrifts 

The conflicts and stress inherent in the retirement problem can lead to several dysfunctional responses. 
One group goes into severe denial. They refuse to admit to themselves that anything has changed, or that 
there is any requirement for them to change anything. Many members of this group have built-in 
lifestyles that their resources can no longer support. Rather than face up squarely to the new reality, they 
continue spending until their assets are all, or substantially all, gone.  
Individuals that have not accumulated sufficient assets prior to retirement or individuals that have had 
their careers involuntarily shortened by health problems, corporate downsizing, or other misfortune, 
occasionally fall prey to this syndrome. The results can be tragic.  
Another group who finds their assets insufficient to meet their perceived needs will take on excessive risk 
in an attempt to maintain their lifestyles. This group can fall victim to fraud as they chase results just a 
little too good to be true. At best they leave themselves too little room for market disappointment, and 
their financial existence is always in mortal peril. A small downturn can wipe them out.  
Some of this group will shop financial advisors until they find one that promises them a rate of return that 
meets their needs. I had one tell me that he had it all figured out. He could get by if he could just make 14 
percent. The strong implication was that the first advisor to assure him of this result would get his 
business. The whole approach screams: "Lie to me, baby!" I don't know what became of him after he left 
my office. I do know that the word budget wasn't in his vocabulary, and wasn't a concept he would 
consider.  
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The Hoarders 

At the other end of the spectrum are retirees who refuse to spend anything. They are so concerned about a 
rainy day that they would live like paupers rather than withdraw reasonable amounts from their nest eggs.  
A few years ago, all retirement plans were paid out as one form of annuity or another. Retirees knew that 
each month they were going to get another check as long as they lived. So they cheerfully spent each 
check and enjoyed it. They had no responsibility for the investment results, and little concern for the 
management of the funds.  
An unfortunate side effect of the lump-sum payout and IRA-rollover concept is that it shoves 
responsibility for investment management upon the retiree. Many retirees have no concept of what to 
expect from the markets or how much might be reasonable for them to withdraw without imperiling their 
long-term plan. So, some retirees respond by refusing to spend any of their gains. What should be a 
reasonably carefree golden age turns into a constant worry. At least psychologically, these people would 
have been far better off had they opted for a variable annuity payout.  

Building Your Own Variable Annuity 

Retirees can rather easily construct a "mock" variable annuity for themselves. We have already examined 
one possible program using a 70/30 mix of equities and short-term bonds and a 6-percent annual 
withdrawal of available capital. In practice this will very closely resemble a commercial variable annuity 
used to fund retiree benefits.  
There is nothing magic about the 70/30 mix. I just said to myself that I know that for the next five years I 
want to withdraw 6 percent a year or a total of 30 percent. Five years is a very short-term time horizon. I 
know that the market can get a little flaky in the short term. I don't want to have to sell any of my equities 
at a time when they might be depressed to finance a known income need.  
If I could set aside enough to finance at least five years of income need, then I wouldn't be as concerned 
about short-term market fluctuations with the balance of my funds. I have time for the market to get back 
on track. On the other hand, if I don't have enough set aside, and I have a large income need, then I run 
the risk that I may invade my principal to the point where it will never recover.  
An investor with a larger income need, or who has a smaller risk tolerance, may want to set aside more -- 
perhaps the 60/40 percent portfolio we developed earlier, or even more in short-term bonds. However, if 
the investor sets aside too much, she runs a risk that her portfolio will not keep up with inflation. Most 
retirees will need growth of income and capital and will need to balance the risks.  
I assumed that the investor would re-balance the portfolio so that in good years he would replenish his 
hoard of short-term bonds, and in bad years he would draw it down. This idea isn't entirely new. A similar 
technique was used by Pharaoh about 3,000 years ago with some notable success.  
One great thing about this strategy is that while income and capital will vary from year to year, the 
investor runs no risk of zeroing out the account. The draw down decreases as the capital decreases during 
bad years, so in effect it self-corrects.  

How the Rich Do It 

This is not the only possible exit strategy. If you are fortunate enough to be very well off, you might 
consider withdrawing only your stock dividends. Dividends tend to be very resistant to decreases in bad 
times. Most companies are very reluctant to declare a dividend unless they can continue it through thick 
and thin. Cutting a dividend sends a very negative and embarrassing message to the world at large. 
Companies hate to do it.  
So, a diversified portfolio of dividend-paying equity stocks has a remarkably stable income potential. 
This income is far more stable than income from either CDs or bonds and usually shows good increases 
over time. Of course, dividends are usually less than bond yields, at least to start. And, capital value will 
fluctuate more than either CDs or bonds.  
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America's old line blue bloods have done very well by living off dividends, and letting the capital ride. 
Dividend stocks usually have a high book-to-market ratio (value), and as a class perform quite nicely 
compared to growth stocks. That is to say that dividend stocks have high total return for the level of 
volatility you must endure. Because you are going to spend the income anyway, income taxes should not 
be a particular concern. You can let the capital gains run free if you don't sell your portfolio and you will 
never have to pay a capital-gains tax. Your heirs will receive a step up in basis at your death, so they 
won't have to pay a capital-gains tax either.  

The Nightmare 

It is not appropriate to withdraw a high fixed amount from a variable portfolio. Doing so will prevent the 
self-correcting mechanism from compensating for down markets. This can lead to a self-liquidating 
portfolio. Let's look at how both strategies might perform during a very bad market.  
My personal nightmare, the thing that keeps me up nights worrying, is the experience of 1973-1974. 
During this time, most growth and balanced mutual funds declined around 50 percent. This is an 
extraordinarily rare market event, hopefully a once in a lifetime event. No one enjoyed it, but some 
strategies performed much better than others.  
Investors who were withdrawing a percentage of available capital saw a drop in income and capital of 
over 50 percent. You can be sure that this caused some hardship and anguish. However, in the following 
bull market both recovered. The decreased withdrawals allowed the capital to bounce back. The self-
correcting mechanism worked. Today those investors would be rich.  
An investor withdrawing a level 8 percent of her starting capital would have seen her capital cut in half 
by the market, and seen a further hit of 16 percent caused by her two annual withdrawals. Her dollar at 
the end of 1972 is now 34 cents. There is no possible way that 34 cents can support an 8 cent withdrawal 
in the following years. Every growth or balanced mutual fund in the then available universe would have 
self-liquidated.  
At its most fundamental level, the biggest threat to the retiree's nest egg is not capital fluctuation in the 
stock market, but unrealistic assumptions and withdrawals too high to be supported. The worst long-term 
mistake is to invest too conservatively and withdraw too aggressively.  

Toward a Comfortable Withdrawal Plan 

So, how much is safe in the long run? If we are going to err, let's do it on the conservative side. For the 
60/40 equity/short-term bond portfolio we devised earlier, I feel pretty comfortable with a 10 percent total 
return assumption over the long haul. With a 6 percent withdrawal program, we have an average of 4 
percent to reinvest to hedge inflation and grow capital. If we do better, and we certainly hope we will, we 
will just have to deal with the problem of having too much income in our old age.  
If we use a 6 percent withdrawal program, as a rule of thumb, for every $6,000 of necessary annual 
income, you must have $100,000 of capital to support you. Of course, you must adjust your income needs 
for other fixed income sources like pensions and social security.  
Vanguard has an excellent and very inexpensive retirement planning program that will help you estimate 
your future needs. I was amazed at how much power I could buy in a computer program for just $17. I 
highly recommend it.  

The Health-Care Menace 

ONE ADDITIONAL RISK the middle class should take very seriously is the threat of long-term health-
care expenses. The very rich can afford to self-insure, and the poor will have Medicaid, but those in-
between can have their entire life's work wiped out by nursing-home expenses. The odds are 
uncomfortably high that one member of a couple will need long-term care, and few Americans can easily 
support an unexpected $30,000 to $40,000 a year expense for very long. Long-term, health-care insurance 
may be a very viable solution to the problem. At very least it merits a close look.  
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There are also non-financial concerns that may be just as important as investment decisions. Maintaining 
a positive self-image distinct from the career is crucial. Finding meaning and value may take on an entire 
new dimension as retirees wonder, "What am I going to do now?" Endless golf may not turn out to be all 
it was cracked up to be. Retirees need to develop positive outside interests, nurture their support groups, 
and take care of their health. These problems are vital, but beyond the scope of this book.  

Coming Up 

How can investors conspire to so consistently lose a game that is strongly rigged in their favor? On 
average, individual investors get such miserable returns that it threatens our belief in the efficient market 
theory. If markets are efficient, how do we do so poorly? It really shouldn't be possible. What else is at 
work here? Next chapter we will look deep in the heart of average investors to see why they fail so often 
to meet their goals. It turns out that few of us are as rational as we like to think. For investors, self-
defeating behavior may be the biggest risk of all.  
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Early in my flying career, I discovered that success or failure, life or death, heavily depended on resisting 
the overwhelming urge to do something incredibly stupid. When things began to go wrong, the temptation 
to take shortcuts or abandon carefully thought out procedures mounted. Stress led to mistakes, while it is 
the avoidance of mistakes that leads to a long and happy life. In other words, I quickly learned that my 
own behavior could be a primary threat to my longevity.  

Preventing yourself from doing the wrong thing just to relieve the stress of the moment is a key to 
survival. More than one pilot has feathered the wrong prop, blown the wrong fire bottle or shut down the 
wrong engine by jumping into a problem before he had carefully thought it through. Mistakes like that can 
quickly ruin your whole day.  

The Air Force has recognized that under stress, pilots perform hasty, ill thought out actions leading 
directly to disaster. For this reason, millions of dollars and thousands of hours of training time are aimed at 
helping pilots establish disciplined, rational and logical thought processes for when the pucker factor rises. 
The primary emergency procedure which every crew member in the Strategic Air Command has to recite 
during oral exams is, "Stop-think-collect your wits!" In other words, get a grip!  

Pilots command incredibly complex machines in threatening environments. Yet few accidents are caused 
by aircraft or system failure alone. Inappropriate pilot action, or pilot error, remains a leading cause of 
aviation accidents.  

Investors, like pilots, operate in a complex environment. The environment occasionally produces moments 
of stress but basically the environment is friendly. Like in aviation, in the field of finance the primary 
cause of investor failure is their own behavior! Many of them are their own worst enemy. To put it bluntly, 
they haven't yet learned to resist the overwhelming urge to do stupid things with their money! Investors, 
like pilots, can benefit from disciplined, rational, and logical thought processes when the pucker factor 
rises.  

What's Going On Here? 

An examination of investor returns provides some startling and depressing insight. Investors don't even 
come close to market returns. How can this be? If markets are efficient, then most investors should have 
very close to market returns. It should be very difficult for investors to screw up in a game so strongly 
rigged in their favor.  
I have often stated that the value of the average stock broker's advice is worth far less than zero. The large 
brokerage houses are understandably concerned that this perception should not spread. Brokers, of course, 
would like investors to believe that their advice adds value. A recent study by Dalbar Financial Services, 
Inc., supports both positions! The report, 1993 Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior, divided mutual 
fund investors into either "sales-force advised" or "non-advised." The study then examined the investment 
results for both equity and bond funds for a ten year period (January 1984 to September 1993).  
In equities, the sales-force advised clients led the no-load do-it-yourselfers by a wide margin. Advised 
clients had a total return of 90.21 percent while the do-it-yourselfers got only 70.23 percent. Dalbar 
observes, "The advantage is directly traceable to longer retention periods and reduced reaction to changes 
in market conditions." We could impute that sage advice from the brokerage forces led to sharply 
improved returns.  
This stunning victory for the brokerage force pales when we notice that the market as measured by the S & 
P 500 returned 293 percent! Dalbar continues: "Trading in mutual funds reduces investment returns. The 
'buy and hold' strategy outperforms the average investor by more than three to one after ten years." 
Investor returns in both equity and bond categories were directly related to hold time. Longer holds 
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equaled higher returns.  
Friends, this is not a question of slightly sub-optimal performance. This is a total disaster! How are 
Americans going to educate their children, retire in comfort, or meet any other reasonable financial goals 
when the average total performance of their equity investments falls short of thirty percent of the market's? 
Incidentally, during the study period inflation rose 43.12 percent so the average American equity investor 
had very little to show for his ten years in the market. And investors racked up this dismal result during 
one of the ten best years the market has ever given us. For all the reasons we have previously explored, 
Americans can simply not afford this dreadful performance.  
Investors in bond funds did no better compared to the bond market indexes. Their interest rate predictions 
and market timing served them just as poorly.  
In order to appreciate the full magnitude of this disaster, it is important to understand that the study did not 
consider the larger question of whether investors ought to be in bonds, stocks, or cash. It only considered 
the results investors got relative to the broad general market in which they committed funds.  
Presumably many investors in cash or bonds ought to have been in equities, and as a result far 
underperformed their actual needs. Available evidence suggests that many Americans are reluctant to 
assume even reasonable risks necessary to meet reasonable financial goals. Systematically investing in the 
wrong markets and then seriously underperforming those markets is a sure-fire recipe for catastrophe.  

Investors Do the Strangest Things 

Another section of the study traces month by month net cash flows by equity mutual funds against the 
returns of the S & P 500. The pattern leaps off the page at you; market goes up, investors pour money in, 
market goes down, investors take money out. Classic buy high and sell low! The process is repeated over 
and over and over with mind numbing regularity. Investors simply could not restrain themselves from 
churning their own accounts. Folks, if you haven't noticed yet, this is not the way to make money!  
During the study, investors displayed an amazing ability to market time in reverse, as they floundered and 
flip-flopped without any apparent strategy. However, the worse an investor's returns were as a result of his 
inept market timing attempts, the more likely the investor was to blame the funds rather than himself!  
Dalbar concludes: "The more an investor buys and sells funds, the lower the potential return." Overall, 
"Investors should focus less on buying the right fund or funds, and more on modifying their own 
behavior."  
After twenty-three years of watching investors do the strangest things, I can add a hearty, "Amen."  
Mutual fund performance itself cannot be blamed for this awful result. The funds may be expected to turn 
in a performance slightly less than the indexes because of their fees, trading expenses and requirement to 
keep some cash liquid for normal redemptions. But the average fund performs where we would expect, 
about two percent below the broad market indexes.  
There is a huge discrepancy between the fund's return and the return of the average investor in that fund. 
At a meeting I attended just a few years ago, Peter Lynch, retired manager of Fidelity's Magellan Fund, 
disclosed that a shocking percentage of his fund's investors actually lost money! Now, no fund in the entire 
history of the universe has been more successful than Magellan. However, Magellan has been volatile, and 
the swings have alternately attracted investors and then frightened them off - just at the wrong times! The 
only thing Magellan (or most equity fund) investors needed to do to achieve truly great returns was just to 
stay invested. But, a surprising number of them just couldn't make themselves do the right thing.  
Investor behavior is so perverse and investor returns so dismal that a whole branch of economics is 
devoted to trying to find out what makes investors tick. One recent study of investors found that no matter 
what they tell you about thinking long term, most investors' perceptions and expectations are heavily 
influenced by their experience of the last eleven and * months. If the markets have been doing poorly for 
the previous year, investors begin to believe that they will continue to do poorly forever. They begin to 
sell. If they have been doing well, investors become euphoric and begin to believe "that this time it is 
different." The higher the market price goes, the more they want to buy. You needn't be a rocket scientist 
to see how this leads to self-defeating behavior.  
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What Have Investors Learned? 

We must wonder if investors have learned anything from their dismal experiences. The answer appears to 
be a resounding NO.  
The average investor has not the foggiest notion that she even has a problem so she is several long steps 
away from starting to think about it. Survey after survey finds widespread misunderstandings of even the 
most basic financial concepts. Even investors who rate themselves as highly sophisticated have trouble 
distinguishing between stocks, bonds, CDs, and mutual funds when asked very simple questions.  
My personal experience confirms the survey results. I can't remember ever encountering a potential client 
that had any idea what his actual investment experience had been or how his experience had compared to 
any broad market index. Not one of my professional or business owner clients could guess within ten 
percent of what his portfolio rate of return was. I have never had a client who has been able to describe his 
investment strategy. Most appear to have invested aimlessly in scatter-shot fashion, hoping that something 
will work for them.  
Another root cause of poor investor performance is self-delusion about risk tolerance. Hundreds of 
psychologists have tried to design questionnaires to root out investors' real risk tolerance. Unfortunately, 
we don't often get the correct information until the market declines. Then we find out what the investor 
really meant.  
For instance, when investment advisors ask a potential investor about risk tolerance, the answer is often 
misleading. If asked if he could endure a ten, fifteen, or twenty percent decline in asset value he will often 
answer yes. Even if the advisor tries to convey that the question is not a test of courage or "manliness," 
investors may not want to appear timid. What the investor may mean, but would never say, is "But, I'll be 
out of here!" At the first downturn, the investor is gone. This, of course, locks in a loss and prevents a 
normal market recovery from making the investor whole, putting him back on the profit side.  
Investors have to determine in advance what their real risk tolerance is. Perhaps they should ask 
themselves how much decline they could endure and still stay with the program. Once an investor 
knows what her real risk tolerance is, she can adopt a strategy with a high probability of never exceeding 
the allowable loss.  
Unrealistic expectations about either potential short-term declines or long-term positive gains will often 
lead the investor astray. An investor who has accepted the range of reasonable possibilities for both is far 
less likely to shoot himself in the foot. So, advisors must not oversell and investors must not con 
themselves. The more you know about how markets are liable to act, the better prepared you are to keep a 
long term horizon firmly in mind.  

The Tuna Fish Factor 

Nick Murray is one of the brightest and most entertaining guys in my industry. You probably haven't heard 
of him because he writes and speaks to financial advisors about how to motivate our clients to do the right 
thing for themselves. Helping clients to overcome their fears and avoid self defeating behavior is one of 
the biggest problems we have. Nick shared the great idea of comparing investor behavior to grocery 
shopper behavior in his monthly column in Investment Advisor Magazine.  
Let's pretend that you, your family, and your cat eat a fair amount of tuna fish. As you know, tuna fish 
comes in cans and has a long shelf life. We are used to buying it in large cans for $1.50. Now one day we 
go to the market and see that it is on sale for $1.00 a can. What do we do? Do we see ourselves as 
impoverished because we have some cans back home on the shelf? Do we run home, grab all our unused 
tuna fish and then run back to the store to sell it back? Of course not! We buy lots of tuna fish to take 
advantage of the low price. We know that we will need tuna fish for a long time and that the sale offers us 
a great opportunity to stock up for future needs. We have made the mental jump that LOW PRICE = 
GOOD.  
Stocks have a long shelf life too and we should buy them in order to use them a long time in the future. 
But the average investor seems to operate on the assumption that LOW PRICE = BAD! Instead of seeing 
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temporary low price as an opportunity to buy something he will need in the future, he wants to dump what 
he has. Nick and I have a little trouble trying to figure this kind of logic out.  

Zen and the Market Experience 

America is a can-do country. Our heroes are action-oriented and full of the right stuff. Most successful 
people got that way by using their skills to make something happen. Business responds well to can-do 
positive active management. If business turns down, there are lots of things a smart businessman can do: 
make more phone calls, hire more sales people, buy advertising, change the product, have a sale, fire the 
sales manager, buy the competition, increase commissions, or move to a better market. Success in business 
is an active management kind of thing.  
Investing is a different kind of cat. It is a very passive activity, somewhat Zen-like. Markets don't respond 
to our can-do attitude. We can't just whip them into shape. They have their own flow. We must attach 
ourselves to the world's markets and allow them to carry us to our goals.  
More often than not, if you have a good strategy in place, the best single thing an investor can do during a 
disappointing season is nothing! Of course, this type of thinking can make a successful, can-do, action 
oriented, gung-ho investor just a little crazy. During times of stress, negative performance, or non-
performance, the investor wants to do something! All kinds of self-defeating behavior comes to mind: fire 
the advisor, liquidate the account, move to another brokerage, sell the funds, circle the wagons, and pull in 
the horns. The fund that looked so good during last year's bull market now looks like a turkey. An advisor 
that recommends standing pat obviously just doesn't get it, must be some kind of a wimp, can't have the 
right stuff, is quite obviously a dull tool, and is trying to justify her poor performance. Any idiot can see 
that things are falling apart all over and so we need action! NOW!  

Relative Pain 

Investor impatience is compounded by a relative pain, relative time problem. Market downturns hurt a lot 
more than good times feel good. It is many times more painful to see your portfolio lose one percent than 
it is pleasant to see it gain one percent. And it feels longer. Two years of back-to-back declines, under-
performance, or even non-performance can feel like a lifetime. As we have seen, even a superior portfolio 
will go through occasional extended periods of disappointment.  
To make things even worse, no matter how bad things may get for our investor, somewhere somebody is 
making money. Those people will certainly tell all within earshot. Most investors have a very selective 
memory. We all seek approval and would like to be considered astute, sophisticated, and successful. 
During social gatherings or casual conversations it's not unusual to stress the positive and repress the 
negative. So the investment winners in our portfolios tend to get talked about more than the losers. Or, 
investors with disappointing recent performance will say nothing. After all, who wants to broadcast 
failure? So, the "winners" brag and the "losers" keep mum. Soon, it may seem to our poor investor like 
everybody with an IQ over room temperature is making money except him.  
So, the temptation to second guess himself grows and grows. If only he or his advisor had been more 
astute, he would be making money too. Perhaps it's time to try something else like all those other smart 
investors are doing.  
Once that cycle starts, it can deteriorate into a tail-chasing fiasco. At least dogs that chase their tails remain 
on level ground. Investors can dig themselves into a hole as they ratchet themselves ever downward 
chasing yesterday's heroes.  

The Analytic 

The hard-driving, results-now type investor is familiar to every investment advisor and counselor. But 
there are other investors who also become their own worst enemies. For instance, the overly analytic 
investor never gets started because she never has enough information to make a decision. No matter how 
much data she has, it's never enough. No matter how many options she considers, there might be a better 
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one. In the end, she never does anything. Of course, from her perspective she has never made a mistake!  
Unfortunately, unlike an accounting or engineering problem, investment data changes every minute. We 
never have all the data and so risk can never be eliminated. Research can suggest superior strategies but 
never perfect ones. Investors who wait for perfect solutions may never get started. This behavior is fondly 
known within the profession as "Paralysis by Analysis." In Chapter Ten, we saw the cost of excessive 
delay. Time is the investor's great friend and shouldn't be frittered away. Investors need to get it together 
and get going, otherwise they are never going to get there.  
By their very nature, investment markets carry risk. By now, you are familiar with the traditional 
definitions of risk. However, we must consider if perhaps investors may pose the biggest risks to 
themselves.  

More Advice From Mom 

When I was very young, I got my first two-wheeler. It took a while to get up the courage to actually get on 
and ride. However, shortly after my first successful ride I learned to ride "no hands." Shortly after that I 
decided to try standing on the bicycle seat while coasting downhill. My mother observed my efforts and 
commented that I was being just a little too cute for my own good. This comment was very shortly 
followed by a spectacular crash.  
Left to their own devices, many investors get a little too cute for their own good.  
The world's markets offer an easy way for long-term investors to profit from the expansion of the world's 
economy. It's called "buy and hold." An investor has to work pretty hard to screw up this simple formula. 
However, as we have seen, most do. As Pogo, the great comic strip character of my youth, used to say, 
"We have met the enemy, and he is us!"  
"Buy and hold" is a very dull strategy. It lacks pizzazz and doesn't inspire much admiration at cocktail 
parties. It has only one little advantage - it works very profitably and very consistently.  

Your Investments Are Your Future! 

There is a lot riding on the decisions you make. As you make those decisions, don't trip yourself. Investors 
with no knowledge, no plan, no discipline, no benchmarks, and no clue have no chance. They would be 
only slightly worse off to take their money to the dog track, or even play lotto!  
It's hard work to build and implement a superior portfolio. But, that is not nearly as difficult as maintaining 
that portfolio through thick and thin so that you reach your financial goals. The temptation to do something 
truly stupid can seem almost overwhelming. Train yourself to resist it!  
It may be helpful to run fire drills with yourself. Think about what your reaction would be if you were to 
wake up tomorrow and find that your portfolio had gone down twenty-five percent. Would you panic and 
dump everything? Or, would you say to yourself, "Gee, Frank told me there would be years like this. Risk 
happens. Well, it's going to be OK." Would you still have the same attitude a year or two later? The more 
you think through the possibilities in advance, the more likely you are to make good decisions.  
The investment process is like most other things in life. In the long run the difference between winners and 
losers boils down to knowledge, superior strategy, and discipline. Books like this, other research, or good 
advisors can provide knowledge and define superior strategies, but only you can supply the discipline.  
Many investors lack the knowledge, time, and inclination to manage their own funds. If so, they would do 
well to hire a professional. However, the best investment manager in the world will do them no good if 
they lack the discipline to stay aboard.  
The equity train will always reach the investors' financial goals. Only the disciplined investor will still be 
on board.  

 

Coming Up 
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It would be easy to snicker at the apparently clueless behavior of most investors. That is certainly not my 
point. Investors are not just naturally dumb people. Most are very successful in many other aspects of their 
lives and careers. Our schools, the media, and the financial services industry have all done an unforgivably 
bad job of educating Americans to make reasonable financial decisions. Much of what we know now 
about the behavior of markets is very recently acquired knowledge. But, the word is not getting out. Next 
chapter we will look at the role that industry, media, and advertising disinformation play in the investment 
process.  
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Primitive Rituals 

Every Friday, investors across this great land huddle together in the great electronic village to celebrate a 
sacred primitive ritual. Anthropologists and economists are divided as to the motivation for this tribal rite. 
Many simply credit ignorance and superstition. Some attribute the gathering to man's eternal search for a 
deeper meaning - to know the unknowable or divine the intent of the gods. Whatever the reason, the ritual 
has assumed importance to the participants and viewers far beyond any actual value.  
The ceremony, almost as old as television itself, proceeds in strictly defined order. The high priest, 
resplendent in imported hand-tailored Italian robes, gives a short invocation. The invocation always ends 
with the introduction of a visiting priest who has journeyed from the village of lower Manhattan to pay his 
respects to the great one. The two then engage in a highly ritualized duet ending with the high priest 
clutching and choking the visitor while chanting "names, please" and "what do you like?" When the visitor 
has disgorged enough names he is temporarily released.  
The high priest then turns his attention to a panel of elders and lesser priests. At least one lesser priest must 
always dress as a bull while another poses as a bear. Each makes appropriate noises for his role and offers 
his reading of the entrails. (Under an agreement with the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 
no animals are actually sacrificed on camera.) While the lesser priests never agree on the portents, they are 
not allowed to actually physically attack each other, this being considered bad form.  
The remaining priests all fill familiar roles. One must mutter and fret about market volatility while another 
advises the faithful to buy where their wives shop. Yet another endlessly intones, "Don't fight the Fed, 
don't fight the tape." The high priest gives each his blessing equally, bestowing a knowing smirk upon 
every remark, no matter how inane.  
The high priest maintains a private collection of pet elves, which on a weekly basis attempt to divine the 
will of the gods and share their rapturous insight through a "sentiment poll." The gods must be crazy, or at 
least fickle, because the result has become a contrarian's delight. So poorly have the elves interpreted the 
omens that several years ago the high priest had them all slaughtered in a fit of pique. He then replaced 
them with new and improved elves. Unfortunately, the new elves have become an even sorrier lot and 
must be severely concerned with their own fate.  
Still smirking - after all, nobody is catching on, everybody is eating it up, and he is actually still getting 
paid for this nonsense - the high priest offers a final benediction. After the benediction, a very minor 
priestess magically appears, silent as Vanna White, and leads the group into a spotlight where they all 
pretend to chat as the light flickers and fades from the television. A soothing voice offers to send 
transcripts of the sermon to the faithful.  
As the light dies across the global village, each member of the congregation finishes his communion 
martini and begins to meditate. Under the spell of this powerful, mind-altering drug, each becomes 
convinced that the gods have transmitted a unique and startling insight to him alone. Armed with this 
sacred "insiders" knowledge, the villager expects to trade invincibly on the following Monday, extracting 
economic rents from the heathens.  

What's Going on Here? 

We have seen the dismal results that American investors endure. While we know that the economic and 
human consequences are severe, we also know that reasonably simple tools and techniques are available to 
dramatically improve investors' returns over time. We know that the average investor is intelligent and 
successful in most other aspects of his personal and professional life. Though few investors are intent on 
self-destruction, they often behave as if they were. This is a very disturbing paradox. What in the world is 
going on here? Why haven't investors caught on? Why don't they get it?  
If you have been wondering why the average investor hasn't got a clue as to how to meet his financial 
objectives, Wall Street Week may provide some interesting insight. Funded by Public Television (which 
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should set higher standards!) and under the guise of sophisticated commentary, Wall Street Week is just 
about everything that can be wrong with the popular financial media.  
The show is not only several magnitudes worse than a total waste of time, it is very dangerous to your 
financial health. The Surgeon General should require a label similar to the one on cigarette packages and 
advertising warning that "Exposure to this drivel has been shown to cause self-destructive behavior, loss of 
cognitive power, and serious depletion of financial resources."  
Wall Street Week, and similar shows, begin with the assumption that "insiders" can explain and predict 
market behavior. Further, it assumes that these insiders would generously share their knowledge with a 
hundred million of their closest friends.  
We know that everybody is entitled to his own prediction. Mine, yours, and your dog's all have an equal 
chance of coming true. But I am going to tell you a little secret. If I absolutely knew what the market was 
going to do next week, next month, or next year, I wouldn't share it with you. Instead, I would go out and 
mortgage my house to buy options and then sail away. You would never hear from me again. I wouldn't 
even finish this book. I'd be history!  
It's nuts to believe that these guys have any idea what the market is going to do, and even more crazy to 
think that they would share it if they did. The show does give them a stage for shameless self-promotion, 
and a big ego boost. An appearance on Wall Street Week is the ultimate public relations coup for a fund 
manager.  
The popularity of the show can certainly not be based on the accuracy of its predictions, which have been a 
dismal failure. There is really an undeniable entertainment value to schmoozing and kibitzing with movers 
and shakers. This is the Wall Street equivalent of Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous. The real problem is 
that people take it seriously. If you think that watching Wall Street Week is a shortcut to forming an 
investment philosophy or modeling an efficient portfolio, you are unlikely to be tempted to delve into a 
tedious and challenging study of finance.  
The show dedicates itself to the highly questionable (even suspect) proposition that market timing and 
individual stock selection drive investment performance. Today, almost nobody on Wall Street with an IQ 
over room temperature really believes that, yet this proposition is still shamelessly peddled to anybody 
who is still buying.  
In show business, of course, there is never a reason to abandon a proven formula. As long as ratings and 
market share stay up, you can count on next week's show looking remarkably like last week's. 
Notwithstanding its public funding and high-sounding purpose, PBS is just as interested in ratings as any 
other enterprise. Wall Street Week is a hit, so PBS isn't likely to screw it up with a dull and boring 
discussion about how markets work. Success in terms of ratings and market share are not related to the 
value or validity of the investment information and content.  
So, Wall Street Week studiously avoids any discussion of the last forty years of academic research, 
pretends that markets are hopelessly inefficient, bans discussion of Modern Portfolio Theory and banishes 
heretics who promote buy and hold. Unfortunately, the popularity and longevity of the show give the 
impression that it must be doing something right. This success continuously validates a brain-dead 
investment philosophy. The net result is a Public Broadcasting (dis)Service.  

Financial Pornography 

If Wall Street Week were an isolated phenomena, no one need be concerned. America is, after all, 
notoriously tolerant of crackpots. But an examination of the rest of the popular financial media turns up 
little else of value, little intelligent life at all. In fact, most of what the popular financial media puts out 
could properly be called financial pornography! It's not only bad for your wealth, it has no redeeming 
social value.  
We must be clear about what the media are up to. It would be a mistake to believe that they are on a 
collective mission to educate the American public. Rather, their mission is to sell papers, airtime, or 
magazines. Any educational value that might result is just a happy coincidence. Anyone who has ever 
watched television, listened to talk radio, or browsed the newsstand at the check-out counter might 
reasonably conclude that the media have a very low opinion of the American intellect.  
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Their general credo is that "No one ever went broke by underestimating the American public." Contrary to 
popular belief, Lowest Common Denominator is not a mathematical term, but a programming director's 
working philosophy - give 'em what they want, don't make them think, dumb it up as much as possible, 
and stick to winning formulas.  
The media have another problem too: the relentless pressure to come up with new stories every day, every 
week, or every month. When I finish this book I can just stop writing, but such is not the case at Money 
Magazine. Next week they have a whole new magazine to fill. While there is a limited number of good 
ideas to explore, there is an unlimited demand to fill air time or column inches.  
The media solve this problem by carefully selecting the themes they wish to cover. For instance, Modern 
Portfolio Theory (MPT) is considered too complicated for the great unwashed American public to follow. 
Not only is it sort of dull, it has a limited number of things that can be said about it and it lacks a human 
interest angle. All in all, it's not a subject likely to sell a lot of airtime. Worse yet for radio or television, it 
takes a little thought and can't be reduced to twenty-second sound bites. It shouldn't surprise you that the 
airwaves aren't full of stories about MPT.  
On the other hand, because there is a new market closing every business day, there is an unlimited number 
of guys that would just love to go on television or radio to give their slant on why the market did what it 
did. These sources, often standing with the trading floor or even a ticker tape in the background to add 
color, spew catchy sound bites provided by their public relations departments. It doesn't matter whether the 
source is right or wrong, or even has a clue what's going on. It fills time and gives the impression of juicy 
tidbits and maybe even insider knowledge.  
And not just any bland comment will do. Imagine if you will a source who made the following comment, 
"Who knows why the market went down today? Markets do that every once in a while. It's really not 
important to long-term investors. Investors should buy a properly balanced diversified portfolio and forget 
about it." How many times do you think that man will be invited back? Where is the excitement? Where is 
the pizzazz?  
Every business day the government announces a few new economic numbers. Often these are just 
revisions of previously announced numbers. Each number, however, is treated gravely, as if the entire 
future of capitalism depended on it. Each demands minute analysis and generates the required sound bites 
by a highly-regarded (by whom?) source. Since no report can be considered complete without speculation, 
it would be unthinkable to simply report the number without an "expert" who could also provide the 
appropriate spin.  
Hero worship is a favorite media subject. Interviewing a "successful" mutual-fund manager has all the 
ingredients the media loves: human interest, insider tidbits, deep insights, and pithy quotes. Unfortunately, 
we are going to need quite a number of heroes to fill all that time or space. If we confine ourselves to 
managers who have "beaten" the market for over ten years, we have pitifully few.  
But, if we lower our time horizon to ninety days, the number of potential candidates expands enormously. 
Each will be hand-delivered in a new Italian pinstripe suit, starched shirt, and power tie with properly 
blow-dried hair by a suitably humble public-relations flunky. They all know the rules: pithy quotes, deep 
insights, groundless speculation, and insider knowledge, or you don't come back.  
Few decline to play by the rules. An interview on television or radio, a comment in the Wall Street 
Journal, or a picture on the cover of Money Magazine, Forbes, Fortune, or Worth validates the "expert" as 
a real player in the business. Phones begin to ring and cash begins to flow in her direction. Careers can be 
made in just a few seconds. So, now is not the time to be humble. Of course, we know which way the 
market is going next quarter, and you can be sure our shareholders will benefit greatly. Our research (our 
proprietary indicators) shows that.... This market has no where to go but....  
One of the dirty little secrets of the news industry is that most reporters don't think up their own stories. 
Instead, they are fed a constant stream of ideas and stories by the public relations flacks. All reporters and 
writers are showered with press releases, backgrounders, briefings, and BS by public-relations agents hired 
to make their clients rich, famous, and powerful. A lazy reporter can just change a few sentences in the 
information provided him by the public-relations agent and then hit the bar with his day's work done.  
The public-relations industry isn't exactly a repository of virtue. Their mission isn't truth, it's spin. Their 
interest is in getting their client's story out into the media, with enough media coverage able to validate 
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almost any loony idea. For a price, they will tell you that tobacco is good for you, citing plenty of 
"evidence" and "research" produced in North Carolina colleges located in little towns with names like 
Raleigh and Winston-Salem. Though the media and the public-relations folks generally have a well-
deserved low opinion of each other, their relationship is symbiotic. Neither one could survive long without 
the other.  
You have got to have money to afford a public relations campaign. That kind of talent doesn't come cheap. 
Think for a moment about who has the deep pockets on Wall Street. What kind of behavior do you think 
the brokerages want to encourage? Are they the organizations that will profit from low cost, low turnover, 
buy and hold strategies? Is their interest necessarily the same as yours? Do you think that maybe you are 
being had?  
For a variety of reasons, bad advice is far more profitable than good advice. Take a look at who pays for 
advertising on television, radio, magazines, and newspapers. You don't really expect the media to savagely 
maul the hand that feeds them, do you?  
Not all reporters are rocket scientists. It's perfectly possible to be a financial reporter without ever having 
taken a course in finance or economics. It's perfectly possible to be successful in the trade without having 
read a book on the subject within the last ten years. Financial theory has evolved rapidly in the last few 
years and many reporters haven't done their homework. Then again, they don't need to; it's too easy to 
interview heroes and put a little spin on yesterday's market close or tomorrow's number of the century. 
Today's reporters just need to follow the formula.  
Of course, the really bright reporters quickly find that financial theory isn't newsy. There are lots of 
reporters out there who could teach college-level courses in finance. But they are trapped into covering the 
same old stories the same old way. That's what the people want, expect, and pay for. That's not only what 
sells, it's what advertisers pay for. In an atmosphere like this, is it any wonder that Luis Rukheyser is a 
household name while Harry Markowitz, Merton Miller, and Bill Sharpe are not?  
Sloppy reporting and fuzzythink aren't just the province of a few small-town rags. I thank Weston 
Wellington of Dimensional Fund Advisors for sharing a few gems from his immense collection 
ofFinancial Pornography. Here is an assortment of thoughtful and useful offerings from some of the best 
known papers in the country.  
Each of you could put together your own outrageous collection from tomorrow's papers. If millions of 
people didn't take this garbage seriously, it would be funny. Unfortunately, the continuous rain of dreck 
from television, newspapers, magazines, and radio creates a climate where investors get the impression 
that this is how smart players ought to plan their strategy. It's hard to ignore the most highly visible 
"prestige" players in the media. They must know something, right?  
These kings have no clothes! There is a whole industry of hacks out there that get paid very well for filling 
your head with merde! Investors have got to realize that this type of commentary is worth far less than 
zero! You and I aren't going to reform the media, nor do we have to go on that mission. They have their 
program and we have ours. Their program is to sell advertising, ours is to learn something. While we don't 
have to buy into their agenda, we do have to understand it.  

The Big Lie 

One of the earliest and most successful (for a while) spin doctors was credited with the idea that if you tell 
a big lie often enough, people will begin to believe it. The financial advertising folks have taken that 
interesting concept one brilliant step further. By taking a number of absolutely true facts and mixing them 
with a little innuendo, they have been able to create big lies.  
We don't expect advertising to be fair, objective, or impartial. In that regard advertising seldom 
disappoints us. While the Securities and Exchange Commission complicates the lives of financial 
advertisers by requiring documentation and fair disclosure, advertisers have found that they can live with 
this while still conveying a distorted message. You will be hard-pressed to find one outright lie. While 
each fact has been extensively researched and verified, it is the emphasis and spin that manages to pass on 
an absurd image.  
For instance, suppose you advertise yourself as having the highest total return since the crash of 1987. 
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That sounds pretty good, right? You tout your Morningstar rating and paint yourselves as the toughest 
managers on Wall Street, as if managers should somehow carry Uzis and have black belts to be effective. 
(Or, maybe they are just nasty to their office staff. Who knows?)  
The ad carries a strong implication that this single fund is probably right for all investors. A viewer could 
even be forgiven if he began to think that it might be right for his entire portfolio. After all, what a great 
track record! They couldn't lie on television, could they?  
But, you might fail to mention that your fund got hit harder than just about any other fund during that same 
crash. Or you might forget to say that you invest in stocks of very small companies, which carry the 
highest risk in the stock market. Or lastly, you might fail to reveal that your expense ratio is one of the 
highest in the industry.  
I must admit, I don't know how tough the managers really are, but in all other respects there is no sense 
quibbling with the facts that the ad presents. I also will tell you that I think the fund is pretty good for what 
it is. These guys buy little companies! They get down in the weeds where few other managers will go. 
Given the very small companies that the fund buys, and given the lack of liquidity in that part of the 
market, we would expect that the fund returns would be pretty good. We would also expect the risk to be 
very high, which it is. So, while this might be a good choice for two or three percent of a portfolio, a little 
part of your domestic, small-company, growth allocation, it hardly qualifies as an all-weather fund.  
I'm not sure that what the ad conveys is everything that an investor should know before he signs up or 
sends money. The facts are all right, but the message is distorted. So, it must be a great ad! I am not going 
to burden you with a few hundred other examples culled from a typical day's media. But by now you 
should be asking yourself if you would buy a used stock from these guys!  
Of course, there is a very direct link between advertising and new money flowing into the funds or 
brokerage houses. If advertising didn't generate a positive cash flow for the funds, you might correctly 
expect that they would shortly give it up. Frequent advertising gives the impression of dependability and 
strength.  
By now you should suspect that there is no link between an advertising budget and future performance. To 
the extent that advertising expenses appear in the fund's expense ratio, they add a drag to performance. To 
the extent that existing shareholders get to pay an expense designed to attract other investors you might 
consider it a tax.  
There does appear to be a strong link between past performance and advertising. A large fund family 
always is going to have a few winners. Strangely enough, these tend to get the lion's share of the 
advertising budget. The impression they would like you to give is that the fund family has only winners. 
Of course you may care to dwell for a moment on how infrequently these winners repeat. But that's not 
likely to be emphasized in the ad.  
Usually you will see in tiny little print somewhere hidden among the charts the required SEC disclaimer, 
"Past performance is no guarantee of future performance." That is the only thing you should ever believe! 
As they love to say on Wall Street, "You can take that to the bank!"  
The seeds of all this confusion and disinformation from the media and advertisers fall on fertile soil since 
our minds are already conditioned to believe it. Earlier we explored the tremendous impact that 
conventional wisdom has on our lives. When we grow up "knowing" something, it's a great deal harder to 
accept change than if we were starting from ground zero.  
Finance is a science or art undergoing rapid change. Most of us with finance or economics degrees minted 
before 1990 have a lot to unlearn. While we were going about our daily lives, they changed the whole 
game on us! Our natural inclination is to want to play by the old rules. And you can rest assured that Wall 
Street wants to continue doing business as usual.  

Back To School 

Finance, investments, and economics are not required by American high schools or colleges. Somehow, 
like sex education, it is assumed that we will pick the subject up naturally. Even new graduates may never 
have been exposed to concepts that they will need in order to vote intelligently on economic policy or 
provide for their family's futures.  
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Given the importance of the subject to both the political process and to the individual, I have always found 
this a curious, costly, and disconcerting policy. Millions of Americans think that they know a great deal 
more about the subject than they actually do and go through their entire financial lives blithely acting on 
that assumption.  
What's missing here is any concern or concerted effort to get us back up to speed. A whole generation of 
Americans is poised to retire without nearly sufficient assets to support them and no one seems at all 
worried. While there is some agreement on the need to invest more, there is very little effort aimed at 
helping Americans to invest more effectively. The entire subject has been treated with benign neglect.  
The fault lies not with the schools. Educators are willing and able to teach whatever Americans want. But 
a political determination must come before the school system can devote its scarce resources to any 
project. This is not a decision that individual teachers or school systems can make for themselves. Until 
the American people demand a better fundamental economic and financial curriculum, it's not going to 
happen. And until they do, Americans will be shortchanging themselves in an area critically important to 
their success.  
There is an antidote to all this BS. Get to your local university or college and take a course in finance. Go 
to your library and borrow some current books on the subject. Subscribe to the Journal of Finance. 
Download a few papers from the economics and finance departments of the world's major universities. 
Tear yourself away from the television and get yourself down to the local Barnes and Noble, Waldens, or 
Borders bookstores.  
You are going to have to take responsibility for your own financial education. If you think you are going to 
get any useful information from Wall Street Week, Money Magazine, or The Wall Street Journal -- or the 
ads appearing in them -- that will help you build and administer a superior portfolio to meet your long-
term goals, there is little hope for you.  

Coming up 

Many of you will correctly decide that you haven't the time, talent, resources, or inclination to manage 
your own nest egg. It may make perfect sense to delegate this responsibility to a full-time professional. 
Choosing the right advisor should take a fair amount of thought since a lot is riding on the decision. After 
all, your investments are your future.  
Next chapter we will explore the cultivation, selection, care, and feeding of financial advisors.  
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Investors as Frogs 

As you all know, frogs are cold-blooded creatures. Within a very wide range they are insensitive to 
temperature changes. Like small fish, they often freeze in ponds during the winter only to thaw out, not 
much the worse for wear, in the spring. It is said that if you put a frog into a large pot and then very slowly 
heat the pot, the frog will swim around quite happily until he abruptly dies! (I don't want to get tons of hate 
mail. Please believe me, I have never tried this!)  
Many investors act like our frog. They swim around quite happily, oblivious to their peril until it's too late. 
They delay investing, invest in the wrong markets, get awful returns, fail to set goals, or fail to monitor 
their progress - treating the whole matter as if it will solve itself. As time runs out for them to meet their 
goals, or the temperature slowly increases around them, they paddle around their little pots humming, 
"Don't worry, be happy!"  
Strangely enough, most investors think they are doing a very fine job for themselves. Yet, few can tell you 
what their rate of return has been, how that compares with the market indexes, what their investment 
philosophy is, what their investment costs have been, how much risk they are taking in their portfolio, or 
what asset allocation might be appropriate to meet their own unique financial goals. Nevertheless, most 
remain convinced that their investments are in not only capable, but possibly even brilliant, hands.  
Not counting my dog, Schatzie, who can call the market turns at least as well as any guest on Wall Street 
Week, America is a land of at least 270 million fully qualified investment advisors. Each feels perfectly 
free to give advice, and conversely accept advice, from any other advisor she happens to sit next to on the 
bus.  
If we believe the Dalbar and hundreds of other similar studies, most investors are getting disastrously bad 
results. Few are even aware of just how bad their results are and even fewer have a clue about how to 
repair the situation. Almost none have projected the impact of that miserable performance in terms of their 
future lifestyle.  

A Riddle Wrapped Up in an Enigma 

You might wonder why so few investors seek out professional assistance. Ironically, it seems hard to 
imagine a field where more people need help, or where the impact of professional help could have a more 
positive impact for people. There may be many answers: some investors don't believe that professional 
investment advice is necessary, some suffer from financial phobias, some don't know that professional 
help is available to them, and some don't know who to trust.  
Most Americans don't fly their own airplanes, change the oil in their cars, fix their own plumbing, perform 
surgery on themselves or their families, file their own taxes, prosecute their own legal cases, or educate 
their children. They are perfectly happy to leave that to experts. Yet they feel perfectly competent to direct 
their entire financial future by themselves. Even worse, they put up with years of terrible results without 
reaching the obvious conclusion that they could use a little help.  

Racing Flat Out at 5 1/2 Knots 

I've always been a water rat - I would be completely happy floating on a cork. So, in the late 70s when 
Bob Hickock, a former college roommate, invited me to join his crew racing a J-24 in Biscayne Bay, I 
jumped at the chance. Bob was a third generation New England sailor, a real competitor who had been 
nationally ranked in small boats while in high school. The J-24 is a small, fast, sophisticated, single-class 
racing sloop which usually carries a crew of four or five. The class was recognized not only 
internationally, it was one of the most competitive on Miami's Biscayne Bay.  
J-24 class racing is reasonably democratic. All the boats are built from the same mold by the same 
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manufacturer. Complicated rules dictate everything from the height of the mast to the number of sails 
allowed on board. In theory, at least, the boats should be equal.  
In Miami, the sport was dominated by a third generation sail maker. While technically an amateur, Augie 
Diaz used racing to promote his business. Winning races led to more sales of sails. His crew practiced five 
days a week, sparing not a single effort or expense on the boat. Before a big race, Diaz could pull up in his 
van, check the wind, and cut a new sail just for that event.  
Being a total rookie, I was the designated fore deck ape, sitting on the rail for ballast, changing the jib or 
jibing the spinnaker when told. We took racing seriously but had a great time doing it. The crew returned 
from each race exhausted, blue from cold, sunburned, windburned, bruised, cut, and beat up from contact 
with various moving parts of the boat and its equipment. In short, it was a perfect way to spend a weekend! 
But, we never won. Racing is a sport of inches and seconds. One twentieth of a knot over several hours 
can be an enormous advantage. One blown tack, one fouled line, or one jammed halyard is enough to sink 
your chances. While there is always an element of luck, there was no way a bunch of airline pilots, 
attorneys, doctors, and financial planners were going to beat Augie Diaz's professionals. The bay was their 
backyard and had been since they were born. They practiced every "business" day, giving them better local 
knowledge, equipment, discipline, tactics, and strategy. We didn't think they were necessarily smarter, or 
better human beings, but we had to acknowledge that they were better sailors. In any sport or business, 
pros usually win.  
While we wanted to win, working hard at it and taking it to heart, winning wasn't everything for us. (Vince 
Lombardi is probably spinning somewhere as I write this!) Just the excitement of competing, being on the 
water, being out with the guys, and sailing the boat as well as we could were enough. And, the stakes 
weren't very high - win or lose, we were coming home exactly as wealthy as we left.  
But, for investors the stakes are very high. Your investments are your future. With the exception of your 
health and the choice of your mate, no other factor will determine the quality of your life as much as 
whether you succeed or fail at obtaining reasonable investment results.  
While I would encourage all Americans to learn as much as they can about economics, finance, and 
investing, most will be far better served to delegate this important task to a professional. Professionals 
have an edge: better knowledge, equipment, discipline, tactics, and strategy. If results are what count, as 
measured by the probability of meeting your important financial goals, most investors can't afford 
anything less.  

Financial Phobias 

For some, money is an emotional subject which they treat far differently than other important elements in 
their lives. For a variety of reasons, they are just not about to seek out a professional to help them meet 
their goals. I have never taken a psychology course, so I admit I am way out of my depth here. But I have 
watched investors for a long time, discussing their sometimes curious behavior with my peers, which has 
allowed me to make some non-scientific and intuitive observations on investor behavior.  

Fat, Dumb, and Happy 

Clearly, many investors are unaware of their peril. We might classify them as "fat, dumb, and happy." In 
their minds they don't have a problem so there is nothing to be fixed. In the real world, investors are 
barraged by other demands for their time and attention. Many of them will develop a nagging sense that all 
is not well with their investment plans, causing them to set about fixing it in a business-like manner. 
Hopefully, they will come to this realization before it is too late to make a meaningful impact.  

The Control Freak 

A few individuals realize how important their investments are to their future but simply can't give up 
control of their finances. Either they have trouble delegating things in general, or money is such a 
personal, powerful, and emotional part of their existence that they reserve that activity for themselves 
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alone.  

The Hobbyist 

Some investors enjoy the hobby of investing so much that it becomes its own reward. They join clubs, 
pour over the Wall Street Journal and Barons, faithfully follow Wall Street Week, make charts, build 
spreadsheets, subscribe to newsletters, surf the internet's newsgroups, and never let their eyes stray far 
from a scrolling ticker tape. For these types, investing isn't only the means to achieving a comfortable and 
secure life, it is their life.  

The Gambler 

Closely related to the hobbyist is the gambler. Gamblers are hooked on the excitement of the trade. Win, 
lose, or draw, it's the action that counts. Mutual funds rarely satisfy their need for action, and buy and hold 
to them is a foreign concept. Many start with a few trades in individual stocks, then like junkies, graduate 
to the hard stuff: options, commodities, and futures. Even if they understood that the odds are strongly 
rigged against them, they are just junkies.  

The Loser 

Many gamblers are losers. They enjoy their role as poor souls, not happy unless they receive their daily 
dose of disaster. No scheme is too dumb or far-fetched for them. They know when something is too good 
to be true, but do it anyway. Swindlers love to see them coming. They take their losses gracefully but still 
come back for more. Con artists prey on losers, and boiler rooms buy and circulate lists of proven marks. 
The person who loses a small fortune in an ostrich farming venture will happily invest in a "private" 
options pool. Losing fills a perverse need.  

A Closely Guarded, Well-Kept, Deep Dark Secret 

While a minority of investors may indulge in private foibles, the vast majority still don't know that 
professional advice is available to them. As an industry, independent investment advisors have not yet 
been successful in getting their message out to Americans that crave their help. Most investors don't know 
that a viable alternative to the commission-crazed, churn-and-burn stockbroker even exists. Thus far, our 
own marketing efforts have been dismal. I sometimes feel like we are a well-kept, closely-guarded, deep 
dark secret.  
Still, the demand for professional, impartial advice is enormous. Almost in spite of our woeful marketing 
efforts, since 1989, assets with Schwab's Financial Advisor Service have grown to over $70 billion, taking 
into account over 390,000 accounts served by 5,600 independent Registered Investment Advisors. Fidelity 
and Jack White are also experiencing exponential growth in similar services, with others entering the fray 
close on their heels. Clearly, Americans are looking for unbiased professional advice and an intelligent 
alternative to Wall Street's commission-induced conflicts of interest and voodoo-based investment 
schemes.  
So, the genie is out of the bottle, and having tasted freedom he's not going back. Americans are voting 
with their feet, migrating to the better system they demanded. Great stuff, this capitalism!  

The Revolution Bears Fruit 

The revolution on Wall Street is just beginning to bear fruit for the long neglected "small" investor. While 
the rich have always relied on professional investment advisors, today, investors of more modest means 
can also avail themselves of high-quality advice. Several happy advances have converged to make this all 
possible:  
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• Financial theory has vastly improved.  
• No-load mutual funds are an excellent, low-cost, off-the-shelf building block to construct efficient 

portfolios.  
• Deregulation has spawned a new entrance of discount brokerages, sharply forcing down costs for a 

wide variety of services.  
• New "back office" technology offered by the discount brokerage houses allows efficient 

personalized account supervision by professional advisors for investors of modest means.  

Finding an Advisor 

Another problem investors face is who to trust. Unfortunately, it would be hard to imagine a field where 
more people offer help yet haven't the slightest qualifications for the job. As we have observed, the advice 
of the average financial "professional" is worth far less than zero.  
Even worse, no field of any importance is so poorly regulated. The requirements for entry into the field are 
close to zero. For valid reasons, not everyone is allowed to call himself a brain surgeon or practice the art. 
Yet almost anyone can call himself or herself a financial advisor.  
An investor who sets out to find a competent financial advisor has had few reliable guidelines to assist 
him. The good news is that because there is such a large demand for competent, objective financial advice, 
the field is growing in both numbers and sophistication. While it's going to take a little homework to 
separate the wheat from the chaff, by now you already know enough to do the job.  

A Common Sense Checklist 

Let's look at a few requirements you might consider. The first three are "written in stone" and should not 
be waived under any circumstances.  

Fee Only 

You can eliminate many of the potential problems you might encounter by simply avoiding the 
commission-based salesman. In one stroke you eliminate the vast majority of conflicts of interest between 
yourself and your advisor. A clear separation between the advice function and the brokerage function is 
the best consumer protection you could have. Why set yourself up to become the victim of a 
commissioned-crazed broker?  
Things aren't always what they may seem. Some brokers advertise themselves as "fee based" planners and 
advisors. These advisors charge a fee for making recommendations, taking commissions on the products 
they sell. This is the worst of all possible worlds; paying fees to a commission-based salesman doesn't 
guarantee objectivity or eliminate any conflicts of interest, it just lets him get paid twice.  
Many brokerage houses and broker-dealers allow their salesmen to act as both Registered Representatives 
(RR) for the house, and Registered Investment Advisors (RIA). These dual licensed RR/RIAs are required 
to be "supervised" by the broker-dealer or brokerage house. In return for their "supervision", the broker-
dealer or brokerage house gets a cut of the fees and can determine where business is placed. In practice 
this can not only result in higher fees passed on to the investor, the potential for conflict of interest is 
obvious.  
"Fee offset" compensation arrangements allow a dual registered RR/RIA to pick and choose both the 
amount and timing of his compensation. He can place some client assets in commission products and some 
in no-loads, depending on how he feels that day. The commissions paid for the load funds are applied as a 
credit against the annual fee. Often this practice is justified by the supposedly higher quality of the 
commission-based product. But, I guarantee you, for every great load mutual fund you can find, I can get a 
better one with the same objective in a no-load fund. It's easy to see that fee offset is great for the 
salesman, but it's harder for me to imagine how it can ever benefit the investor. The conflicts of interest 
haven't gone away, they've just gotten hidden a little better under another layer of cost. To be sure that 
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your advisor is fee only, steer clear of any that have a broker-dealer affiliation or maintain a NASD 
license.  

Third Party Custodian 

Use the services of a large discount brokerage to hold your assets. In case there is a problem with your 
account, the house has a problem, not you. Schwab, Fidelity, and Jack White, for instance, will be there 
tomorrow and have the resources to straighten out any problem you might have with assets under their 
care. Insist on statements directly from the custodian in addition to any that come from your advisor. Of 
course, read and carefully check your statements. Remember, Trust but Verify!  

Limited Power of Attorney 

Never allow an advisor the power to withdraw from your account. Disbursements, other than fees, should 
always go to you at your home or to your bank account. A limited power of attorney allows your advisor 
to trade on your behalf without running the risk of having your hard-earned assets disappear. In the very 
unlikely event that funds should be misdirected for any reason, the brokerage house has the big problem, 
not you! To repeat, you will still want to read and check closely each statement you get.  

Professional Knowledge 

As far as I am concerned, the above requirements are no-brainers. Violate them at your peril. But, while 
we have eliminated many bad things that might happen to your account, we still haven't determined 
competence. Fee only is not a panacea, just a better way to structure the relationship between advisor and 
investor. Many advisors could meet all the above requirements without having a brain in their little heads. 
So, now the requirements necessarily get subjective.  
If you have carefully read this book, you already know more about how markets work and how to turn a 
profit than ninety-five percent of "professionals" in the financial services industry. While this may surprise 
you, I can assure you that it is true. Don't let the fancy suits, titles, and expensive office space fool you. 
Most of the industry still wants to do things the way our grandfathers did. And, bad advice can often be 
more profitable - for them - than good advice.  
As a minimum, I would demand a college degree, preferably in finance, economics, business, or a related 
field. Don't get too hung up on the major. Most colleges and universities haven't been teaching Modern 
Portfolio Theory or related subjects for much more than five years. For instance, I recently talked to a 
1988 graduate finance major from Virginia Tech who had never heard of Modern Portfolio Theory. I 
wouldn't give any extra points to attorneys or CPAs either. As most of them will cheerfully admit, contrary 
to popular belief, they don't have any special qualifications in finance.  

Brochures and ADV 

All investment advisors are required to furnish potential and existing clients with either a "brochure" or a 
copy of the SEC registration form (ADV Part II) outlining their education, qualifications, experience, 
investment methods, fees, and other pertinent information about their firm. You can learn a great deal 
about an advisor and his business by carefully studying this form.  

Professional Associations and Continuing Education 

Because the field is evolving so rapidly, and because few of us were even exposed to modern financial 
theories in college, independent, professional, continuing education is essential. One of the key words here 
is independent. I have learned from bitter experience that training by broker-dealers teaches you just what 
they want you to know to sell their products. Product sponsors may not exactly lie, but they sure do slant 
any information they pass out.  
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The operative philosophy seems to be that if they can fill the representatives up with BS masquerading as 
education, the reps will hit the ground and sell. Until they catch on to this, the reps are as much a victim as 
the firm's clients. Of course, some never do catch on since it's so easy to let them spoon feed you. But, 
until advisors take responsibility for their own education, the value they provide to their client will be 
somewhat south of zero.  
In the financial planning field, two institutions stand out for their accomplishments in advancing the 
professionalism of the industry. Both the Chartered Life Underwriter (CLU) and Certified Financial 
Planner (CFP) courses give a broad general understanding of the financial planning process. The CLU 
course has a strong insurance industry foundation, while the CFP course favors investments. This 
information is invaluable in assisting the planner to properly identify the needs of the investor and place 
his situation in context.  
Both institutions are independent of any company or sponsor, having as their only goal the advancement of 
professional standards within their particular industry. Both institutions are accredited by a national 
educational association and now offer advanced degrees in financial planning. They also benefit from the 
dedicated volunteer support of some of the finest professionals in their respective fields. And finally, both 
organizations supply exceptionally high-quality continuing educational courses as a requirement for 
maintaining the certification.  
The CFP in particular, through their continuing education courses, have done as much as all other 
institutions combined, not only to spread the word about the amazing advances in modern finance but to 
bring these benefits to the American investor. Still, there are undoubtedly other independent high-quality 
continuing education sources. You should demand that an advisor have a heavy schedule of continuing 
education. What we learned in college just a few years ago might as well be from the stone ages, and 
company sponsored "education" is more often than not just glorified brainwashing.  

Beyond the Buzz Words 

It goes without saying that you should expect your advisor to have an in-depth knowledge of finance. If 
you have any doubt about qualifications, question him or her about their philosophy. You might ask them 
how they utilize Modern Portfolio Theory to reduce risk, how much foreign exposure they recommend, 
what ideas they have about emerging markets, or how they view the growth versus value debate. Continue 
by inquiring about their view on market timing, how much diversification they think is essential, the 
limitations of CAP-M, what particular asset allocation plan they recommend to meet your needs, or how 
they measure correlation between asset classes.  
If you suspect that the advisor's knowledge consists of only buzz words or cocktail party chatter, bail out. 
The important thing is that you realize that you have the right to ask questions and that you not be 
intimidated. Listen to what the advisor has to say about his techniques and philosophy, but don't let the 
session degenerate into a "sales track." Keep asking until you are either totally comfortable or decide to 
move on. After all, it's your money and your future.  

Assets Under Management 

At its core, investment advice is a personal services business. It must be tailored to your individual needs 
and circumstances. So, even with great technology, there is a limit to the number of clients that an advisor 
can effectively serve. The average investment advisor has about $4 million in assets under her 
management. At that size either they are part-time or brand new. While you don't necessarily want the 
biggest firm you can find, it's hard to imagine a viable business with less than $15 million. On the other 
hand, the firm is too large when you don't have reasonable access to the principal that makes the decisions 
on your accounts.  

Length of Time in Business 

You will find few firms that have actively managed assets for more than six or seven years. The profession 
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didn't really open up until Schwab began trading no-load mutual funds and offered their back office 
capabilities to advisors. But while the business is new, many practitioners have long experience in other 
areas of the financial services industry. Most advisors started their careers as either stock brokers or 
registered representatives, then gratefully made the transition to fee-only advisor when the opportunity 
presented itself. You will want to restrict your search to industry veterans. Let the new guys learn with 
somebody else's money.  

Minimum Account Size 

Some advisors demand very large minimum size accounts. Obviously you will want to restrict your search 
to advisors that can economically serve your account. There may be a practical lower limit for account 
size. But, many advisors will accept accounts of $50,000 or even lower.  

Location 

With fax, telephone, email, world wide computer networks, the Internet, and Fedex, location isn't nearly as 
important as it used to be. Advisors are no longer restricted to working on Wall Street and clients don't 
care where they are as long as they have access to the advisor when they need it. If you are the kind of 
person that just has to have frequent face-to-face meetings, you can probably find a great advisor in your 
hometown. On the other hand, today you may have a very close relationship with an advisor "on your 
wavelength" clear across the country.  

Recommendations 

It may be human nature to want recommendations from friends and/or present clients, but they aren't much 
use. For many good and valid reasons, investment advisors are prohibited by law from using testimonials 
from clients or celebrities. For one thing, your investment needs may be a great deal different from 
Madonna's. If Madonna were my client (she isn't), she might not appreciate it if I divulged that fact to the 
world, or had all my potential clients call her. Madonna may be a great entertainer and talent, but she may 
not know any more about finance than you do. Finally, if I were to give out a list, you don't think I would 
include anyone who might say something negative about me, do you?  
Your friends may recommend an advisor to you. If so, you will still want to check the advisor out yourself. 
Mimicking your peers is an easy way out, but no substitute for a little homework. On the other hand, a bad 
reputation certainly should set off alarm bells.  

Referral Services 

Organizations like Schwab, Fidelity, and the CFP Society maintain referral services for the public. These 
may be a good place to start; however, not all highly-qualified members of an organization may choose to 
use the referral service. Many successful firms are not actively seeking new clients or accept referrals only 
from existing clients. Some organizations charge their members a fee to participate in the referral service, 
causing some advisors to refrain from using their services to avoid having to pass that extra cost on to 
clients.  

Regulatory Agencies 

In addition to the mandatory federal registration with the SEC, investment advisors are also required to 
register in almost all states. Most of these agencies will supply histories of regulatory problems or investor 
complaints upon request. Many even have toll-free 800 numbers to encourage inquiries. An isolated 
incident may not be significant, but multiple complaints or problems are a pretty strong wake-up call. If in 
doubt, check it out. A quick check with the regulators can be a good first screen to eliminate the bad 
actors.  
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What to Expect 

A successful relationship should start out with realistic expectations. So, let's list the things that investment 
advisors can't do before we get into what they can do. (See Chapters 1-22, and the Introduction if you have 
any questions.) Investment Advisors Can't:  

• Time the market  
• Pick individual stocks  
• Protect against loss  
• Guarantee anything  
• Refer you to anyone who can do any of the above  

Given this somewhat negative list, you might be forgiven if you wonder if investment advisors can add 
any value to the investment process, and if so, what exactly their role ought to be. Having devoted 
considerable time and effort to the question of whether management can add value through market timing 
or stock selection, perhaps I have reached the point where I shall be hoisted upon my own petard.  

The Value of Investment Advisors 

Education, Counseling, and Consulting 

Investment advisors deal with a lot of very successful, bright people. But, these people need guidance in 
our particular field. They aren't going to walk in the door with a clear understanding of their goals, 
financial situation, risk tolerance, and time horizon. Nor do they probably have a fully formed investment 
philosophy. Most don't have a working knowledge of Modern Portfolio Theory or know the many 
limitations of the Capital Asset Pricing Model. They may think market timing is a great way to prevent 
losses or they may want to bet the farm on a single start-up software company. They may even think that 
anything other than T-Bills is for deranged minds only.  
So, investment advisors are part educator, part psychologist, and part consultant. One thing is for sure: 
There is no hope until the clients understand where they are, where they want to go, and what their options 
are to get there. Unless the clients have realistic expectations and believe in the program, they are doomed 
to pursue rainbows endlessly. Nobody expects bright, successful people to mindlessly sign on to a major 
investment program without all the facts and a clear understanding of the options.  
As we have seen, even the most superior portfolio will encounter turbulence from time to time. The 
environment is often one of constant temptation and noise with the media providing many competing siren 
songs. Therefore, the initial education process must be constantly reinforced or else the clients will soon 
return to their old self-destructive ways.  

Design and Implementation 

Once the parameters are understood by both parties, it's time for the advisor to design the asset allocation 
plan which offers the highest probability of long-term success. Generally the solution should be framed 
which meets all the client needs with a comfortable margin for error and with the least risk possible. The 
emphasis is on meeting needs rather than beating markets or some other mythical yardstick.  

Cost Containment 

As a fiduciary of the investor's funds, one of the prime responsibilities of an investment advisor is to 
rigorously control total costs. While they provide an extremely valuable service, it certainly isn't an 
infinitely valuable service. The world's markets can only be expected to deliver so much. Every cent of 
investment cost must reduce that total return.  
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While investment advisors charge fees, much of this cost can be offset in other areas. For instance, 
investment advisors should negotiate discounts on transaction fees, utilize low-cost funds wherever 
available, provide access to funds which retail investors generally cannot purchase for themselves, and 
strive to reduce the tax impact of their strategies.  
Independent advisors generally have far fewer expenses built into their operation than the major Wall 
Street firms. The typical brokerage operation involves layers and layers of staff endlessly circulating 
memos to each other while housed in acres and acres of high-priced office space, dining at gourmet 
corporate dining rooms, and vacationing at luxury resorts due to sales bonuses for sales of high-price 
proprietary products. So, you can't expect economy there.  
Because of the efficiency offered by modern technology, even very small accounts should be able to find 
high-quality advisors for fees of one percent of assets under management, while larger accounts should 
command discounts. Many investors will find that their total investment costs fall dramatically, although 
because they are fully disclosed they may be aware of them for the first time.  

Management, Housekeeping, and Service 

Having determined goals, set a strategy, and implemented your plan, there still remains a fair amount of 
grunge work. Performance reporting, portfolio rebalancing, consolidating statements, account supervision, 
and continuing research should all be done for you so that you can get a life. Of course, the consulting and 
communication process never ends; you should expect reasonable access to the principals that make the 
decisions on your account whenever you need it. In addition, you should anticipate frequent reviews with 
your advisor to keep him/her apprised of your personal and financial situation and to get strategy updates.  
The nature of the fee-only compensation structure requires the advisors to deliver consistently higher 
levels of service than their commission-based counterpart. Fee only is pay-as-you-go. There are no strings 
holding dissatisfied clients so advisors' contracts can be canceled with no penalty at any time. Advisors 
must keep clients for years before they are in the same position that a salesman is after his first sale. This 
requirement, in turn, means that advisors must only promise what they can deliver, rather than promise 
whatever is required to make the sale.  
On the other hand, fee-only advisors who deliver the service they promise are free to go about doing the 
right thing for the client without the terrible pressure of having to sell something today. With conflicts of 
interest virtually eliminated, advisors and clients find themselves in a win-win relationship, a true 
partnership of shared interests.  

The Bottom Line 

While most investors cannot afford the advice they are giving themselves, financial advisors can provide a 
valuable service which investors should at least seriously explore. Like in sailing, better strategy, better 
tactics, better tools, better execution, and better discipline can be expected to lead to better, more reliable 
performance in the long term. The professional edge can yield big dividends. These dividends will be 
realized in terms of risk reduction, lower total costs, and a higher probability of actually attaining 
reasonable long-term financial goals.  
Properly devised and executed, the consulting-design-implementation-supervision process will lead to 
substantially better performance than most Americans have been able to attain for themselves. If an 
advisor motivates clients to invest, steers them into the right markets and asset-allocation plans to meet 
their needs, communicates reasonable expectations, and over time helps the clients to exercise the 
discipline required to ultimately meet their goals, the fee will be earned many times over.  

Coming up 

Pulling It All Together  
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The Bad News 

There is broad general agreement that America is about to launch an entire generation into retirement 
without sufficient financial resources to support them. These retirees can expect to live longer, retire 
earlier, and endure inflation longer than any of the generations that preceded them.  
There is also broad general agreement that America has one of the lowest savings rates in the world. 
Recently there has been some hopeful speculation that as former yuppies and flower children actually feel 
the cold breath of retirement, savings rates will improve. So far, however, this is just idle happy talk.  
Not only are investors loaded down with debt, discretionary saving is thus far not an ingrained habit. This 
can be partially attributed to the tax code, which encourages conspicuous consumption and punishes thrift. 
Government, even if it wanted to, is not likely to be in a position to bail out the spendthrift; the 
demographics are just too discouraging.  
A consensus is developing that Americans need to save more, but little thought has yet been given to the 
idea that they must also invest more effectively. Survey the popular financial press or electronic media and 
you will get the distinct impression that everything is just peachy keen - investors are making great long-
term decisions for themselves, Wall Street is handing out sage advice, and with just one more list of sure-
thing mutual funds from Money Magazine, everything will turn out great!  
Of course, the truth is not so comforting. Investors have been carefully trained and continuously 
conditioned to address the problem in just the wrong way. While it's not exactly an Oliver Stone type 
thing, there is a loose conspiracy to keep investors in the dark. While all the players never gather in a 
smoke-filled room to plot against investors, they don't need to; apathy, greed, and ignorance all work quite 
naturally to keep investors locked in their mind-set.  
Almost all the players have an agenda in opposition to the best interest of the investors. Wall Street wants 
them to keep on buying expensive and profitable (for the house) proprietary products. The media is out to 
sell magazines, newspapers, or airtime; any useful information they might pass on in the process is almost 
an accidental by-product. Fund companies and managers naturally resist the idea that they are not likely to 
add value through their vaunted skills in either market timing or individual stock selection.  
Individual investors, therefore, are being systematically sucked dry without being made aware of viable 
alternatives. Like lambs led off to slaughter, they innocently place their faith and future in exactly the 
wrong hands. As you can imagine, the social, political, and economic cost to America is enormous.  
Lost in a sea of misinformation, investors float and drift hither and yon, reaping predictably poor results. 
Using either no strategy or a fatally flawed strategy, the overwhelming majority place their meager and 
hard-earned savings in the wrong markets and then fail to even come close to a market return.  

The Good News 

There has, however, been a revolution on Wall Street, so all is not lost. Investors need no longer submit to 
the tender mercies of Wall Street's barons. It's ironic, but investors already have available to them all the 
tools needed to turn the situation around only they don't realize it yet. While most large institutions have 
embraced the new colors, the benefits have yet to filter down to the masses.  
Although we may expect some howling and rear guard skirmishes from the barons, ours has been a 
bloodless revolution with little cost. Investors must first abandon their preconceived notions, then take and 
use the gifts which modern finance has given to those willing to seek them out.  
The action has proceeded on several fronts:  

• New economic and financial theory has totally changed the investor's paradigm.  
• No-load mutual funds have appeared with just the right building blocks to execute the improved 

strategies.  
• Deregulation has added new institutions and discount brokerages with dramatically lowered costs.  
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• Modern communications has liberated investors from the requirement to physically inhabit Wall 
Street.  

• New technology has placed sophisticated and powerful management tools on the investor's 
desktop.  

• A new breed of fee-only investment advisors can utilize all the above to deliver economical, 
unbiased, and professional advice to the investor's doorstep.  

Before investors can act effectively, they must banish their misconceptions and vanquish the conventional 
wisdom. Until they purge their heads of a lifetime of accumulated merde, there isn't going to be room in 
there for anything worthwhile.  
Academic theory and institutional experience have a lot to tell us. Investing is a multi-dimensional 
process. For starters, investors must consider risk, return, time horizon, and correlation before they can 
construct an appropriate investment allocation plan for themselves. The most important points we should 
remember about each of these topics are elaborated below.  

Return 

Only equities offer investors a real rate of return sufficient to meet their reasonable long-term goals. With 
a little examination, most investors will conclude that fixed income and savings-type asset classes may be 
nothing more than a "safe" way to lose money since their after-tax, inflation-adjusted return may be 
negative.  

Risk 

Risk is the only reason that every investor wouldn't prefer equities for their long-term investments. One of 
the most appropriate ways to measure risk is to use the variation around an expected rate of return. Higher 
variation is generally associated with higher returns in the investment world. Investment professionals 
often measure volatility using Standard Deviation.  
Risk can never be avoided. For long-term investors, failure to assume reasonable risk may guarantee that 
they will never achieve reasonable financial objectives. In other words, the biggest risk may be being out 
of the market.  
Many investors have an exaggerated fear of risk, often believing that risk equates to a probable total loss 
of principle. This misunderstanding may prevent them from making rational choices for their accumulation 
needs. Of course, investment risk is only short-term variation, and fortunately for investors, market risk 
falls over time. So, risky assets may be very appropriate for even very conservative investors with a long-
term time horizon.  
Diversification is the primary investor protection. Default or business failure risk is almost a non-issue in a 
properly diversified portfolio. It is just about the only free lunch available in the investment business. 
Contrary to popular conception, diversification does not reduce expected return, only the variability of that 
return. Failure to diversify properly is an unforgivable investment mistake. Viewed from a slightly 
different perspective, the market never rewards investors for taking risks that could be diversified away.  

Correlation 

Some types of diversification are better than others for investors. Harry Markowitz demonstrated that by 
combining risky assets which do not move in lockstep as the market goes through its cycle, risk at the 
portfolio level can be reduced below the average of its parts. This observation, made in 1952, led to 
entirely different and more rational approaches to investment management. Markowitz's work was the key 
perception upon which Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) was built, and for this he was rewarded almost 
forty years later when he was awarded with the Nobel Prize in Economics.  
MPT revolutionized the way we think about investing. By examining each investment based on its 
contribution to the portfolio rather than just on its individual risk and reward, investors can fashion 
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portfolios which fall above the traditional risk-reward line. Within certain limits, and over longer periods, 
investors can simultaneously increase rates of return and reduce risk.  

Time Horizon 

Investors cannot design an appropriate plan for themselves without understanding their time horizon. 
Risky assets are not appropriate with short time horizons. An investor that finds himself forced to sell a 
variable asset at a loss to cover a known or foreseeable commitment has committed a major blunder. On 
the other hand, because risk is lowered with longer time horizons, and because risky assets carry an 
expected rate of return sufficient to realize realistic financial goals, investors should pack in risky assets as 
their time horizon increases.  
Time horizon has little to do with an investor's age. Rather, it should be measured based on the expected 
liquidation of the investment. The concept that older investors must necessarily have lower risk tolerance 
is a diabolical idea that must be dispelled. In particular, retirement time horizon must be measured at least 
to the life expectancy of the investor. Only a simpleton believes the Wall Street Journal theory that 
investors can determine the appropriate percentage weighting of stocks in their portfolio by subtracting 
their age from one hundred. This is a surefire prescription for eating dog food in advanced age.  

Efficient Markets 

Embedded into MPT is the concept that markets are reasonably efficient. Because investors hate risk, they 
will demand higher rates of return to compensate them for risky assets. Stock prices for risky assets are 
driven down until the expected rate of return provides the necessary return to buyers. Investors will 
demand a rate of return which equals a risk-free rate of return plus a market-risk premium plus a premium 
for the unique risk associated with the investment. Both buyers and sellers reach their opinion of the 
proper value of stock by studying all available data on the current condition and future prospects of the 
investment.  
Knowledge and information travel so rapidly that neither buyers nor sellers will have an advantage. Few 
would argue that information is perfect, but prices end up being set efficiently enough so that there may 
not be much point in trying to outguess the market. Too many hundreds of thousands of buyers and sellers 
have access to the same data in real time for any one of them consistently to realize an advantage.  
Support for the efficient market theory comes from a variety of sources. In a groundbreaking study, 
Brinson, Hood, and Beebower found that in ninety-one of the largest pension plans in the country, the 
overwhelming determinant of performance was the investment policy decision. In the study, the trio 
defined investment policy as the percentage holdings in cash, bonds, and stocks.  
That simple decision accounted for ninety-four percent of the plans' performance, leaving less than six 
percent for both market timing and individual stock selection. Attempts to either market time or select 
individual stocks on average cost the plans. The obvious lesson is that investors should focus their 
attention on the factors that have the highest impact on return while avoiding non-productive and costly 
diversions with market timing and individual stock selection.  
A study of mutual-fund performance illustrates the futility of trying to beat the markets. On average, funds 
underperform the market in which they operate by about their expense ratios. Four of five will fail to meet 
or beat an appropriate index. Beating an index for a particular time period tells us almost nothing about the 
prospects of a fund to outperform during a subsequent time period.  
While many institutions with vast resources have studied mutual-fund performance, none have been able 
to reliably distinguish between luck and skill or find a formula which will predict future above-average 
performance. Picking honor roll funds, funds with lots of stars, or funds heavily loaded with up arrows in 
down periods has proven to be a costly and self-defeating exercise.  
As with almost anything, there is an easy way and a hard way to do something. Traditional attempts to add 
value through management are almost impossible. Today, the weight of the evidence indicates that 
managers are unable to add value through either market timing or individual stock selection. In fact, 
attempts to actively manage equity portfolios have reliably increased both cost and risk (variability of 
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returns) while lowering average returns!  

Harness the Power! 

There is, however, an easier, lower-cost, lower-risk way to attack the problem. Asset-class investing offers 
long-term investors superior returns and a much higher probability of achieving their goals. Simply put, 
investors can buy the whole market, or attractive portions of markets, through indexes. Rather than indulge 
in the fruitless exercise of attempting to beat the market, investors can harness or capture the incredible 
power of the world's markets. By combining these markets according to their risk, return, and correlation 
to each other (MPT), investors can form superior portfolios.  
Asset-class investing relies on neither market timing nor individual stock selection. It makes no 
predictions nor requires any supernatural insight. For long-term success to be assured, disciplined 
investors need only assume that the value of the world's economy will continue to grow. This seems a 
reasonable bet for a capitalist to take, since 4,000 years of recorded history support this.  
Asset-class investing has been embraced enthusiastically by institutions. In just a few years, about thirty-
seven percent of the institutional marketplace has adopted this approach. Less than two percent of 
individuals, however, utilize this no-nonsense, highly effective, low-cost, low-risk technique.  
Investors who wish to increase their chance of success will find that no-load mutual funds offer almost the 
perfect building block for asset-allocation investing. At their best, mutual funds offer instant, wide 
diversification within a target market at a very attractive low cost. However, with over 7,000 non money-
market mutual funds available in the United States alone, selection is a problem.  
As a rule of thumb, avoid any fund with either a front or back-end load. Shoot for funds with very low 
expense ratios. Also, eliminate any funds that will not stay fully invested and which do not restrict 
themselves to a market or well-defined segment of a market (i.e. avoid style drift).  

Deregulation - The Beginning of Revolution 

After May Day, Wall Street was never the same. The implications for investors were not only enormous, 
they were quite positive. Previously, Wall Street was the only game in town and it made cost competition 
illegal. Wall Street did what any good monopolist would do - it screwed the public with high prices and 
poor service.  
Initially, deregulation resulted in higher costs for individual investors, but the arrival of new entrants tilted 
the balance of power in the individual's favor. Discount brokerages and no-load mutual funds slashed 
prices and improved service for investors of very modest means. And when small investors combined 
forces in Schwab's mutual-fund marketplace, they suddenly had all the tools to craft portfolios of 
remarkable sophistication without the "help" of Wall Street's robber barons.  
The runaway success of Schwab's program attracted more competition and will keep the pressure on for 
even further improvements. For the investor, this is just another example of the positive effects of 
competition combined with capitalism.  

Wall Street's Rear Guard Action 

Wall Street's barons can be expected to put on a spirited rear-guard defense of their valuable turf. While no 
one is expecting their imminent demise, they are faced with pressure to clean up their act and provide 
better service at lower costs while being burdened with an enormous disadvantage in both structure and 
cost. How much they can fiddle with a flawed compensation system remains to be seen.  
Conflicts of interest inherent in the commission-based sales system corrupt the entire process. The sales 
force is poorly trained to implement advanced strategies and the profit margins on those strategies are not 
sufficient to cover the tremendous built-in overhead of a giant brokerage firm. Thus far, no serious attempt 
has been made to pass on the cost savings generated by modern technology. Rather, the savings have been 
sopped up by Wall Street's bloated establishment. When the public wakes up, the Street is a natural 
candidate for vigorous downsizing.  
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Wall Street's big advantage in the retail market is marketing prowess. Generations of advertising have 
established a formidable brand name and identity. This position is constantly reinforced by enviable 
advertising and public relations budgets which ensure that Wall Street's barons are high in your 
consciousness when you consider investing.  
On the other hand, Wall Street's abuses have been so well-publicized, widely known, and shocking that 
few investors really like or trust the Street's used stock peddlers. As investors become more aware of their 
alternatives, mass numbers can be expected to defect. Only market share loss is liable to get the Street's 
attention. Doing what is in your own best interest - voting with your feet - will force reform and ensure the 
successful conclusion of the revolution.  

A New Breed of Financial Advisor 

Deregulation, along with advances in technology, spawned an entirely new breed of professional advisor. 
Fee-only advisors can now operate from any place with a plug-in phone line, bringing low-cost, 
independent, objective, and professional advice of the highest quality and sophistication right to the 
investor's neighborhood. The clear separation of the sales or brokerage function from the advice function 
eliminates conflicts of interest and puts the advisor on the same side of the table as the client.  
Wall Street's abuses have been so frequent, and the advantages of fee-only compensation so obvious, that 
the demand for the new advisors has fueled explosive growth. While fee-only is a far better way to deliver 
service and advice, it doesn't guarantee competence or even honesty. Investors must still do their due 
diligence when selecting an advisor.  
All that remains is for the individual investor to take advantage of the gifts he or she has been given. 
Everywhere the investor looks, things are getting better, but looking is the key since neither the brokerage 
industry, the fund companies, nor the media have a deep commitment to providing fundamental education. 
Bad advice is far more profitable than good advice for nearly all the players.  
Wall Street's profits are simply not linked in any way to investor profits. As long as turnover is high, the 
Street wins either way. With more than 7,000 mutual funds clamoring for shelf space and public attention, 
hype is the order of the day in fund advertising. As long as Americans will buy dangerous drivel posing as 
serious financial commentary, the media will happily provide it.  
America is a land of shocking financial illiteracy. Ironically, while few investors have any kind of long-
term plan and fail to recognize the dimensions of the problems facing them, most are still supremely 
confident of their abilities. Their lack of discipline and indulgence in self-destructive financial behavior, 
not surprisingly, yields dismal results. Projecting these results forward generates visions of almost 
unimaginable financial hardship as the boomers march off to retirement without the financial assets to 
sustain them.  

Just Do It! 

Most boomers still have time to avoid a financial disaster. To do this, however, they must begin to budget 
for some serious investments along with their BMWs, hit the books and do their financial homework, 
formulate meaningful investment plans, learn investment discipline, and reform their own behavior. This 
book, and others on my reading list, will give you the background you need to start. But, start you must 
since time is running out. If you end up missing the benefits of the financial revolution you will have 
nobody to blame but yourself.  
Investors without the time, inclination, or resources to administer their investment program should 
consider delegating the duty to a qualified financial advisor. The vast majority of investors simply cannot 
afford the free advice they have been giving themselves. Investing is a serious business and it is not likely 
that investors will stumble upon reasonably efficient portfolios by themselves.  

Marx Had It Wrong 

Marx just couldn't imagine that the workers could end up owning the system. Capitalism is the revolution 
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of the twenty-first century and beyond. The market itself is the greatest wealth-generating mechanism the 
world has ever seen. A properly diversified portfolio of the world's equities will harness the tremendous 
power of the growth in the global economy for you. Riding that wave rather than fighting it is the ultimate 
Investment Strategy for the Twenty-first Century.  
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